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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents analysis of experiments and simulations executed to develop
the auto-magnetizing liner concept (AutoMag) for use as an alternative premagnetization
mechanism for MagLIF. Tests of each stage of AutoMag (magnetization, dielectric
breakdown, and implosion) were executed on the Mykonos accelerator and the Z accelerator.
Experiments demonstrate strong peak axial magnetic field production (20 – 150 T), dielectric
breakdown initiation that depends on global induced electric field across the target, and a level
of cylindrical implosion uniformity high enough to be useful for prospective fusion-fuel-filled
(auto-magnetized MagLIF) experiments.
This dissertation also presents detailed simulations of the Solid Liner Dynamic Screw
Pinch concept formulated to mitigate instability growth in liner implosions on Z. 3D MHD
simulations were executed to design a feasible target for Z experiments. Simulations indicate
that instability mitigation is proportional to the cumulative dynamic rotation of the magnetic
vector field at the liner surface throughout implosion.
v
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Figure 1.1 – (a) Schematic, cross-sectional view of a MagLIF target on Z. The pink toroid
structure at the bottom of the target is an implosion cushion intended to mitigate deleterious
“wall instability” development observed in previous liner implosion experiments [39]. (b)
Half-section of the entire final feed and pulsed power target or “load” region. Note the external
coils surrounding the liner/target region. The liner is centered at the axial and radial midpoint
between the coils to promote field uniformity. Images in (b) reproduced from [3] .................3
Figure 1.2 – The three stages of AutoMag (magnetization, dielectric breakdown, and
implosion) are here overlaid with a current pulse from the Z accelerator. Note the components
of current density in the liner associated with each stage: the current density distribution
determines the magnetic field produced inside and outside of the liner in each stage. The pitch
angle (defined bottom left) of the helices determines how much axial field is produced per unit
of driver current that flows in the liner and also determines the strength of the induced electric
field in the liner based on the time rate of change of the axial field via Faraday’s Law (top left).
A simulated axial magnetic field heat map from an ANSYS Maxwell magnetic transient
calculation is shown in the center of the plot........................................................................6
Figure 1.3 – (left) Schematic cut-away of a normal MagLIF experiment load geometry and
(right) a cut-away of an SLDSP load geometry with a helical return can used to produce helical
drive field. Pink arrows indicate current flow. Insets show the magnetic drive field components
and field polarization at the liner surface for both cases. Images reproduced from [55]........10
Figure 2.1 – (left) An axial magnetic field map from an ANSYS Maxwell transient magnetic
simulation of a 20° AutoMag liner. This simulation was driven by a current pulse with a ~600kA peak and a ~125-ns rise time. The planar field map is shown at the time of peak current.
(right) A lineout plot of axial magnetic flux density (hereafter referred to as “magnetic field”)
along the central axis of the simulation demonstrates that the axial field component peaks at
the axial midplane and drops off towards the ends of the liner due to formation of azimuthal
eddy currents in the top and bottom sections of the target ...................................................14
Figure 2.2 – Images are shown of AutoMag liners with different pitch angles: (a) 45°, (b) 30°,
(c) 20°, and (d) 12.5°. Radial cross-sections are shown of each insulator configuration: (e) bare
configuration, (f) bulk configuration, and (g) flush configuration. A photograph of an example
bulk insulated liner is shown in (h). Images are reproduced from [59].................................16
Figure 2.3 – (a) Schematic image of an AutoMag target. (b) Top view of an AutoMag target
showing the inner and outer layers of insulator material encapsulating the helices. The insulator
material in (a) and (b) are artificially shaded green. (c) Schematic cross-sectional view of an
AutoMag pulsed power target and surrounding hardware. This hardware was fielded during
experiments on the Mykonos accelerator. The Bdot load current probes shown in the image
were only fielded in the second and third series of experiments and were excluded on the first
series. In the first series, the driver current was monitored by Bdot probes located upstream
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(further from the target or load, closer to the generator) in the pulsed power transmission line
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Figure 2.4 – (a) Half section of an experimental set up on Mykonos with a bare AutoMag liner
installed and a microBdot probe on axis. The axially oriented probe loop measures axial
magnetic field, B z . If pure helical current is flowing, B z should scale linearly with current
flowing in the transmission line (shown schematically as I in and I out ). During experiments,
photons can be produced due to vacuum arcs or arcs through aluminum oxide layers at
electrode current contacts (yellow), from localized arcing between helical conductors (light
blue), or from plasma distributions in or around the helical conductors (purple). (b) A plot of
the experimentally measured axial magnetic field inside of bare AutoMag liners versus time
for various pitch angles (color coded). Simulated axial magnetic field in the case of no
dielectric breakdown is plotted for each pitch angle in dotted color. Plot in (b) is reproduced
from [59]..........................................................................................................................18
Figure 2.5 – (a) Plot of a 30° bare liner experiment’s integrated microBdot data, B z (dotted
light blue, left vertical axis), driver current (dashed orange, right vertical axis), and DET10A
diode (solid dark blue, scaled units [s. u.]). (b) iCCD image of a 30° bare liner experiment.
The colorbars for (b) and (d) are shown in scaled units based on changes in the optical set-up.
(c) Plot of 12.5° liner data, same color key as (a) but with the addition of avalanche diode data
shown in dash-dot black. (d) iCCD image of a 12.5° liner experiment in which bright emission
is seen between the helices. Figure reproduced from [59] ...................................................19

Figure 2.6 – iCCD images of (from left to right) bulk, bare, and flush configuration liners that
underwent breakdown. Colorbar is in scaled counts (adjusted based on differences in optical
set-ups between experiments) and applies to all three images .............................................21
Figure 2.7 – Plot of the circuit data recorded in an AutoMag experiment on Mykonos showing
the calculated change in inductance due to liner breakdown. Plot taken from [59] ...............21
Figure 2.8 – (a) Cutaway schematic view of AutoMag target on Mykonos with multiple
microBdot probes installed on axis. (b) Top view of mounting structure used to install four
microBdots on axis inside of AutoMag liners on Mykonos. (c) A plot of the time resolved
diagnostic data from the first multi-microBdot experiment on Mykonos. Magnetic field
measured by the microBdot probes is tied to the left axis and drive current is tied to the right
axis. The same diagnostic datasets are shown in (d) for the second experiment. For both (c)
and (d), the turn on of the APD indicates breakdown initiation which aligns with the inflection
in the internal magnetic field data measured by the microBdots. The purple and green
waveforms correspond to the frame width of the Andor single frame imagers and the red line
is the start of the 12-frame imager capture window. The DET10A peaks with drive current,
indicating joule heating dependence of photoemission after breakdown initiation................23
Figure 2.9 – (a), (b), and (c) are each 12-frame imager datasets from AutoMag experiments
that used 20°, 500-µm wide helical gap targets pulsed with a ~850 kA peak current pulse. For
all three experiments, the breakdown evolution occurred very similarly, particularly with
respect to the formation of discrete emitting filaments when then gave way to quasi-uniform
emitting distributions ........................................................................................................25
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Figure 2.10 – Optical images taken using the 12-frame gated imager diagnostic during
Mykonos experiments. These frames (shown at the right) are taken from the same experiment
as Fig. 2.9(b). Lineouts of photoemission were taken through the section of the image indicated
by green arrows in each image. The lineouts were vertical with respect to the orientation of the
images in the right of the figure.........................................................................................26
Figure 2.11 – Modeling results from 3D MHD ALEGRA. The outer surface of the target was
modeled such that when an electric field threshold was surpassed, the material cells at the outer
liner surface would go from a normal, insulating state (blue) to a conductive state (red). This
enabled assessment of how electric field strength and topology was anticipated to affect
breakdown initiation and evolution. Note how the post-breakdown material (red) is oriented in
a helical sense corresponding with the helical gaps between metallic helices buried beneath the
insulating material in the target..........................................................................................28
Figure 2.12 – Visualization of helical gap size change resulting in increased induced electric
field in the liner with a comparatively small decrease in the axial field strength. A target with
250-µm gaps is shown, however, targets fabricated for Mykonos experiments had gap widths
ranging from 200-260 µm. Nevertheless, the ~2X increase in 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 was anticipated for all
targets with this thinner range of helical gaps.....................................................................29

Figure 2.13 – (a) 12-frame imaging data of an AutoMag experiment on Mykonos that used a
target with 500-µm wide, 20° helical gaps that was pulsed with a ~650 kA peak current pulse
(60 kV charge voltage). (b) 12-frame imaging data taken at the same time(s) with respect to
the current pulse as the data shown in (a) for an experiment using a target with 200-µm wide,
20° helical gaps what was pulsed with a ~650 kA peak current pulse (60 kV charge voltage).
Note the similarity in breakdown evolution in terms of timing and structure. The data in (b)
indicates breakdown initiation that starts ~10 ns (two frames) later.....................................30
Figure 2.14 – Plots of time-resolved data from the Mykonos experiments for which 12-frame
data is shown in Fig. 2.13. The top plot corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 2.13(b) and the
bottom plot corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 2.13(a) ..................................................31
Figure 2.15 – 3D ALEGRA transient magnetic simulation results. (a-c) show results from
simulations of a 20° AutoMag target with 200-µm wide helical gaps while (d-f) show results
from simulations of a 20° AutoMag target with 500-µm gaps. The simulation time step for (ac) corresponds to the (average) observed time during a ~650 kA peak current pulse when
dielectric breakdown initiation was observed for 200-µm gap experiments while the simulation
timestep for (d-f) corresponds to the (average) observed time during a ~650 kA peak current
pulse when dielectric breakdown initiation was observed for 500-µm gap experiments. (a) and
(d) are maps of electric field at the outer surface of the AutoMag targets. The corresponding
colorbar for these two maps is located to the left. (b) and (e) are cross-section views of density
maps on the left and electric field maps on the right. (c) and (f) show lineout plots of electric
field a along the lines indicated by the arrows above (b) and (e). Note that the electric field
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Figure 2.16 – A top view schematic of the diagnostic framework with the vacuum chamber
(green) shows how the laser beam was split into 3 beams. The laser first enters the splitting
scheme on the bottom right corner of the diagnostic board. The beam then gets split 30/70 by
a dielectric coated splitter, then gets split 50/50 by another dielectric coated splitter. Each of
the three beams reflects off of turning mirrors over beam paths that are approximately equal in
length (to match arrival time at the load). In this diagram, 𝜃𝜃1 = 𝜃𝜃3 = 112.5° while 𝜃𝜃2 = 135°.
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Figure 2.17 – (a) 12-frame imaging data from a 45° AutoMag liner experiment on Mykonos
that employed a pulsed UV laser focused down to a narrow line beam to impinge one side of
the target (the top side as shown in figure). Yellow arrows indicate where the laser impinges
on the liner and resultant visible emission. Blue arrows indicate reflections off of hardware in
the target region. Red arrows indicate photoemission associated with electrode contacts. In (a),
note that the data shows no signs of photoemission associated with additional discrete plasma
filaments such as those observed in experiments that show full breakdown, only the single line
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frame iCCD gated imager with a 5-ns gate width (with timing corresponding to frame 9 of the
12-frame data) and filtered identically to the 12-frame imager. Colorbar scales (data ranges)
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Figure 2.18 – Plot of all AutoMag experiments in which dielectric breakdown was observed
with optical and electrical diagnostics (microBdots and/or driver current monitors) or inferred
from electrical diagnostics. The range bars for each shot are assigned based on a time
uncertainty of +/- 5 ns for the Mykonos experiments and +/- 2.5 ns for the Z experiments. The
central value for this uncertainty range corresponds to the point of divergence between the
microBdot data and the load current monitor data for both Mykonos and Z experiments shown
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Figure 2.19 – Plot of time-resolved data from a 20°, 200-µm wide helical gap AutoMag liner
experiment that used boron-carbide-doped EPON for the insulating encapsulant material. The
black arrow indicates the time at which the microBdot data and the driver current monitor data
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Figure 2.20 – (a) Simulated current prepulses (solid blue and red) produced in BERTHA are
shown overlaid with the measured current (dashed red and blue) from the first two experiments,
Z3218 and Z3219. (b) The current rise rate versus time for the two simulated pulses is overlaid
with the measured current rise rate for Z3218 and Z3219. For a current rise rate of 50 kA/ns
at t = 225 ns the calculated average induced electric field in the helical gaps, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, at the axial
midplane is 15.9 MV/m. The Z3347 prepulse is qualitatively similar to that of Z3219 and as a
consequence is omitted from (a) and (b). (c) Measured drive current for the three experiments
and the simulated 2/34 and 4/32 configurations from BERTHA are shown. The current was
measured by load Bdot probes which are installed upstream of the final power feed in the
pulsed power transmission line. While the measured peak current in Z3347, 19.3 MA, aligns
with the simulated peak current for the corresponding 4/32 configuration (solid red), the peak
current in Z3218 and Z3219 (17.0 MA and 20.5 MA, respectively) did not match pre-shot
BERTHA simulations, which predicted a 19.2 MA peak current for both machine
configurations; this may indicate some inaccuracy of the load Bdot measurements during late
time (near peak current) in the experiments. (d) (top) The RZ schematic cross section of the
power feed geometry used in AutoMag shots is shown with a calculated inductance of 6.2 nH
while the standard MagLIF power feed with the same anode-cathode spacing at the load as
AutoMag (12 mm) has a calculated inductance of 7.1 nH. (bottom) A calculation of the electric
field in the power feed gap as a function of radius is shown with the explosive electron emission
threshold, 240 kV/cm, shown in dashed red. The threshold current rise rate for electron
emission in the power feed found from this calculation was 13.75 kA/ns, shown in dotted black
in (b), and was found via calculating 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (𝑟𝑟) = (𝐿𝐿(𝑟𝑟) × 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)/𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑟) and incrementally
increasing the current rise rate until 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (𝑟𝑟) ≥ 240 kV/cm at any radius in the feed [60]. Here,
𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (𝑟𝑟) is the electric field in the power feed gap at 𝑟𝑟, 𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑟) is the minimum gap size at 𝑟𝑟, and
𝐿𝐿(𝑟𝑟) is the feed inductance downstream of 𝑟𝑟. Reproduced from [60] ..................................48

Figure 2.21 – A cut-away schematic of the AutoMag target assembly in implosion experiments
on the Z Facility. The liner had a 45° pitch angle and the inner wall of the liner was coated
with a 100-nm thick aluminum oxide layer to provide enhanced local contrast in 7.2-keV xray radiographs. The insert shows the top view of the target configuration with the winding
senses of the probes noted as clockwise and counterclockwise by the x and o symbols,
respectively. These probes [20] were fabricated and calibrated at Cornell University on a
benchtop test pulser and have a calibration uncertainty of +/- 5%. Reproduced from [60]....50

Figure 2.22 – (a) A plot is shown of 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) measured by each of the four microBdots overlaid
with the machine current for Z3218. An additional scale factor has been applied to each
microBdot data set to better visualize the linear scaling of each data set with the machine
current. 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) is tied to the left vertical axis and machine current is tied to the right vertical
axis. The axes have been scaled so that the datasets match during the prepulse, enabling
visualization of when the linear scaling ceases at t = 225 ns. The dotted red line corresponds
to the time at which pre-shot GORGON simulations predict that the shock is halfway through
the liner; the liner is not expected to move radially inward prior to this time, t = 280 ns. (b)
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) data from all four microBdots (without the additional scale factor applied as in (a)) are
shown tied to the left axis and are overlaid with the machine current tied to the right vertical
axis. Data from each of the four probes is labeled based on axial location of the probe loop as
well as the winding sense of the probe loop (x and o for clockwise and counterclockwise
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winding sense, respectively). These probes are designed to measure 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 above 3 T/ns
without experiencing internal failure. Reproduced from [60] ..............................................52

Figure 2.23 – Overlay of optical diagnostic turn-on times with the axial magnetic field, driver
current, and radiography timing for Z3218. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of
that shown in the rest of Section 2.2 ..................................................................................54
Figure 2.24 – Overlay of optical diagnostic turn-on times with the axial magnetic field, driver
current, and radiography timing for Z3219. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of
that shown in the rest of Section 2.2 ..................................................................................54
Figure 2.25 – Streaked Visible Spectrsocopy (SVS) measurements taken in Z3218 and Z3219.
SVS was set up to record early time light (before 5 MA) from potential arcing along the liner.
As a result, the system saturated relatively early on in both shots. At the bottom, examples of
temperature estimates are shown before the image saturates, assuming blackbody emissivity
of 1. Analysis courtesy of Sonal Patel. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of that
shown in the rest of Section 2.2 .........................................................................................55
Figure 2.26 – (a) Radiography frame 1 captured in Z3218 shows straight inner liner walls
(indicated by dashed blue lines) at a convergence ratio CR ~ 1.5; CR = initial inner liner radius
/ inner liner radius in radiograph. The initial location of the inner liner wall is indicated by the
dashed green lines and the initial location of the outer liner surface is indicated by dashed red
lines. (b) Frame 2 from Z3218. (c) Frame 1 from Z3219 was partially obscured by electrical
cables in the target region. (d) Frame 2, Z3219 was also partially obscured. Blue arrows point
to blue dots which mark the points on the liner inner wall which are furthest apart in radius
(i.e. these dots are used to calculate the amplitude of the radial perturbation apparent on the
inner liner wall). (e) Frame 1, Z3347. (f) Frame 2, Z3347. Radiograph frame times for (a-f) are
noted in the bottom left corner of each image and CR for each radiograph is labeled in blue.
(g-j) Frames 1 and 2 from Z3218 and Z3347 are reproduced with reduced transmission scales
to enhance contrast in the transmission data associated with the liner’s inner wall. Individual
points along the edge of the inner wall feature shown in red for the left wall and blue for the
right wall in each radiograph were used to determine the convergence ratio values cited for
each radiograph. Purple arrows in (g) and (h) indicate the apparent diamond pattern which is
thought to correspond to overlapping primary and secondary helices, each formed of radially
extended material that locally reduces x-ray transmission. Like (d), the blue arrows in (j) point
to blue dots on the inner liner wall which are furthest apart in radius. All axes are given in mm
while the colorbars shown indicate transmission. Note that (h) and (i) share the same colorbar.
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Figure 2.27 – Helical fit analysis similar to that performed in [4] was conducted for the CR~1.5
radiograph. The pitch, p, and the major axis or amplitude (i.e., the helix radius), a, for each fit
helix are reported. (a) The primary helices correspond to the outer liner surface or structures at
larger radius compared to the inner wall visible in the radiograph. The primary fit helices have
the following parameters: color(a[mm]||p[mm]), red(2.075||21.1), cyan(2.150||20.6),
blue(2.150||24.1), green(2.150||22.0), magenta(2.050||15.4), yellow(2.100||16.0). (b) The
secondary helices also seem to correspond to the outer layers of the imploding liner. The
secondary fit helices have the following parameters: red(2.050||20.2), cyan(2.100||18.0),
blue(2.150||24.1), green(2.150||24.1), magenta(2.100||20.2), yellow(2.050||19.4). Note that the
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pitch of the initial machined helices is p𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖l = 18.9 mm. Helical pitch is noted here (instead
of pitch angle) for each fit helix since the pitch of the helices is expected to remain
approximately constant as the liner implodes, enabling comparison to the initial pitch of the
machined helices. Reproduced from [60] ...........................................................................59
Figure 2.28 – (top) Contour plot of radiography frame 1 (CR~1.5) captured in Z3218. 10-point
smoothing (25 μm in horizontal direction and 26 μm in the vertical direction) of the radiograph
image data was done prior to producing the contour plot. 40 contours with equal spacing
between transmission equal to 0 and 0.5 are shown in the plot. (bottom) The vein structure
centered approximately at (0.5 mm, -0.5 mm) is shown in a zoomed-in view of the contour
plot (same smoothing applied as in top contour plot). The closely spaced contours around the
vein emphasize the large density gradient and the localized nature of the vein structures. All
axes are in mm. Reproduced from [60] ..............................................................................62
Figure 2.29 – MLM data is shown for the eight frames captured during Z3219. For frames 1
through 6, helical structure is dominant. From frame 6 to 7, the helical structures start to
transition towards higher azimuthal correlation until finally in frame 8, azimuthal bands are
dominant. The axes are given in mm and the colorbars quantify specular density. Reproduced
from [60]..........................................................................................................................63
Figure 2.30 – Synthetic radiographs from a GORGON simulation suggest that the implosion
symmetry of the liner is acceptable up through CR~4.2. GORGON simulations did not include
the layer of aluminum oxide on the inner wall used for enhanced radiographic contrast in
experiments. Note the difference in the structure seen in the synthetic radiographs compared
to experimental data at similar CR in (b) reproduced from Fig. 2.26, particularly the lack of
secondary helices, vein structures, dark diamonds, and compression of the primary helical gap
size. Reproduced from [60] ...............................................................................................65
Figure 2.31 – (a) Implosion trajectory calculations using the analytic model are shown using
mode one of magnetic field injection (Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.11, magnetic field is injected into the
inside of the liner proportional to the drive current until it reaches 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 at the end of the
prepulse). Trajectories for 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 = 50, 100, 150, 200 T are shown all driven by the Z3218 current
waveform (Fig. 2.20). The insert zooms in on the difference in trajectory for varying 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 . Note
that increasing the injected magnetic field broadens the stagnation or “bounce” of the liner and
reduces the convergence of the liner at stagnation/bounce. (b) Implosion trajectory calculations
using the analytic model are shown using mode two of magnetic field injection (Eq. 2.12 and
Eq. 2.13, use of measured 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡)) for each experiment (Z3218 in red, Z3219 in black). The
2/34 simulated drive current was used for the calculation with trajectories shown in solid blue
for which 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) from Z3218 was used and in dashed blue for which 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) from Z3219
was used. Stagnation times inferred from x-rays measured by photoconductive diodes (PCDs)
during Z3218 and Z3219 are shown in dotted red and dotted black, respectively. Note that the
trajectories using the 2/34 simulated current pulse and the 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) from Z3218 and Z3219
very nearly reproduce the measured difference in stagnation time between the two experiments.
Inner liner wall radii from experimental radiographs and synthetic radiographs are also plotted.
The inner liner wall radii from synthetic radiographs from GORGON are shown as blue
triangles and the inner liner wall radii measured in experimental radiographs are shown in red
for Z3218 and black for Z3219. Reproduced from [60] ......................................................68
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Figure 2.32 – Image of an axially oriented miniature magnetic field probe (microBdot). The
probe loop is configured to be sensitive to the axial magnetic field component by winding the
loop into a cork-screw shape .............................................................................................70
Figure 2.33 – The microBdot calibration assembly shown here is designed to enable precise
calibration of each probe used in experiments. In gray, the field tube is shown with three holes
on the cylindrical part of the tube to allow installation of permanent (or reference) field probes
and for insertion of microBdots to determine sensitivity to non-axial field components. The
“fins” on other side of the field tube connect to a 10 kA/ 50 ns rise time pulser via alligator
clips or a similar method. Shown in blue is an insulating strip (nylon) to separate one side of
the pulsed tube from the other to prevent shunting. The green piece is an insulating piece
(nylon) needed to mount the assembly to an optical board ..................................................71
Figure 2.34 – Image of calibration test stand for microBdots. The green arrow indicates where
the microBdot probe is installed inside of the mono-direction magnetic field tube. The yellow
arrow points to a conventional Bdot probe installed in a side hole of the tube to monitor the
field inside of the tube during each calibration shot. The red arrow indicates the points on one
of the fins on the tube where the positive contacts from the pulser connect. The blue arrow
indicates the point on the fin on the field tube where the negative contact from the pulser
connects. The cyan arrow indicates the Pearson probe used to monitor the current flowing
through the calibration tube during each calibration shots...................................................72
Figure 2.35 – Plot of microBdot data overlayed with the reference field inside of the calibration
tube. The reference field was calculated by taking the Pearson probe current measurement and
converting it to magnetic field using transient magnetic simulations executed in ANSYS
Maxwell ...........................................................................................................................73
Figure 2.36 – (left) The first radiography frame from Z3218. (right) A synthetic radiograph
from a pre-shot GORGON simulation at similar convergence to the experimental radiography
shown on the right. The pink dashed lines correspond to the edges of the helical gaps (the
primary helices) in each radiograph. The width of the helical gap appears much thinner, ~3X
thinner, in the experimental data compared to the synthetic data. The Z time base in this plot
is 2750 ns ahead of that shown in Section 2.2 ....................................................................75
Figure 2.37 – A plot of electrical conductivity as a function of temperature for Lexan. Several
curves corresponding to specific material mass densities are plotted. These curves were used
to select post breakdown temperatures to test in ALEGRA simulations. A high temperature,
high conductivity post-breakdown state was selected to correspond with the black arrow and a
low temperature, low conductivity post-breakdown state was selected to correspond with the
red arrow..........................................................................................................................78
Figure 2.38 – Synthetic radiographs from a pre-shot 3D GORGON simulation (left) are
compared to opacity maps from two different 3D ALEGRA simulations (center) which each
used different dielectric breakdown modeling protocols. Breakdown model A used a low
temperature, low conductivity post-breakdown state whereas breakdown model B used a high
temperature, high conductivity post-breakdown state. Two radiographs captured in
experiments are shown on the right for comparison to the simulation results .......................79
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Figure 2.39 – Plot of implosion trajectories for AutoMag targets. Simulated trajectories from
a simple 1D analytic-based implosion model are compared to radiographs captured in
experiments, synthetic radiographs from GORGON, and simulated trajectories from ALEGRA
simulations. Uncertainty bars for each radiograph were determined by computing the standard
deviation of the radius of the left and right walls (inner walls) of the imploding liner in each
radiograph ........................................................................................................................81
Figure 2.40 – Plot of AutoMag implosion trajectories from an analytic implosion model
compared to experimental radiographs, synthetic radiographs from GORGON, and three
different ALEGRA simulations which each used different drive current pulses to determine
the best match of simulated trajectories to radiography.......................................................82
Figure 2.41 – Plot of the average of the measured internal axial magnetic field data from Z3219
and Z3447 compared with simulated internal axial magnetic field from two different ALEGRA
simulations, each using a different dielectric breakdown modeling protocol: electric field
driven breakdown and post-breakdown material insertion at a user-defined time during the
simulation. Both the internal axial magnetic field at the axial midplane and at a point 2 mm
above the midplane are plotted for the post-breakdown material insertion breakdown
simulation in ALEGRA.....................................................................................................84
Figure 2.42 – Plot of measured and simulated internal axial magnetic field for shaped pulse
experiments/simulations. For simulations, the measured current pulse from Z3347 was used to
drive the implosion. Also plotted is the simulated internal axial magnetic field from a
simulation of an AutoMag liner driven by a short current pulse on Z (i.e., a current pulse
without a 1-2 MA, 100-200-ns rise time prepulse prior to the main section of the pulse). For
the short pulse simulation, the insertion of post-breakdown material was executed at the same
dI/dt as for the shaped pulse simulation, leading to an earlier simulated initiation of breakdown.
For ALEGRA simulations, the axial magnetic field at the axial midplane and the axial field on
axis 2 mm above the midplane are plotted..........................................................................86
Figure 2.43 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag
liners identical in design to the liners fielded in Z experiments. In the left column are density
maps from a simulation driven by the current pulse measured by load current monitors on Z
for Z3347. In the right column are density maps from a simulation driven by an 18.7-MA peak
current short pulse on Z. Colorbar units are kg/m3..............................................................87
Figure 2.44 – Zoomed in density maps from simulations shown in Fig. 2.43 focusing on the
cross-sectional view of discrete metallic helices during implosion. Note that the short-pulsedriven simulation appears to have a broader, more elongated cross-sectional shape compared
to the shaped pulse driven simulation. Colorbar units are kg/m3..........................................88
Figure 2.45 – Plot of inner wall perturbation amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation in ALEGRA (black squares) and a short-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation in ALEGRA (blue circles)................................................................89
Figure 2.46 – Plot of MRTI amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation in ALEGRA (black squares) and a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation in ALEGRA (blue circles)................................................................................89
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Figure 2.47 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag
liners. The left and middle columns are from simulations of liners identical in design to the
liners fielded in Z experiments. In the left column are density maps from a simulation driven
by the current pulse measured by load current monitors on Z for Z3347. In the middle column
are density maps from a simulation driven by an 18.7-MA peak current short pulse on Z. In
the right column are density maps from a short-pulse driven simulation of an AutoMag liner
identical in all other features to the Z3347 target but with the helical gaps reduced to 200-µm.
Colorbar units are kg/m3 ...................................................................................................91
Figure 2.48 – Plot of inner wall perturbation amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (black squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), and a short-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares).92
Figure 2.49 – Plot of MRTI amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation using the Z3347 target (black squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), and a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares).................92
Figure 2.50 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag
liners. The left column is from simulations of a liners identical in design to the liners fielded
in Z experiments. In the middle column are density maps from a short-pulse driven simulation
of an AutoMag liner identical in all other features to the Z3347 target but with the helical gaps
reduced to 200-µm. In the right column are density maps from a simulation using an AR=6
AutoMag liner (reduced beryllium thickness) driven by an 18.7-MA peak current short pulse
on Z. Colorbar units are kg/m3...........................................................................................94
Figure 2.51 – Plot of inner wall perturbation amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (black squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag
implosion simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares), and
a short-pulse-driven simulation of an AR=6 AutoMag liner with 200-µm helical gaps (red
circles) .............................................................................................................................95
Figure 2.52 – Plot of MRTI amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation using the Z3347 target (black squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion
simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares), and a shortpulse-driven simulation of an AR=6 AutoMag liner with 200-µm helical gaps (red circles).95
Figure 2.53 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag
liners designed with shallow helical pitch (<45°). The left column is from simulations of
AutoMag liners with 4 helical cuts with 30° pitch angle. In the middle column are density maps
from a simulation of an AutoMag liner with 3 helical cuts with 20° helical pitch angle. In the
right column are density maps from a simulation of an AutoMag liner with 2 helical cuts with
12.5° helical pitch angle. All three simulations were driven by a shaped pulse, the as-measured
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drive current from Z3347. All three simulations used liners identical to those fielded on Z
(AR=4 liner design fielded inZ3218, Z3219, and Z3347). Colorbar units are kg/m3.............97
Figure 3.1 – (a) A half-section schematic of the load region for a MagLIF-like liner implosion
experiment. Typical hardware includes the anode (i), a slotted return can (ii), a top cap (iii), a
liner (iv), and the cathode (v). The power feed (vi) is the last extent of the transmission line
between the anode and cathode before the load region, which includes the length of the entire
liner face. (b) The current pulse waveform that was used to drive the ANSYS Maxwell
simulations. (c) A CAD rendering is shown of a helical return can design with three helical
posts surrounding an 11-mm tall liner conduction region. The return can inner radius is 5 mm
from the outer liner surface. These helical posts have turns per unit length, n c , of approximately
0.8 turns/cm. A representation of the helical pitch angle, 𝜓𝜓, is shown in green. (d) An axial
lineout of the initial drive field ratio, Ξ = 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 /𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 , at the liner surface is shown for the helical
return can design in (c). The vertical axis corresponds to the length scale of (c). Reproduced
from [61]........................................................................................................................102
Figure 3.2 – (a) A multi-pitch helical return can design with reduced pitch angle, 𝜓𝜓, in the midsection of the return can is shown surrounding a 14-mm tall liner conduction region. 𝜓𝜓2 = 90°
in this design. The dashed red region shows the expanded radiographic window compared to
Fig. 3.1(c). The return can inner radius is 5 mm from the outer liner surface. (b) An axial lineout
of Ξ at the liner surface for the helical design shown in (a) reveals that the peak at the midplane
of the liner surface is reduced by employing multiple-pitch-angle helical posts compared to the
single-pitch design shown in Fig. 3.1(c,d). The vertical axis corresponds to the length scale of
(a). Reproduced from [61]...............................................................................................103
Figure 3.3 – (a) A multi-pitch helical return can surrounding a MagLIF liner. In dotted blue,
an RZ cross section schematic of closed solenoidal field lines that connect at the top and bottom
of the helical return can. (b) An ANSYS Maxwell simulation map shows accumulation of
current density in a helical return can channel at the ends of the posts outlined in dashed red in
(a). (c) Simulations in GORGON were used to produce 0.01 g/cm3 density contours (left) and
logarithmic density maps of cross sections of the target region (right) at two different current
levels (top and bottom) during the rise of a Z current pulse which show part of the evolution
of the return can posts prior to significant movement of the liner. Reproduced from [61]...105
Figure 3.4 – Multi-pitch helical posts with a reduced return can/liner gap for a substantial
length of the liner height (i.e., a tapered-radius return can structure). This design feature
substantially reduces the magnetized volume (and thus the inductance) in the load region. The
reduction in magnetized volume cross section is shown compared to a fixed radius return
current path (dotted green). The new magnetized volume cross section is shown in dotted red.
Note the tapered top cap that reduces the magnetized volume (thus reducing the inductance).
Reproduced from [61].....................................................................................................108
Figure 3.5 – (a) Axial midplane cross section from ANSYS Maxwell of the simulated magnetic
energy density (normalized) for a load geometry with four total helical posts (two posts are
shown). Magnetic energy density is shown because it corresponds directly the magnetic
pressure acting on current-carrying material cells in the simulation. The azimuthal asymmetry
in the magnetic pressure at the liner outer surface is approximately +/- 5% at the liner face. (b)
Axial midplane cross section from ANSYS Maxwell of normalized magnetic energy density
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for a load geometry with six total helical posts (three are shown). Azimuthal non-uniformity
in magnetic pressure at the liner outer surface is very low with maximum variation below +/2%. (c) An ALEGRA implosion simulation showing an 𝑟𝑟 − 𝜙𝜙 cut of the liner at the midplane
when the liner is at CR~5.2. The initial inner and outer diameter of the liner are marked by
dotted and dashed black, respectively. Reproduced from [61]...........................................110
Figure 3.6 – (a) The candidate multi-pitch return can design surrounding a solid MagLIF liner
with 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (0) = 2.616 mm. The return can, anode, and liner are displayed semi-transparent to show
the tapered top cap, the cathode hardware at the bottom of the target, the implosion cushions
separated by 10 mm inside the liner, and the shape of the powerfeed transition into the load
region. 𝜓𝜓1 = 10°, 𝜓𝜓2 = 26°, 𝜓𝜓3 = 7°. The line-of-sight access to the liner outer surface edge
is noted prior to implosion (blue), at 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶~2 (red), and on-axis when the liner would be near
stagnation (black). (b) Axial lineouts are shown of the initial drive field ratio (blue) and
normalized magnetic pressure (orange) at the liner outer surface for the 10-mm liner implosion
region from ANSYS Maxwell. Each lineout has been azimuthally averaged over 360° of the
liner outer surface. (c) Azimuthal lineouts from ANSYS Maxwell are shown of percent
variation from the average magnetic pressure at the outer surface of the liner. The heights at
which these lineouts were taken correspond to the blue, red, and black dashed lines in (a): at
the axial midplane, 4 mm above the axial midplane, and 4 mm below the axial midplane,
respectively. 270° of the azimuthal extent of the liner is shown for the lineouts in the plot and
the horizontal axis is given in distance along the circumference in mm. The lack of smoothness
apparent in the simulated data is due to the mesh resolution at the liner surface; variations
between discrete tetrahedral cells can result in abrupt jumps in field data even though the local
average is smooth. (d) A simulation of the square of the total magnetic field (which is
proportional to the magnetic pressure) is shown on 180° of the outer liner surface and in the
XZ plane to the right of the liner in the image. The drive current is at a peak current of 18.7
MA after a 100-ns rise time for this field map. Note the axial and azimuthal variation in the
simulated data on the liner surface, each of which is illustrated in more detail in (b) and (c),
respectively. Reproduced from [61].................................................................................112
Figure 3.7 – (a) Density contours from a GORGON simulation show the evolution of a
beryllium MagLIF style AR=9 liner and stainless steel helical return can 10 ns prior to
stagnation (top) and at stagnation (bottom) when driven by a typical MagLIF current pulse. (b)
Comparison of inner and outer surfaces of the imploding liner 10 ns before stagnation, for both
the helical and solid return can when both configurations are driven by the same current. The
green x marks indicate the midplane and the top of an assumed 6-mm-long fuel region at which
the simulated stagnation time, 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, was compared. Reproduced from [61] ......................114

Figure 3.8 – (left) A schematic of the two different liner designs, “normal” and “shimmed”,
used in SLDSP simulations in ALEGRA. The shimmed liner shown has the extra mass added
to the outer surface of the liner, though we note that the mass could be added to the inner
surface of the liner instead. In fact, simulations of this configuration have been executed (but
are not shown) and demonstrate very similar effects to the configuration in which the mass has
been added to the outer liner surface as shown in this figure. For the shimmed liner design
shown, the axial coordinate of the peak of 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 was used to assign the thickest section of the
liner; the cross section of the liner surface corresponded to a circular arc. While this method
proved promising in simulations, further work remains to fully optimize the shimming protocol
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to ensure maximum cylindrical implosion uniformity. (right) Density slices taken from 3D
ALEGRA simulations of the SLDSP-driven liner configurations shown schematically to the
left. Note the reduction in the liner bowing accomplished in the shimmed liner. Though the
added mass slows down the implosion, the trade off in stability might be worth the reduced
implosion velocity or later implosion time. Further simulations beyond the scope of this
dissertation will help inform these design decisions for potential future Z experiments......115
Figure 3.9 – (a-c) Density contours from an ALEGRA simulation show the evolution of a
beryllium MagLIF style AR=9 liner and stainless steel helical return posts when the liner is at
different CR leading up to stagnation. The CR is reported for the midplane of the liner, which
due to the bowing of the imploding liner is the most highly converged section for times prior
to stagnation. The CR~2.7 image in (b) corresponds to 10 ns prior to stagnation, the same time
as when the image from GORGON was taken in Fig. 3.7(a,top). The density colorbar below
(d) corresponds to (a-c). (d) A lineout plot of the internal axial field, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), on axis is shown
at different CR during the implosion. The lineout is taken along the 10-mm tall imploding
region. The internal azimuthal field component in ALEGRA simulations is less than 2% of the
strength of 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) throughout the entire current pulse (through to stagnation). Reproduced
from [61]........................................................................................................................117
Figure 3.10 – An image of the as-shot target hardware on the Z accelerator. Note the four
miniature magnetic field probes inserted in at the top, installed so as to measure axial magnetic
field inside of the liner. These probes were fabricated and calibrated by G. Shipley following
the procedures outlined in Section 2.3 of this dissertation. Unfortunately, magnetic field data
captured in Z experiments provided inconclusive results, likely due to the plasma background
or electromagnetic noise in the Z environment .................................................................118

Figure 3.11 – Radial lineouts across the imploding liner material from an ALEGRA simulation
are shown for increasing CR. The lineouts were taken through material cells with density above
0.1 g/cm3. The lineouts show the evolution of 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 in (a), Ξ in (b), 𝜎𝜎 in (c), and magnitude of the
radial velocity, |𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 |, in (d) at t = 150 ns (CR~1.1) in green, t = 175 ns (CR~1.9) in blue, t =
180 ns (CR~2.7) in magenta, t = 185 ns (CR~4.7) in black, t = 186 ns (CR~7.5) in cyan, and t
= 187 ns (CR~11.5) in red. Reproduced from [16] ...........................................................119
Figure 3.12 – The magnetic field polarization, 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) (Eq. 3.1), at the midplane of the imploding
outer liner surface is shown as a function of time during an ALEGRA simulation overlaid with
the liner convergence ratio (CR). The outer liner surface was approximated to be at a 1 g/cm3
density contour. Π at the same location is identified at various times during the simulation.
Reproduced from [61].....................................................................................................121

Figure 3.13 – (a) The random distribution used to insert beryllium into cells adjacent to the
outer liner surface is shown with the filled material cell locations in black and the unperturbed
background (the outer surface of the liner) in white. Dashed blue lines indicate the top and
bottom of the imploding region. (b) Simulated maps of the magnitude of velocity of the
imploding liner outer surface (associated with >0.1 g/cm3 material) in simulation (1) and
simulation (2). Note that the orientation of the velocity peaks and troughs aligns with the
expected orientation of MRTI in each simulation (azimuthal in simulation (1) and helical in
simulation (2)). (c) Density slices and opacity maps, 4 mm tall centered at the axial midplane
of the liner, are shown for a simulation of an imploding AR=9 liner (with initial outer surface
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perturbed with the distribution shown in (a)) driven by a purely azimuthal drive field at various
liner convergence ratios during the simulation. The opacity maps assume a fixed, cold opacity
for beryllium (1.24 cm2/g, assuming 7.2-keV x-rays) and are intended to provide a qualitative
estimate of the orientation of MRTI structures that would be apparent in radiographic images.
(d) Density slices and opacity maps are shown for a simulation of an imploding AR=9 liner
(with initial outer surface perturbed with the distribution shown in (a)) driven by a helical
magnetic field (provided by the candidate return current path design). The frames outlined in
(c) and (d) in dashed green correspond to the same time of the velocity maps shown in (b).
Colorbars for the density slices and opacity maps shown in (c) and (d) are included below (b).
Taken from [61]..............................................................................................................122
Figure 3.14 – The density slices extracted from 3D ALEGRA simulations were imported into
MATLAB and a surface tracking algorithm was applied to assess instability peak amplitudes.
Axes units are mm ..........................................................................................................123
Figure 3.15 – A plot of the average MRTI amplitude as a function of the normalized distance
moved by the inner liner surface, 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (0), for a 3D ALEGRA implosion
simulation driven by an azimuthal magnetic field (black squares) and a simulation driven by a
helical magnetic field (blue circles). The average MRTI amplitudes shown in the plot were
estimated using 0.5 g/cm3 mass density contours in ALEGRA. The reduction of average MRTI
amplitude for the helical drive field case compared to the azimuthal drive field case becomes
evident at 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (0) ≈ 0.64 (which corresponds to CR~2.7) when the amplitude is
reduced by ~1.3X. This reduction factor grows to ~1.5X when comparing the most highly
converged simulated data points. Reproduced from [61]...................................................124
Figure 3.16 – Bottom view of a quarter subsection of the mesh for a radial trisection mesh
simulation of an SLDSP implosion. Note that towards the central axis of the simulation (top
left), the mesh elements get smaller in the azimuthal and radial dimensions ......................126
Figure 3.17 – Plot of MRTI amplitude extracted from 3D ALEGRA implosion simulation
density slices of azimuthally-driven (z-pinch) implosions and helically-driven (SLDSP) liner
implosions at two different mesh resolutions. The two mesh resolutions were implemented
using different types of 3D simulation mesh: Cartesian mesh in the 45.5-µm resolution case
and radial trisection mesh in the 20-µm resolution case ....................................................127
Figure 3.18 – (a), (b), and (c) are density maps from 3D ALEGRA simulations of a beryllium
liner implosion. This 1-mm section of the total liner height was simulated by applying axial
periodic boundary conditions on the top and bottom faces. The drive magnetic field
components were sourced from the outer radial boundary based on a prescribed current
waveform, usually taken from as-measured Z drive current data. Colorbar units are kg/m3 129
Figure 3.19 – Plot of 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) for three different 1-mm tall, 360° simulations with Ξ = 0, 0.5, and
1.0. MRTI was seeded using random radial node perturbation in these simulations. Drive field
ratio, Ξ, is also noted as “Brat” in this figure....................................................................132

Figure 3.20 – Plot of the simulation configuration (as viewed from the top) for the 1-mm tall,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion

Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion (MagLIF [64]) is a magneto-inertial fusion concept
that uses pulsed, intense current (16-18 MA in 100 ns supplied by the Z accelerator [37, 52])
to magnetically implode a cylindrical metallic tube (called a “liner”) filled with premagnetized,
laser-preheated fusion fuel. Preheating the fuel is necessary to reduce the implosion velocity
and convergence requirements to obtain significant fusion yield, where yield is defined as the
energy emitted from thermonuclear fusion reactions in the compressed fuel, and the
premagnetization of the fuel is necessary to ensure that sufficient heat is retained and not lost
to the imploding liner via electron thermal conduction. Since MagLIF implosion velocities are
slow (<10 cm/µs) and the implosion timescale is long (~100 ns) compared to traditional inertial
confinement fusion (ICF, >30 cm/µs and <10 ns, respectively), retention of heat in the fuel for
the duration of the implosion is critically important. Preheating and premagnetizing the fuel
are required for the slow, quasi-adiabatic compression to result in high energy density (HED)
fuel conditions.
Other mechanisms should be considered beyond simple adiabatic compressive heating.
The temperature of the fuel can be cast in terms of a combination of heating and loss rates [64]:
𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼

Here, 𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉 is the heat capacity of an ideal gas,

(1.1)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

is the change in temperature of the fusion fuel,

𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the energy gain due to compression, 𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the energy loss due to radiation, 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is
the energy loss due to thermal conduction, and 𝐺𝐺𝛼𝛼 is the energy gain due to 𝛼𝛼-particle

deposition.

To provide magnetothermal-insulation (and reduce 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐), a 10-20 T axial magnetic

seed field is flux compressed to O(kT) during the cylindrical implosion and acts to reduce the
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path length of charged fuel particles in the direction orthogonal to the axial field lines (namely
in the radial direction). Functionally, this change in path length applies most effectively to the
lower mass electrons (compared to the more massive ions) and results in decreased propensity
of electrons to travel radially and impact the liner material. Overall, this magnetothermalinsulation effect results in lower deposition of electron thermal energy from the fuel to the
liner; 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is decreased.

Presently, MagLIF experiments use beryllium liners filled with deuterium gas

pressurized to 60 – 90 psi, the liner and fuel within is premagnetized by an external Helmholtzlike coil system [53] to the 10-20 T level, the 1 TW Z-Beamlet laser [48] delivers 1-2 kJ of
laser preheat energy to the fuel, and the Z accelerator delivers 16-18 MA of current to the
target/load to implode the liner in 100 ns. While MagLIF has demonstrated thermonuclear
conditions and produced in excess of 10 12 neutrons for individual experiments [16],
performance of the platform has not yet been optimized based on the design parameter space
outlined by Slutz et al. [64, 65]. Calculations suggest that simultaneously increasing fuel
magnetization, laser preheat energy delivered to the fuel, and driver current delivery to the load
beyond the present levels will increase performance (i.e., the fusion yield) of MagLIF.
Efforts are underway to increase the laser energy delivered to the fuel with several
techniques including improved laser pulse shaping protocols [22], reduction of the laser
entrance window foil thickness via cryogenically reducing the fuel pressure [5], and removal
of the laser entrance hole foil prior to laser energy deposition (“Lasergate”, [43]). Improvement
of current delivery to the load has been explored in select MagLIF experiments by
implementing final power feed geometries with reduced static initial inductance [68].
Difficulties exist for efforts to increase premagnetization above 30 T with the techniques
currently in use.
Premagnetization in MagLIF is presently accomplished with external field coils (see
Fig. 1.1) driven by an external parallel capacitor bank with a 3-5 ms rise-time pulse that allows
magnetic field to slowly diffuse through target hardware without imparting damaging
impulses. Coils of this design [53] (even with future development and design improvement)
are likely limited to a maximum of 25-30 T due to mechanical strength limits of the coil
assembly, which is subjected to potentially damaging integrated magnetic forces during
2

premagnetization. The cumulative magnetic forces acting upon the coil windings over the
timescale of the 3-5 ms risetime can push the coil materials past their yield strength, resulting
in electrical and mechanical failure. Even with extra material reinforcement in the coil
structure, it has been shown that 20-30 T produced with ABZ coils regularly results in
mechanical failure and subsequent electrical failure (once the coil turns have deformed and
inductive voltages surpass electrical standoff between individual turns).

Figure 1.1 – (a) Schematic, cross-sectional view of a MagLIF target on Z. The pink toroid structure at the bottom of the target
is an implosion cushion intended to mitigate deleterious “wall instability” development observed in previous liner implosion
experiments [39]. (b) Half-section of the entire final feed and pulsed power target or “load” region. Note the external coils
surrounding the liner/target region. The liner is centered at the axial and radial midpoint between the coils to promote field
uniformity. Images in (b) reproduced from [3].

Importantly, the effort to increase load current delivery via reduced feed inductance is
directly coupled to the premagnetization method employed in MagLIF. As designed, the final
power feed utilizes a high inductance extension necessary to locate the liner centrally between
the coils for maximum field uniformity (Fig. 1.1). Simply eliminating this extension to reduce
feed inductance results in reduced field strength, reduced field uniformity in the fuel, or
compromised diagnostic access to the load (or some combination of the three). Coupled coil
development and feed development presently in progress is focused on simultaneously
improving current delivery to the load and increasing premagnetization above 25 T with
minimal reduction of diagnostic access, but the field strength is still limited by the mechanical
constraints of coil system as noted previously.
3

Beyond increasing preheat energy, premagnetization strength, and current delivery,
MagLIF experiments will also benefit from improvement of liner implosion uniformity.
Formation of magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor instability (MRTI) structures during implosion limits
the attainable fuel pressure and temperature by reducing stability of the imploding fuel column.
Understanding how MRTI forms and develops is critical to understanding how best to mitigate
or (ideally) eliminate it.
In the frame of a radially imploding, (initially solid) plasma liner, the liner corresponds
to a heavy fluid suspended above a light fluid (magnetic field) and is therefore unstable to
MRTI (the magnetically enhanced or magnetized version of the classic, hydrodynamic
Rayleigh-Taylor instability or RTI [49,71]). For this instability, wavelike perturbations
continue to develop as the heavy fluid descends in the effective gravitational field thus
reducing the potential energy of the system. Unlike in the classic RTI, the magnetic field, ��⃑
𝑩𝑩,
can provide stabilizing tension in MRTI, depending on orientation of the field lines when
compared to the wavevector of the instability perturbations, �𝜿𝜿⃑. This is best illustrated by

examining the MRTI growth rate, 𝛾𝛾, for planar geometry [34, 54]:
𝛾𝛾 2 = |𝜿𝜿
�⃑|𝑔𝑔 − ��𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩�/𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 𝜌𝜌

(1.2)

Here, 𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 is the permeability of free space, 𝜌𝜌 is the mass density, and 𝑔𝑔 is the effective gravity
that the plasma-vacuum interface experiences which is equal in magnitude, opposite in

direction, to the acceleration in the laboratory frame. The perturbations are most stabilized
when the magnetic field is oriented parallel to the perturbation wavevector (i.e., when �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 is

maximized). Although Eq. 1.2 describes MRTI in planar geometry and does not fully account
for the cylindrical, radially imploding geometry associated with MagLIF-like implosions, the
basic effects of magnetic tension unique to MRTI are nonetheless apparent.
Implosion instabilities seeded by pre-implosion initial liner surface conditions,
electrothermal instabilities [45], or plasma conditions in the region near the target surface
represent an outstanding limiting factor in magnetically driven ICF and HEDP experiments.
Such implosion instabilities directly inhibit fuel compression and confinement in ICF
experiments.
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Efforts to reduce growth of MRTI in liner implosions are important to improve MagLIF
performance and may benefit radiographic diagnostic access for MagLIF-related experiments
designed to directly diagnose the inertial confinement time in liner implosions [31]. Moving
beyond the reduction of the initial seeds of MRTI (liner surface roughness and electrothermal
instability) and developing methods to reduce MRTI in-flight (i.e., during the implosion)
represent potentially transformative research efforts.

1.2

Auto-Magnetizing Liners for MagLIF Experiments (AutoMag)

Analytic calculations and radiation-magnetohydrodynamics simulations suggest that
increasing the premagnetization field above 30 T will significantly improve MagLIF
performance by increasing thermal insulation of the fuel and reducing magnetic flux losses due
to Nernst thermoelectric effect [66]. The inability of external coils to provide premagnetization
above 30 T promotes consideration of alternative techniques, one of which is implementation
of auto-magnetizing (AutoMag) liners in MagLIF. The AutoMag concept [67] integrates the
premagnetization step of MagLIF into the liner itself effectively eliminating (1) the need for
the external field coils and the external parallel capacitor bank that normally drives them and
(2) the high-inductance load hardware necessitated by the external coils. Use of AutoMag
liners could simultaneously improve x-ray diagnostic access via elimination of the x-ray
absorbing copper coils surrounding the liner, increase current delivery to the load by allowing
use of low inductance feed designs, and increase premagnetization above 30 T for improved
thermal insulation of the fuel.
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Figure 1.2 – The three stages of AutoMag (magnetization, dielectric breakdown, and implosion) are here overlaid with a
current pulse from the Z accelerator. Note the components of current density in the liner associated with each stage: the current
density distribution determines the magnetic field produced inside and outside of the liner in each stage. The pitch angle
(defined bottom left) of the helices determines how much axial field is produced per unit of driver current that flows in the
liner and also determines the strength of the induced electric field in the liner based on the time rate of change of the axial
field via Faraday’s Law (top left). A simulated axial magnetic field heat map from an ANSYS Maxwell magnetic transient
calculation is shown in the center of the plot.

AutoMag liners are composed of discrete metallic helical conductors separated by
electrically insulating material. The pulsed power driver flows current in the liner during a 12 MA, 100-200 ns prepulse prior to the main current pulse and helical current flowing in the
liner produces internal axial magnetic field. In accordance with Faraday’s Law, time-changing
axial magnetic flux inside of the liner induces an azimuthal electric field in the liner that during
the slowly rising prepulse is weak enough so as not to cause dielectric breakdown of the
insulating material separating the helical conductors. After the prepulse, the pulsed power
driver current rises much more rapidly and the induced electric field, which is proportional to
the rate of change of the axial magnetic field and thus is proportional to the current rise rate,
increases significantly, becoming large enough to cause dielectric breakdown of the insulating
material in the target. Once breakdown occurs and the insulating material is able to carry
significant current, the current reorients from helical to primarily axial in order to minimize
inductance of the circuit [59]. In other words, current shunts between discrete helical
conductors and flows in the insulator or on the outer insulator surface causing axial field
production inside of the liner to cease. As the driver current continues to rise, the Lorentz
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interaction of the liner current, now predominantly axial, and the self-generated magnetic field
causes the liner to radially implode in a z-pinch configuration.
AutoMag liners are designed to premagnetize the fuel region in MagLIF to the 30-50
T level during the magnetization stage, cease axial magnetic field production during the
dielectric breakdown stage, “trap” the axial magnetic flux within the fuel region, and compress
the magnetized fuel to HED conditions during the implosion stage. The diffusion timescale for
the axial magnetic flux within the internal region is postulated to be much longer than the
implosion timescale, enabling efficient flux compression similar to MagLIF. In other words,
once axial magnetic field production ceases during dielectric breakdown in AutoMag, the
internal axial magnetic flux cannot diffuse out in significant quantity before the cylindrical
implosion geometrically compresses the magnetic flux, producing magnetic field O(kT) when
the inner liner wall is near the central axis.
While the AutoMag concept introduces several potentially significant benefits to
MagLIF, there are complexities involved with each stage that need to be addressed carefully
before AutoMag liners can be implemented in MagLIF experiments. The internal field strength
and topology produced during magnetization in AutoMag may have significant effects on fuel
conditions and need to be studied in experiments as well as in simulations. For example, an
important difference between AutoMag and coil-based premagnetization is the uniformity of
the field: AutoMag liners produce field distributions with large axial gradients and with peak
in field strength at the axial midplane of the liner (Fig. 1.2 heat map). Such large axial gradients
would point towards the midplane, potentially resulting in movement of electrically conductive
(plasma) fuel away from the midplane towards the ends. Axial movement of fuel away from
the midplane (against the gradient in axial magnetic field component strength) could
exacerbate end losses and reduce yield if dynamically significant enough; study of this
magnetized fuel behavior in AutoMag will require dedicated radiation-magnetohydrodynamic
simulations.
By contrast, coil-based premagnetization produces a high level of uniformity (+/- 1%)
over the height of the imploding region. It is also important to understand the initiation and
evolution of dielectric breakdown processes in an AutoMag liner to ensure that the internal
magnetic field strength and current distribution in the liner do not adversely affect implosion
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dynamics or fuel conditions. Finally, the three-dimensional (3D) helical distributions of
materials in AutoMag liners introduce helically oriented asymmetries in mass density and
electrical conductivity. AutoMag liners need to implode with sufficient cylindrical uniformity
to effectively compress a column of fusion fuel and therefore detailed study of how AutoMag
liners evolve throughout implosion will be important in determining whether the concept is
viable for implementation in MagLIF.
Another outstanding topic relevant to AutoMag’s potential for effective use in
magneto-inertial fusion experiments is the effects of liner material mixed into the imploding
fuel. In AutoMag, the electrically insulating encapsulant material has to date been implemented
as a flowable, hydrocarbon-based epoxy material (e.g., Stycast or EPON). These materials are
essentially plastics, being primarily composed of hydrogen and carbon. In fusion experiments,
a known loss mechanism is facilitated by radiation emission from the fuel. This radiative
energy leaves the fuel and is deposited elsewhere in the target region. Thus, energy is lost from
the fuel system and cannot contribute to initiating thermonuclear fusion reactions. Radiative
energy loss (𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟, Eq. 1.1) is greatly exacerbated for materials with higher atomic number; in

fact, for MagLIF, it is thought that the radiative losses are proportional to Z 3, where Z is the
atomic number of the constituent material particles in the fuel. The potential for material with
higher Z than beryllium (such as carbon) to mix into the fuel in a magneto-inertial fusion

experiment utilizing a MagLIF liner will need to be addressed experimentally and
computationally to support viability of the target concept.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation begins by detailing experiments that have been conducted
to evaluate performance of the magnetization stage and breakdown stage of AutoMag on the
Mykonos accelerator [38]. The focus of the chapter then shifts towards describing additional
Mykonos experiments executed to explore dielectric breakdown initiation and evolution.
Additional Mykonos experiments focused on enhancement of induced electric fields in
AutoMag liners and attempts to trigger breakdown initiation in AutoMag liners using a pulsed
UV laser system. Chapter 2 continues by describing Z experiments that evaluated all three
stages with special emphasis on diagnosing implosion dynamics. Chapter 2 then details
findings from magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations executed to compare implosion
dynamics to Z data and further explore each stage of AutoMag. Finally, part of Chapter 4 will
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be dedicated to summarizing AutoMag research conducted to date and comment on future
steps that AutoMag research can take.

1.3

Solid Liner Dynamic Screw Pinches in MagLIF (SLDSP)

Liner implosions without premagnetization field have been shown to develop
azimuthally correlated MRTI instabilities [39] while experiments that have been
premagnetized with an initial, quasi-static 7 or 10 T axial magnetic field [2] have demonstrated
helically oriented instability structures. Thin foil implosion experiments have studied similar
seeded and unseeded helical structures within the context of MRTI coupling [75]. Z liners
displaying helical instabilities in radiographs seem to implode with a relatively high degree of
cylindrical uniformity [3] suggesting a reduction in the growth rate of helical instabilities
compared to azimuthally correlated MRTI. MRTI grows fastest when �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 = 0 , where �𝜿𝜿⃑ is

the instability wavevector and ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 is the drive magnetic vector field. In MagLIF, the drive field

is entirely azimuthal (𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 ), so helical modes with wave vectors containing axial and azimuthal

𝑩𝑩 =
components do not grow as quickly as azimuthally correlated MRTI modes that satisfy �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑

0. Mitigating �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 = 0 “field aligned” MRT growth during liner implosions can be
accomplished not only by implementing a more favorable initial wavevector-drive-field

orientation as in the stabilized liner implosions observed by Awe et al. in [3], but by

implementing a dynamic, rotating drive magnetic vector field at the imploding liner surface.
Rotation of the drive magnetic field during implosion ensures that field aligned MRTI modes
are constantly changing as a function of time, thus decreasing the quantity of time during which
each mode can most-rapidly grow and reducing the cumulative growth of a wide spectrum of
MRTI modes during the course of the implosion. As described here, MRTI is reduced by means
of a Solid Liner Dynamic Screw Pinch (SLDSP [55]).
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Figure 1.3 – (left) Schematic cut-away of a normal MagLIF experiment load geometry and (right) a cut-away of an SLDSP
load geometry with a helical return can used to produce helical drive field. Pink arrows indicate current flow. Insets show the
magnetic drive field components and field polarization at the liner surface for both cases. Images reproduced from [55].

Liner implosions usually rely primarily on the self-field generated by current flowing
in the imploding liner, and the resultant Lorentz force, to drive radial implosion. For z-pinches
with purely axial current flow in the liner, this means that the azimuthal drive field will
effectively couple to azimuthally correlated MRTI structures based on �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 = 0. However, in

pulsed power accelerators such as Z, the return current path can also be utilized as a source for
magnetic field components at the liner surface. For the SLDSP mechanism, the return current
path contributes an axial magnetic drive field component at the liner surface because a helical
drive field needs to be produced at the outer liner surface. Helical conductive posts comprising
the return can (Fig. 1.3) are able to contribute the necessary axial magnetic field component at
the liner surface during driver current flow. The drive field orientation is then time dependent
and rotates during implosion due to the increasing azimuthal field component generated by the
imploding liner: 𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 (𝑡𝑡) ∝ 𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) where 𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) is the driver current flowing in the liner and

𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) is the instantaneous outer liner radius. By contrast, the strength of the axial component at
the liner face is approximately independent of the liner outer radius throughout the implosion:
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) ∝ 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐(𝑡𝑡) where 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑡𝑡) is the driver current flowing in the helical return can. Therefore,

increasing the dynamic axial field strength is necessary to favorably shift the field polarization
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[55] estimated by 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) = tan−1 [𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡)/𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 (𝑡𝑡)], which dynamically rotates towards the

equatorial plane during implosion.

Introducing helical return current paths necessarily introduces additional inductance
into the pulsed power circuit, deleteriously affecting driver-target coupling and potentially
reducing the amount of compressive work that can be done on fusion fuel. This nonideal
element of SLDSP targets can be combatted through innovative design practices [61] along
with other difficulties such as radiographic diagnostic access (impeded by the material of the
return current paths) and magnetic drive pressure uniformity at the liner outer surface.
Some efforts to reduce implosion instabilities have been successful such as thickening
the liner to reduce feedthrough of instability structure that grow on the outside surface of the
liner or coating liners with insulating material to reduce development of the electrothermal
instability (ETI [44, 45, 46, 47, 4, 25]). However, both of these methods have proven to be
nonideal. In the case of using thicker liners, the increased liner mass necessarily reduces
attainable implosion velocities and the conversion of kinetic energy to adiabatic compressive
heating of the fuel. For insulating coatings, uncertainties abound regarding the ability of multiphysics fluid codes to capture the dielectric breakdown and subsequent material dynamics in
the target region. Indeed, it is suspected that coating materials that are initially electrically
insulating but that breakdown and begin carrying current at some point in the experiment
actually parasitically reduce the implosion energy by forming force-free current and magnetic
field distributions [41]. Additionally, dielectric coatings primarily focus on reduction of the
initial seed(s) of MRTI without enforcing any active reduction during the course of the
implosion. SLDSP provides a unique method for implementation of in-flight MRTI reduction
(i.e., during the implosion) which could help to substantially improve liner uniformity and
enable higher convergence implosions with reduced risk of highly unstable late time liner
behavior near stagnation.
Chapter 3 of this dissertation describes simulation studies that have been conducted to
explore feasible SLDSP experiment configurations for execution on Z [61]. Substantial efforts
have been made to understand the effects of various SLDSP design features in order to produce
viable experiments to be fielded on the Z accelerator. MHD simulations were then extended to
explore MRTI development in SLDSP implosions; using multiple different simulation mesh
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geometries and spatial resolutions, MRTI development was assessed and compared as a
function of drive field ratio. Chapter 3 will conclude with a brief discussion of preliminary
comparisons between simulation results and SLDSP experiments on the Z accelerator that were
executed in 2020. Due to poor radiographic diagnostic data return, the comparisons are limited
to being qualitative in the absence of additional experimental data from further Z experiments.
Finally, part of Chapter 4 will be dedicated to summarizing SLDSP research conducted to date
and will briefly mention future directions that SLDSP research can take.
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CHAPTER 2
AUTO-MAGNETIZING LINERS

2.1 AutoMag Experiments on the Mykonos Accelerator

Auto-magnetizing liners are designed to inject axial magnetic field into a centimeterscale cylindrical volume on O(100 ns) timescales. AutoMag liners accomplish this by
leveraging electrical current not from an external capacitor bank (as in external field coils) but
rather from the O(100 ns) rise time pulsed power accelerator itself (e.g., Z). Rather than
flowing purely axial current as in traditional z-pinches, AutoMag liners enforce helical current
flow; more specifically, enforced azimuthal current flow in the target produces an axial
magnetic field component inside of the cylindrical tube’s internal volume via a magnetic
solenoid:
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
𝑙𝑙

(2.1)

= 𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼

Here, 𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 is the permeability of free space, 𝑁𝑁 is the number of complete (360°) azimuthal loops
(or “turns”) in the contiguous current path, 𝑙𝑙 is the length of the solenoid, or equivalently 𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐 is

the azimuthal turns per unit length of the contiguous current path, and 𝐼𝐼 is the electrical current.

In this solenoidal magnetic field equation, the electrical current is approximated as completely
azimuthal.

By shaping the current paths in AutoMag as discrete helices, the solenoidal field
production mechanism is facilitated by the helical current flow in the target. The helical current
flow has both axial and azimuthal components. Axial current flow in each of the AutoMag
helices produces azimuthal magnetic field that add together on the outside of the liner and
cancels out on the inside of the liner. By contrast, azimuthal current flow in the helices
produces axial magnetic field that adds together on the outside of the liner and, crucially, on
the inside of the liner enabling production of the strong (30-150 T) axial magnetic fields
demonstrated in AutoMag to date [59, 60].
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2.1.1 Target Design and Driver Configuration

Simulations in ANSYS Maxwell provided the basis for designing the first AutoMag
experiments. Since experiments were planned for a ~100 ns rise time, ~1 MA class pulsed
power driver, designs did not consider dynamic material movement during the experiment that
would be associated with multi-MA, thick liner implosion experiments [39]. Some movement
of liner material was anticipated at late time (i.e., hundreds of nanoseconds after peak current)
due to decaying, circulating driver current flowing in the target region after the pulsed power
accelerator underwent insulator flashover (i.e., “crowbar”). However, this movement was not
studied in detail during experiments here described due to the lack of surrogacy to the intended
eventual application of AutoMag: MagLIF experiments on Z. ANSYS Maxwell employs a
finite element magnetic transient solver with tetrahedral mesh to model 3D time-dependent
current and magnetic field distributions. Eddy current effects and magnetic diffusion are
modeled using fixed, material-specific electrical conductivity values. Using fixed electrical
conductivity values enabled approximate treatment of magnetic field topology but prevented
resolution of non-linear magnetic diffusion effects associated with material heating and
resultant dynamic changes in material thermal and electrical conductivity. For sub-MA, ~100ns rise time experiments using this type of target, these effects were expected to be small.

Figure 2.1 – (left) An axial magnetic field map from an ANSYS Maxwell transient magnetic simulation of a 20° AutoMag
liner. This simulation was driven by a current pulse with a ~600-kA peak and a ~125-ns rise time. The planar field map is
shown at the time of peak current. (right) A lineout plot of axial magnetic flux density (hereafter referred to as “magnetic
field”) along the central axis of the simulation demonstrates that the axial field component peaks at the axial midplane and
drops off towards the ends of the liner due to formation of azimuthal eddy currents in the top and bottom sections of the target.
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While the tool is useful in calculating magnetic field and current distributions for relevant
target geometries, treatment of the dielectric breakdown of the insulator cannot be explicitly
modeled. Instead, magnetic field information as a function of time provided by ANSYS
Maxwell is used to estimate the azimuthal electric field induced by the time-changing axial
magnetic field via ∮ 𝐸𝐸𝜙𝜙 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = − ∬(𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. Comparing the calculated induced electric

field to cited bulk dielectric strength values for insulators used in experiments provided a useful
way to bound expectations for whether dielectric breakdown was expected to occur during a
given experiment [59].
Liners were designed to explore the limits of internal axial magnetic field production
and to determine at what current, magnetic field, or electric field level liners would undergo
breakdown. The four helical designs selected for experiments all had inner radius (IR) = 2.5
mm and outer radius (OR) = 3 mm, were made from aluminum 6061, had 508-µm wide helical

grooves (cut using a 508-µm diameter end mill), had helical grooves that were wound in the
same sense, and had helical grooves that occupied a 10 mm axial extent of the liner height (Fig.
2.2). The pitch angle of the helices was modified for each design to access a range of magnetic
field strength and average induced electric field strength in the gaps, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, using the same

driver current pulse during experiments. Simulations indicated that selected AutoMag designs
with Θ = 45°, 30°, 20°, and 12.5° helices would produce (at the center of the liner) 25, 42, 67,

and 110 T axial magnetic field, respectively, at 525 kA and would produce 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 2.3, 5.9,

12.8, and 31.3 MV/m, respectively, at dI/dt = 7.3 kA/ns, a peak current rise rate representative
of a ~600 kA, ~125 ns rise time current pulse [59]. The number of helical cuts was modified
for each design: Θ = 45°, 30°, 20°, and 12.5° liners had 6, 4, 3, and 2 cuts, respectively. Three

insulator configurations were selected to test the differences in dielectric breakdown initiation

for a range of induced electric field in different liners (Fig. 2.2): vacuum insulated liners
(“bare” configuration), liners completely encapsulated in either Stycast 1266 or EPON 815C
epoxy (“bulk” configuration), and liners encapsulated in epoxy but with the inner and outer
layers of insulator machined back to be flush with the aluminum surfaces (the “flush”
configuration).
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Figure 2.2 – Images are shown of AutoMag liners with different pitch angles: (a) 45°, (b) 30°, (c) 20°, and (d) 12.5°. Radial
cross-sections are shown of each insulator configuration: (e) bare configuration, (f) bulk configuration, and (g) flush
configuration. A photograph of an example bulk insulated liner is shown in (h). Images are reproduced from [59].

Experiments to evaluate the first two stages of AutoMag, magnetization and dielectric
breakdown, were executed on the Mykonos Linear Transformer Driver [38] in spring 2018. 40
experiments were executed using AutoMag liners with four helical pitch angles and three
insulator configurations. 39 experiments had an average peak current of 517 kA with a 31-kA
standard deviation while one experiment was executed at 800 kA peak current. Miniature
magnetic field probes, referred to as “microBdots” [20] hereafter and described in more detail
in Section 2.3, were installed on axis inside of the AutoMag liners with the probe loops
approximately located at the axial midplane of the liner where field was expected to be highest
based on magnetic transient simulations; the finite length of the helices and formation of
azimuthal eddy currents at the top and bottom of the liner produce axial gradients that cause
the axial field component to drop to zero at the ends of the helices with a strong peak at the
axial midplane (Fig. 2.1(b)). Radial variation in the axial magnetic field component inside of
the liner also exists, peaking near the conductor face and dropping to ~10% lower on axis.
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Figure 2.3 – (a) Schematic image of an AutoMag target. (b) Top view of an AutoMag target showing the inner and outer layers
of insulator material encapsulating the helices. The insulator material in (a) and (b) are artificially shaded green. (c) Schematic
cross-sectional view of an AutoMag pulsed power target and surrounding hardware. This hardware was fielded during
experiments on the Mykonos accelerator. The Bdot load current probes shown in the image were only fielded in the second
and third series of experiments and were excluded on the first series. In the first series, the driver current was monitored by
Bdot probes located upstream (further from the target or load, closer to the generator) in the pulsed power transmission line.

2.1.2 Magnetic Field Production and Inferred Dielectric Breakdown

MicroBdots measured peak axial magnetic field for different helical designs ranging
from 20 T to 92 T. Liners with 45° and 30° helices closely matched simulated axial field
predictions throughout the current pulse while liners with 20° and 12.5° helices only matched

simulation predictions for the beginning of the pulse before deviating from simulated axial
field predictions at distinct times (Figure 2.4(b)). Simulated axial field curves were generated
assuming that helical current flows continuously through the AutoMag liners without dielectric
breakdown, so the deviation between simulated axial field and measured axial field is an
indication that pure helical current flow has ceased and dielectric breakdown has occurred.
Equivalently, during pure helical current flow, axial magnetic field and driver current
(measured by load Bdot probes in the driver transmission line) should scale linearly and once
linear scaling ceases, it is an indication of dielectric breakdown and reorientation of current in
the load/target. A summary of aggressive liner experiment results including axial magnetic
field and calculated induced electric field at breakdown can be found in Table 2.1.
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20° liners
Epoxy
Config.

Bare

Flush

Bulk

12.5° liners

Peak
Current
(kA)

Measured
current at
breakdown
initiation
(kA)

Peak Bz
(Tesla)

Measured
B z at
breakdown
initiation
(Tesla)

Inferred E
at
breakdown
initiation
(MV/m)

515

515

66

66

0

522

350

66

57

10.5

480

325

46

40

6.8

510

50

25

10

7.1

520

50

28

12

7.3

495

55

24

9

6.4

500

no
breakdown
no
breakdown
no
breakdown

480
465

Epoxy
Config.

Bare

Bulk

Peak
Current
(kA)

Measured
current at
breakdown
initiation
(kA)

Peak Bz
(Tesla)

Measured
B z at
breakdown
initiation
(Tesla)

Inferred E
at
breakdown
initiation
(MV/m)

558

225

72

55

27.8

655

300

81

77

30.0

550

310

92

87

25.5

550

100

49

30

19.1

550

N/A

Bdot
failure

N/A

N/A

555

63

47

20

15.9

535

50

37

16

14.9

62

N/A

N/A

56

N/A

N/A

525

110

57

32

19.3

52

N/A

N/A

530

160

80

45

23.4

Table 2.1 – Summary of experimental data for 20° and 12.5° liners. Note the anomalous results highlighted in shaded light
gray and light green. (light gray) This shot appeared to produce lower field than comparable shots. (green) This shot appeared
to breakdown at higher current and higher electric field than other shots of the same type which enabled it to attain higher
magnetic field than comparable experiments. Table adapted from [59].

Figure 2.4 – (a) Half section of an experimental set up on Mykonos with a bare AutoMag liner installed and a microBdot
probe on axis. The axially oriented probe loop measures axial magnetic field, B z . If pure helical current is flowing, B z should
scale linearly with current flowing in the transmission line (shown schematically as I in and I out ). During experiments, photons
can be produced due to vacuum arcs or arcs through aluminum oxide layers at electrode current contacts (yellow), from
localized arcing between helical conductors (light blue), or from plasma distributions in or around the helical conductors
(purple). (b) A plot of the experimentally measured axial magnetic field inside of bare AutoMag liners versus time for various
pitch angles (color coded). Simulated axial magnetic field in the case of no dielectric breakdown is plotted for each pitch angle
in dotted color. Plot in (b) is reproduced from [59].
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Figure 2.5 – (a) Plot of a 30° bare liner experiment’s integrated microBdot data, B z (dotted light blue, left vertical axis), driver
current (dashed orange, right vertical axis), and DET10A diode (solid dark blue, scaled units [s. u.]). (b) iCCD image of a 30°
bare liner experiment. The colorbars for (b) and (d) are shown in scaled units based on changes in the optical set-up. (c) Plot
of 12.5° liner data, same color key as (a) but with the addition of avalanche diode data shown in dash-dot black. (d) iCCD
image of a 12.5° liner experiment in which bright emission is seen between the helices. Figure reproduced from [59].

Optical diagnostics were fielded to assess photon emission indicative of breakdown.

The current densities predicted by simulations were expected to result in photoemission below
the threshold of detection in the visible Time resolved measurements of photon emission were
made by an avalanche diode and a fast silicon photodiode, an APD430A and a DET10A (both
from Thorlabs), respectively. Images of emission (Fig. 2.5(b and d)) were recorded by a gated
single frame Andor iCCD imager with ~50 µm spatial resolution; the gate opened prior to the
start of current flow, remained open for 150 ns, and closed near peak current. Optical data
supports indications from magnetic field data analysis that breakdown occurred for select
liners. Specifically, for experiments where linear scaling between microBdot data and load
current monitor Bdot indicated occurrence of breakdown, optical diagnostics recorded bright
photon emission (Fig. 2.5(c)). Corroboration between magnetic field, driver current, and
optical diagnostics formed the basis for determination of breakdown throughout the course of
the experimental series.
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Different insulator configurations broke down at different ranges of calculated 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

and importantly, seemed to breakdown via different physical mechanisms (Fig. 2.6). With only
one exception (see Ref. 59), all bulk configuration liners that underwent breakdown

(exclusively 12.5° liners) reached 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 levels consistently in the range of 15-19 MV/m before

breakdown occurred. These experiments displayed photon emission appearing in iCCD images
as a bright, uniform pattern on the outside insulator surface indicating a surface flashover. In
contrast, bare configuration liners seemed to undergo breakdown at widely varying calculated
𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 levels, but iCCD images captured bright emission from the helical gaps. We postulate

that this emission pattern is consistent with plasma sourced by desorbed, ionized gases
expanding across the helical gaps due to intense ohmic heated [12]. Plasmas filling the helical
gaps likely provided a conductive path through which current could shunt between helices,
causing helical current to cease. Finally, flush configuration liners underwent breakdown
consistently in the range of 6-8 MV/m, much lower than bulk configuration liners. Emission
from flush liners was concentrated at the helical gaps with the brightest emission near the edges
of the gaps. Presence of vacuum-insulator-conductor triple points [42] on each side of the
helical gaps likely caused stimulated electron emission which led to avalanche breakdown
across the gaps at much lower electric field than would have otherwise been required.
Important to note is that the iCCD images captured for these experiments are fundamentally
time-integrated in that they do not provide information regarding the formation and evolution
of the breakdown process. Multi-frame imaging will be useful in determining how breakdown
is initiated and how quickly it proceeds to completion.
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Figure 2.6 – iCCD images of (from left to right) bulk, bare, and flush configuration liners that underwent breakdown. Colorbar
is in scaled counts (adjusted based on differences in optical set-ups between experiments) and applies to all three images.

Figure 2.7 – Plot of the circuit data recorded in an AutoMag experiment on Mykonos showing the calculated change in
inductance due to liner breakdown. Plot taken from [59].

Dynamic changes in circuit inductance were inferred from driver voltage and current
monitor data during experiments in which breakdown was indicated by other diagnostics. This
provided additional confirmation that the dielectric breakdown stage leads to reorientation of
liner current as well as a change in the magnetic fields in and around the load region.
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Helical current flow and the resultant internal axial field production in AutoMag liners
adds inductance to the driver circuit. Simulations in ANSYS Maxwell allow estimation of the
inductance associated with the helical current and axial field in AutoMag experiments and for
12.5° liners this “helical inductance” is approximately 7.5 nH. Based on the hypothesized

operation of AutoMag experiments, helical liner current should cease by reorienting to

primarily axial current after dielectric breakdown. Therefore, the change in inductance caused
by helical liner current ceasing should be observable based on voltage and current diagnostics
in the pulsed power driver. Specifically, measurements taken of stack voltage (voltage at the
dielectric-vacuum interface in the Mykonos transmission line) and current rise rate (measured
by Bdot probes in the Mykonos transmission line) can be used to calculate changes in circuit
inductance. A simple circuit model assumes a current 𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) is driven through a circuit with

constant resistance 𝑅𝑅, constant transmission line inductance 𝐿𝐿 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿, and dynamic liner inductance

𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡). 𝑅𝑅 is approximated as 𝑉𝑉(𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)/𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 where 𝑉𝑉(𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) is the voltage at peak
current, 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 𝐿𝐿 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 is approximated as 19 nH. The stack voltage is then given by
𝑑𝑑

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) × � � ��𝐿𝐿 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)� × 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)�

(2.2)

𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) = (𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) × 𝑅𝑅)/(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) − 𝐿𝐿 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

(2.3)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

The liner inductance is then estimated as

Since the axial flux inside of the liner is switched out of the circuit and does not remain linked
to the driver circuit, the 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) × (𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)[𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)] term in Eq. 2.2 should be excluded from the

calculation, thus Eq. 2.3 is valid. In other words, after dielectric breakdown, the magnetic flux

inside of the liner internal region is no longer linked to the driver circuit and therefore no longer
directly affects the driver circuit. Excluding the 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) × (𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)[𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑡𝑡)] term in Eq. 2.2 is

consistent with this physical description because it corresponds to exclusion of any effects
associated with the change in 𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑡𝑡) (and therefore the magnetic flux associated with the
liner internal region) as a function of time. With nearly constant voltage, the current rise rate

dI/dt increases in response to the decrease in total circuit inductance as shown in the Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.8 – (a) Cutaway schematic view of AutoMag target on Mykonos with multiple microBdot probes installed on axis.
(b) Top view of mounting structure used to install four microBdots on axis inside of AutoMag liners on Mykonos. (c) A plot
of the time resolved diagnostic data from the first multi-microBdot experiment on Mykonos. Magnetic field measured by the
microBdot probes is tied to the left axis and drive current is tied to the right axis. The same diagnostic datasets are shown in
(d) for the second experiment. For both (c) and (d), the turn on of the APD indicates breakdown initiation which aligns with
the inflection in the internal magnetic field data measured by the microBdots. The purple and green waveforms correspond to
the frame width of the Andor single frame imagers and the red line is the start of the 12-frame imager capture window. The
DET10A peaks with drive current, indicating joule heating dependence of photoemission after breakdown initiation.
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To explore the spatial dependence, particularly axial dependence, of internal axial field
production and to assess variability between individual probes for comparison to data captured
on Z (described in detail in Section 2.2), multiple microBdots were fielded in two AutoMag
experiments on Mykonos. Four microBdots were installed inside of AutoMag liners (Fig. 2.8)
such that the axially oriented field loops for the probes were grouped into pairs; one pair was
located approximately at the axial midplane and the other pair was located 2 mm above the
axial midplane (Fig. 2.8). A 12% difference in signal was expected between the midplane probe
pair and the other probe pair, which was on the order of the overall calibration uncertainty of
the microBdots. In both experiments, the midplane probe pair measured larger field compared
to the probe 2 mm higher in the target (23% higher in the first experiment and 16% higher in
the second) and each probe in the midplane pair measured within 3% of the other before
breakdown initiation (within 6% after). While admittedly the observed difference in signal
between each probe pair were higher than predicted, these results support (a) that the axial
dependence of axial magnetic field production inside of the liner qualitatively corresponds with
simulation predictions and (b) that the probe-to-probe variability for a given pair is small, <5%,
in both experiments. The magnitude of difference in predicted variation and observed variation
likely corresponds to variation in the probe calibrations (+/- 12% cited for each probe) and
imprecision in the axial location of the probes installed inside of the target, or more likely a
combination of these factors.

2.1.3 Study of Dielectric Breakdown Evolution

The first series of AutoMag experiments on Mykonos provided confirmation that
strong magnetic field can be produced inside of AutoMag liners and that breakdown occurs as
a function of 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 and insulator configuration. Premagnetization fields far exceeding those
available from coil-based systems were recorded repeatedly in these experiments and magnetic

field data provides a firm confirmation that relevant levels of axial field strength for improved
thermal fuel insulation and reduction of Nernst-induced flux loss are easily accessible for
AutoMag. However, after concluding these experiments, questions remained particularly
regarding the details of initiation and evolution of breakdown.
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One key element of the first Mykonos experiment series limited the assessment of the
time-resolved dynamics of the dielectric breakdown process: the “open shutter”, ~100-ns gate
width configuration of the gated imager. While the sensitive avalanche diode provides
indication of the “turn on” time of the breakdown initiation and the less sensitive DET10A
diode enables assessment of the time resolved photoemission that occurs after breakdown
initiation, they are not configured to provide any spatially resolved data.

Figure 2.9 – (a), (b), and (c) are each 12-frame imager datasets from AutoMag experiments that used 20°, 500-µm wide helical
gap targets pulsed with a ~850 kA peak current pulse. For all three experiments, the breakdown evolution occurred very
similarly, particularly with respect to the formation of discrete emitting filaments when then gave way to quasi-uniform
emitting distributions.

A 12-frame gated imager (with 5-ns frame widths and no inter-frame delay) was
employed in the second and third series of Mykonos experiments to assess the evolution of the
dielectric breakdown process in AutoMag liners. Using the results from previous Mykonos
experiments, targets were designed so as to repeatably and reliably undergo dielectric
breakdown; this was primarily accomplished by using more shallowly pitched helices,
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particularly 20° helices, and by increasing the peak current of the pulsed power driver to access
larger current rise rates (and thus larger induced electric fields in/across the targets).
Similar to previous experiments, initiation of dielectric breakdown was assessed with
an avalanche photodiode which measured visible photoemission from the target and with
miniature magnetic field probes, or microBdots, installed on axis inside of the target. The
sensitive avalanche diode measured the earliest emission from breakdown initiation, but
importantly, was filtered so as not to “turn on” when irradiated by photoemission from the
electrode contacts. This filtering was accomplished with broadband, visible spectrum neutral
density filters. In all experiments in which multi-frame imaging and miniature magnetic field
probe data confirm that flashover has not occurred, the avalanche diode does not “turn on.”
This provides a consistent method to distinguish between breakdown emission and electrode
contact emission across multiple experiments. As in previous Mykonos experiments, the
integrated signal from the microBdot probes maintains direct proportionality with driver
current prior to breakdown, so departure from that scaling indicates breakdown initiation.

Figure 2.10 – Optical images taken using the 12-frame gated imager diagnostic during Mykonos experiments. These frames
(shown at the right) are taken from the same experiment as Fig. 2.9(b). Lineouts of photoemission were taken through the
section of the image indicated by green arrows in each image. The lineouts were vertical with respect to the orientation of the
images in the right of the figure.
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The emission distribution from post-breakdown AutoMag liners appears to evolve as
follows (Fig. 2.10): (1) discrete, emitting filaments form, originating (apparently) from both
the cathode and anode sides of the target; (2) additional emitting filaments appear within the
first 5-10 ns after the first filaments; (3) the spaces between discrete emitting filaments begin
to emit, initiating a sort of spatial “filling in” process in terms of the emission distribution; (4)
the emitting distribution becomes quasi-uniform as the inter-filament spaces begin emitting
more brightly as a function of time and eventually emit as brightly as the discrete filaments.
The breakdown evolution process observed in experiments does not correspond with
the predicted structure based on transient magnetic and MHD simulations. In simulations (Fig.
2.11), the electric field topology is organized such that the peaks in field align with the helical
gaps in the target (buried beneath the layer of epoxy). If, as was previously thought, the
breakdown process in AutoMag liners depends directly on the magnitude and topology of the
electric field, one would expect the breakdown to initiate and form helically oriented emitting
structures. This is not what is observed; instead, discrete, primarily axially oriented emitting
filaments tend to form in the manner previously described and illustrated in Fig. 2.10. The
dynamic emission distributions observed in breakdown/flashover evolution were the first
indication that the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 hypothesis needed amendment, or at least that a better metric of

evaluation that better captures the timing and dynamics of the breakdown process needed to
be found.
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Figure 2.11 – Modeling results from 3D MHD ALEGRA. The outer surface of the target was modeled such that when an
electric field threshold was surpassed, the material cells at the outer liner surface would go from a normal, insulating state
(blue) to a conductive state (red). This enabled assessment of how electric field strength and topology was anticipated to affect
breakdown initiation and evolution. Note how the post-breakdown material (red) is oriented in a helical sense corresponding
with the helical gaps between metallic helices buried beneath the insulating material in the target.

Beyond assessing breakdown evolution as such, additional experiments were designed
to evaluate the primary working hypothesis of how flashover is initiated in AutoMag liners:
namely that the strength of the average induced electric field in the helical gaps [59], 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, is
the dominant mechanism driving flashover initiation. Previous experiments [59] indicated a

value of 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 in the range of 15-19 MV/m at the time of flashover initiation for epoxy-

encapsulated targets (Fig. 2.2(f) and (h)) which had 12.5 degree pitch angle helices; these

targets were the only targets for which flashover occurred in previous 500-600 kA peak current
experiments on Mykonos. Targets with larger pitch angle helices (20 degrees, 30 degrees, and
45 degrees) that were pulsed with 500-600 kA in ~100 ns did not undergo breakdown.
Although the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 hypothesis seems consistent with a subset of previous AutoMag
experiments on Mykonos (as reported in Ref. 59), unexpected flashover behavior in Z
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experiments [60], which used epoxy-encapsulated 45° pitch angle targets, suggested that
further study was needed to improve understanding of the flashover process.

Figure 2.12 – Visualization of helical gap size change resulting in increased induced electric field in the liner with a
comparatively small decrease in the axial field strength. A target with 250-µm gaps is shown, however, targets fabricated for
Mykonos experiments had gap widths ranging from 200-260 µm. Nevertheless, the ~2X increase in 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 was anticipated for
all targets with this thinner range of helical gaps.

AutoMag targets in the second and third series of experiments on Mykonos were
designed to directly test the hypotheses that flashover initiation primarily depends on 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔.

Transient magnetic simulations suggested that a ~2X increase in 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 can be accomplished by
reducing the helical gap width by ~2X (Fig. 2.12); such an increase in 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 was hypothesized
to cause flashover initiation at ~2X lower current rise rate, i.e., earlier in the current pulse, for

a target with reduced gap width. Diagnostics were configured to capture this predicted, >20ns difference in flashover initiation between nominal (500-µm gap width) targets and targets
with ~2X thinner helical gaps.
Simulations in ANSYS Maxwell suggest that decreasing the size of the helical gaps in
the liner while keeping the pitch angle, number of helical cuts, and spacing of helical cuts
constant will result in significant increase of 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 with only a modest decrease (~10%) in axial

magnetic field, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . Given that AutoMag liners have repeatedly demonstrated axial field in

the 60-90 T range on Mykonos and that Z experiments demonstrated axial field above 100 T,
the slight decrease in axial field is acceptable.
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Figure 2.13 – (a) 12-frame imaging data of an AutoMag experiment on Mykonos that used a target with 500-µm wide, 20°
helical gaps that was pulsed with a ~650 kA peak current pulse (60 kV charge voltage). (b) 12-frame imaging data taken at
the same time(s) with respect to the current pulse as the data shown in (a) for an experiment using a target with 200-µm wide,
20° helical gaps what was pulsed with a ~650 kA peak current pulse (60 kV charge voltage). Note the similarity in breakdown
evolution in terms of timing and structure. The data in (b) indicates breakdown initiation that starts ~10 ns (two frames) later.

The results of the 200-µm gap experiments firmly indicate that the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 breakdown

hypothesis is wrong, or at best incomplete. The anticipated >20 ns difference in breakdown

initiation time between targets with 200-µm gaps and targets with 500-µm gaps (driven by
current pulses with peak current within 3%) was not observed (Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14); instead,
the two types of target appeared to breakdown within 10 ns of each other (with respect to peak
current). In fact, the 200-µm gap target which was predicted to breakdown >20 ns earlier
underwent breakdown initiation 5-7 ns later than the 500-µm gap targets. These reported times
were normalized to remove machine jitter by aligning peak current time for each experiment.
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In other words, the difference in 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 did not manifest in a significant difference in breakdown
timing. This surprising result motivated exploration of a new paradigm for assessing
breakdown initiation in AutoMag targets: rather than calculating a local, average induced
electric field within the helical gaps, instead calculating a global induced electric field across
the entire target.

Figure 2.14 – Plots of time-resolved data from the Mykonos experiments for which 12-frame data is shown in Fig. 2.13. The
top plot corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 2.13(b) and the bottom plot corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 2.13(a).

The global average induced electric field across the axial length of the target, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔,

was calculated simply by multiplying the helical inductance, 𝐿𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, of the AutoMag target
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

by the current rise rate of the pulsed power driver at the time of breakdown, � � , and dividing
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑏𝑏

by the distance between the anode and cathode (the A-K gap distance, 12 mm) at the outer
radius of the AutoMag target, 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡:
𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐿𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � �

(2.4)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑏𝑏

𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Here, the helical inductance is defined as the inductance of the target associated with the axial
magnetic flux inside of the liner; the helical inductance excludes the inductance due to the
(primarily) azimuthal magnetic field generated outside of the liner. In other words, the helical
inductance represents a lumped inductor circuit element at the end of the transmission line and
the line inductance is the inductance of the entire transmission line up to the outer surface of
the AutoMag target. As shown and discussed in Fig. 2.7, the internal axial magnetic flux is
effectively switched out of the system when breakdown occurs as the current reorients to flow
primarily axially on the outer (broken down) surface of the target rather than in the discrete
metallic helices. The propensity to undergo breakdown can be then cast as the tendency of the
outer insulator surface of the target to flashover due to the difference in inductance between
the pre-breakdown and post-breakdown states. This inductive benefit, so to speak, is what is
postulated to drive the flashover process based on the magnitude of 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔.

The similar flashover timing of 200-µm gap and 500-µm gap targets corresponds well

in this paradigm. While 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 was predicted to be ~2X higher in the 200-µm gap targets, the

calculated difference in helical inductance (and therefore 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 for a given current rise rate

value) was <3% (𝐿𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,500𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 2.96 nH vs. 𝐿𝐿ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒,200𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 2.88 nH). Using the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
paradigm, one would expect these two types of targets to undergo flashover/breakdown at very
similar times at very similar current rise rates and this is what was observed in experiments.
To clarify, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 is not (and should not be interpreted as) a perfect metric for

evaluating whether, when, and/or how AutoMag targets undergo dielectric breakdown. Rather,

𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 represents a better metric than the one previously used to evaluate breakdown dynamics

in AutoMag liners, namely 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔. Examination of the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 values across different AutoMag
targets undergoing breakdown (Fig. 2.18) indicates that, while 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 is much more closely
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comparable between various target designs fielded on multiple facilities, there is still
significant variance in 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 calculated for different targets at breakdown initiation. This

variance appears to correspond most directly with driver current and helical pitch angle but
normalizing 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 across these parameters is non-trivial and at this point, has not been
accomplished.

Figure 2.15 – 3D ALEGRA transient magnetic simulation results. (a-c) show results from simulations of a 20° AutoMag target
with 200-µm wide helical gaps while (d-f) show results from simulations of a 20° AutoMag target with 500-µm gaps. The
simulation time step for (a-c) corresponds to the (average) observed time during a ~650 kA peak current pulse when dielectric
breakdown initiation was observed for 200-µm gap experiments while the simulation timestep for (d-f) corresponds to the
(average) observed time during a ~650 kA peak current pulse when dielectric breakdown initiation was observed for 500-µm
gap experiments. (a) and (d) are maps of electric field at the outer surface of the AutoMag targets. The corresponding colorbar
for these two maps is located to the left. (b) and (e) are cross-section views of density maps on the left and electric field maps
on the right. (c) and (f) show lineout plots of electric field a along the lines indicated by the arrows above (b) and (e). Note
that the electric field inside of the gaps is much larger for the 200-µm gap target, but for the lineout taken adjacent to the outer
surface of the target, the electric field is comparable for the two targets. The averages taken for each of the outer surface
lineouts is within 10% of each other: 2.1 and 2.3 MV/m for the 500-µm gap and 200-µm gap target simulations, respectively.
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Further exploration of this paradigm in simulations was executed. To compare to
experimental results, simulations in the 3D MHD code ALEGRA of both the 200-µm gap and
500-µm gap targets driven by as-measured Mykonos current pulses from experiments revealed
that while peaks in electric field were evident locally in and around the individual helical gaps,
the average field at the outer surface of the insulator (which one would most closely associate
with a calculated 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) was very similar (Fig. 2.15). The simulation time step compared for

each target type in Fig. 2.15 was chosen based on the measured dI/dt at which

breakdown/flashover was observed in experiments. Although the electric field distribution is
oriented such that the peaks in field align with the individual helical gaps, averaging the entire
field distribution at the outer surface axially results in values of average electric field within
10% of each other. This suggests that the overall electric field stress on each target when each
of them underwent flashover is similar enough that one would (once again) expect these two
target types to breakdown at similar times and current rise rates in experiments (as was
experimentally observed).
An additional goal motivated the second and third series of AutoMag experiments on
Mykonos: improvement (or perhaps even optimization) of the axial magnetic field production
in AutoMag liners for (eventual) use in MagLIF experiments (i.e., fusion-fuel-filled, laserpreheated, premagnetized magneto-inertial fusion experiments).
Mykonos experiment suggest that enhancing the induced electric field in or around
AutoMag liners during the current pulse (either by modifying the pitch angle of the helices or
the driver current rise rate) will enable earlier breakdown of the liner. Z experiments (described
in detail in Section 2.2 of this dissertation) achieved internal axial magnetic field far above the
level that would be useful for MagLIF. In fact, reaching such high field might actually be
detrimental to the target performance if the trapped axial flux is large enough to produce
substantial magnetic back pressure acting against the imploding force. As has been discussed,
decreasing the helical gap size does not result in the desired earlier breakdown and experiments
suggest that instead the global induce electric field, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, across the target most heavily

influences breakdown initiation. This suggests that the most effective way to modify

breakdown initiation is modification of the driver current pulse, enabling access to higher
current rise rates (thus, higher 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) earlier in the pulse (when internal field is lower, ideally
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in the 30-50 T range most relevant to MagLIF). In practice, this can be accomplished quite
easily on accelerators such as Z which have substantial current pulse-shaping capability.
Further discussion of current pulse shape modification will occur in Section 2.2. As will be
discussed in more detail, the shape of the pulse can affect the implosion stage of AutoMag and
not just the magnetization and dielectric breakdown stages.

2.1.4 Study of Ultraviolet Laser Irradiation to Affect Breakdown

It was hypothesized that photoionization of the outside layers of the insulator in
AutoMag liners could provide a conductive plasma layer in which current can flow instead of
flowing in the metal helices. iCCD images of bulk insulated liners from previous Mykonos
experiments suggest that there may be this sort of uniform plasma distribution on the outer
surface of the insulator after breakdown, but triggering the development of a plasma layer
instead of relying on a surface flashover to occur would be extremely beneficial because it
would allow the experimenter to have control over when reorientation of liner current in
AutoMag will occur. Modification of breakdown timing could allow the amount of axial field
inside of the liner to be controlled and perhaps optimized for a given application, one example
being MagLIF.
Previous experiments have used ultraviolet (UV) pulsed laser beams to irradiate an
insulator surface and cause breakdown between two electrodes held at a static voltage [15].
UV light has been observed to initiate photoionization, particularly in hydrocarbon-based
plastics and epoxies in which the length scale of chemical bonds is comparable to the
wavelength of the UV radiation. These previous UV-laser experiments [15] were admittedly
different from AutoMag in several key ways: the electrodes were subject to a static electric
field rather than a dynamic, induced field and there were vacuum-insulator-conductor triple
points under field stress in these experiments whereas in AutoMag the points in the liner
subject to high electric field (the edges of the helices) are encapsulated in insulator. However,
the experiments by Enloe and Gilgenbach reported in Ref. 15 demonstrated production of a
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plasma layer on the insulator surface as a result of the laser pulse. They noted that the
breakdown in their experiments depended on the fluence of the laser beam, citing a range of 5
– 65 mJ/cm2 at wavelength 248 nm (from a KrF excimer laser) to cause the insulator to
flashover when the electrodes were being held at 10-30% of the static flashover field. In
AutoMag, the liners are subject to high pulsed electric fields as a result of the time-changing
axial field, so it is reasonable to think that producing a conductive layer of plasma outside of
the liner might cause current to deviate from flowing in the higher inductance helical current
paths than in the comparatively lower inductance plasma shell.
To approximately reproduce the spectrum and the fluence levels cited in the Enloe and
Gilgenbach experiments, an 80 mJ, 266 nm wavelength EKSPLA laser was used in AutoMag
experiments. Unlike the rectangular surface irradiated in Enloe’s experiments, AutoMag liners
have a cylindrical outer surface, so several methods of irradiating the surface were
implemented: (1) the laser beam was split into three circular beams to irradiate 360° of the
liner surface; (2) a single circular beam was focused onto one side of the target; (3) a single
beam was focused into a line using a cylindrical lens and irradiated one side of the liner. The
laser used in Enloe and Gilgenbach had a 60-ns pulse width whereas this EKSPLA laser has a
170-ps pulse width. However, Enloe and Gilgenbach note that the power density of the laser
did not seem to affect the breakdown characteristics of their experiments. Instead, the fluence
of the beam was the most important factor. Given that assessment, 80 mJ of laser energy was
thought to be sufficient to access the 5 – 65 mJ/cm2 cited fluence range and hypothesized to
initiate breakdown. Splitting the beam three ways (Fig. 2.16) was accomplished with a 50/50
beam splitter and a 30/70 beam splitter.
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Figure 2.16 – A top view schematic of the diagnostic framework with the vacuum chamber (green) shows how the laser beam
was split into 3 beams. The laser first enters the splitting scheme on the bottom right corner of the diagnostic board. The beam
then gets split 30/70 by a dielectric coated splitter, then gets split 50/50 by another dielectric coated splitter. Each of the three
beams reflects off of turning mirrors over beam paths that are approximately equal in length (to match arrival time at the load).
In this diagram, 𝜃𝜃1 = 𝜃𝜃3 = 112.5° while 𝜃𝜃2 = 135°. The placement of turning mirrors shown in this schematic allowed for
precise modification of the laser beam paths and thus the timing of the laser impact on the outer surface of the target.

Implementing the first two laser configurations (3 circular beams and one circular beam

on target), did not result in any significant effect on breakdown dynamics in 45° targets. The
beam energy was monitored during experiments with a laser energy meter; the beam was split
with a piece of UV fused silica glass which picked off a small fraction of the total beam which
then irradiated a laser energy meter sensor. The split in energy was thoroughly characterized
during benchtop tests prior to the Mykonos experiments; additionally, measurements were
taken with the energy meter inside of the target chamber to account for all losses due to
reflection and transmission through optics in the optical path. As such, this measurement
represents an on-target laser energy measurement. Unfortunately, large variations in the shotto-shot laser energy existed, though the source of the variation was never definitively
established. The beam energy (on target) for all Mykonos experiments employing the laser
ranged from 12.5-32 mJ. Assuming one circular beam, this constitutes a laser fluence of 3.258.32 mJ/cm2. Splitting the beam into three approximately equal beams reduces this effective
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fluence by a factor of three, not accounting for overlaps in individual beams on target. In
conclusion, the fluence levels achievable in these three beam and single beam experiments are
thought to be too low to have a significant effect on breakdown initiation, at least according to
cited ranges in Ref. 15 (5 – 65 mJ/cm2).
Timing of laser irradiation of the target (approximately) coincided with the peak dI/dt
of the driver (allowing for timing variations associated with machine jitter) for all 45° liner
Mykonos experiments. Peak dI/dt was selected to maximize the induced electric field in the
target and thus maximize the likelihood of observing effects of the laser on breakdown.
Originally, experiments were planned in which laser timing would be modified to explore
sensitivity of laser-induced breakdown to dI/dt. However, upon observing the lack of effect the
laser had on initiation and evolution of breakdown in 45° AutoMag liners, these variations in
timing and dI/dt were abandoned.
The failure of experiments with three circular beams and a single circular beam on 45°
targets prompted two changes to subsequent experiments. Firstly, we elected to use 20° targets
which (in experiments without laser irradiation) undergo breakdown repeatably for 650-850
kA peak current. Instead of initiating breakdown in targets in which it was not expected due to
induced electric field (i.e., 45° liners), the focus shifted to using the laser to have a significant
effect on the timing of the initiation of the breakdown/flashover processes in targets that were
expected to breakdown due to induced field at some point in the current pulse (i.e., 20° targets).
Secondly, to access higher levels of laser fluence and to more effectively photoionize
a section of the outer liner surface and affect the breakdown/flashover process, the circular
laser beam was focused down to a <1-mm wide, ~7-mm long line. This corresponds to a laser
fluence range of 17.9 – 48.7 mJ/cm2, well within the fluence range cited in Ref. 15. The given
dimensions are estimates since that measurement of the beam relies on observation of
fluorescence from a witness plate or piece of paper, which is accompanied by associated
uncertainty or estimation. For 45° targets, the laser line beam produced a narrow emitting
distribution of plasma on the insulator surface that subsequently spread from the cathode side
of the target (where the beam was pointed) towards the point at which the target contacts the
anode (Fig. 2.17). Despite the apparent connection of emitting plasma between the cathode
and anode, the multi-frame imaging data confirms that the emitting plasma remains localized
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to a thin line along one side of the target and flashover of the rest of the outer insulator surface
did not occur. Diode and magnetic field data support that full, global flashover of the target
and current reorientation did not occur. Specifically, diode data indicates emission that is far
dimmer than that observed in experiments that underwent breakdown, indicating emission data
that is much more similar to non-breakdown experiments. Magnetic field measured by
microBdots maintained linear scaling with the drive current throughout the experiment, further
indicating that full, global breakdown did not occur.
20° targets were used with UV laser line beam irradiation to test whether increasing the
global induced electric field across the target combined with UV laser irradiation would result
in flashover. Since breakdown was expected for 20° targets near peak dI/dt based on previous,
non-laser Mykonos experimental data, timing of laser irradiation was shifted to be near half of
peak dI/dt, >20 ns prior to when breakdown was observed in non-laser experiments. When 20°
targets were irradiated with a UV laser line-focused-beam, multi-frame imaging confirms
initial formation of a narrow emission distribution similar to 45° target experiments, but
flashover of the target proceeds as multiple discrete filaments of emitting plasma form and
eventually merge together; this merging of individual filaments into a quasi-uniform emitting
distribution is consistent with non-laser 20° target experiments driven by 650-850 kA peak
current pulses on Mykonos. However, the procession of the flashover process, assessed with
multi-frame imaging, does not appear to be significantly affected by the UV laser. Analysis of
photodiode data and magnetic field data supports the conclusion that the laser does not have a
significant effect on the timing of initiation or the evolution of flashover; rather, the dominant
factors influencing the timing of flashover are the target inductance and the driver current rise
rate, both of which are captured in calculation of a global induced electric field, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, across

the target.
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Figure 2.17 – (a) 12-frame imaging data from a 45° AutoMag liner experiment on Mykonos that employed a pulsed UV laser
focused down to a narrow line beam to impinge one side of the target (the top side as shown in figure). Yellow arrows indicate
where the laser impinges on the liner and resultant visible emission. Blue arrows indicate reflections off of hardware in the
target region. Red arrows indicate photoemission associated with electrode contacts. In (a), note that the data shows no signs
of photoemission associated with additional discrete plasma filaments such as those observed in experiments that show full
breakdown, only the single line of emission from the laser irradiating the target on one side of the target. (b) is an image from
the same experiment as (a) taken using a single frame iCCD gated imager with a 5-ns gate width and filtered identically to the
12-frame imager. (c) shows 12-frame imaging data from a 20° AutoMag liner experiment on Mykonos which demonstrated
transition from the single laser-induced line of emission towards formation of discrete emitting filaments and then a quasiuniform emitting distribution similar to that observed in other non-laser experiments in which breakdown occurs. Green arrows
indicate discrete plasma filaments that form as a result of breakdown/flashover. (d) is an image from the same experiment as
(c) taken using a single frame iCCD gated imager with a 5-ns gate width (with timing corresponding to frame 9 of the 12frame data) and filtered identically to the 12-frame imager. Colorbar scales (data ranges) for the 12-frame imaging data shown
in (a) and (b) have been modified to emphasize the structures apparent in each frame (i.e., early frames have the colorbar
maximum greatly reduced to show dimmer emission structures while later frames shift the maximum to be much higher since
the emission is overall brighter).
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2.1.5 Summary and Discussion of Dielectric Breakdown Assessment

Assessment of this metric, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, which we postulate is the best metric for evaluating

the propensity of AutoMag liners to undergo breakdown, can be compared across different

target types (12.5°, 20°, 45° helices with 200-µm or 500-µm gaps) and different driver current
pulses (500 – 850kA peak current Mykonos pulses and ~20 MA peak current shaped pulses on
the Z accelerator). The details of the magnetic field data and inferred dielectric breakdown
timing for AutoMag experiments on Z will be discussed in detail in Section 2.2 of this
dissertation. Using the inferred time of breakdown for AutoMag experiments across these
different target and driver configurations, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 values were calculated and are compared in
Fig. 2.18.

Figure 2.18 – Plot of all AutoMag experiments in which dielectric breakdown was observed with optical and electrical
diagnostics (microBdots and/or driver current monitors) or inferred from electrical diagnostics. The range bars for each shot
are assigned based on a time uncertainty of +/- 5 ns for the Mykonos experiments and +/- 2.5 ns for the Z experiments. The
central value for this uncertainty range corresponds to the point of divergence between the microBdot data and the load current
monitor data for both Mykonos and Z experiments shown.

Although there is some indication that the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 level was lower for the two laser-

irradiated 20°, 60 kV charge AutoMag shots on Mykonos compared to other shots with the

non-laser shots with same target and driver configuration (suggesting a possible measurable
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effect that the laser had on breakdown initiation in the experiments), the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 calculated for

the 20°, 80 kV charge shot that directly followed quite closely aligns with previous, non-laser
shots of the same type, suggesting no significant effect due to the laser.
Comparison of global induced electric field for all of the AutoMag experiments shown
in Fig. 2.18 indicates a range from approximately 1.5 – 3 MV/m. Interestingly, the average
global induced electric field for certain target types and driver configurations aligns quite
closely; 20°, 80 kV charge shots on Mykonos (Fig. 2.18 shown in red) all appeared to initiate
breakdown at 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 of ~2.5 MV/m whereas 20°, 60 kV charge shots on Mykonos (Fig. 2.18
shown in blue) all appeared to initiate breakdown at global induced electric field of ~1.9

MV/m. Recall that MHD simulations in ALEGRA of 200-µm gap and 500-µm gap targets
(Fig. 2.15) indicated that the axially averaged electric field at the outer insulating surface was
2.1 MV/m and 2.3 MV/m, respectively, which corresponds very well with the observed ranges
of 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 for 20°, 80 kV and 20°, 60 kV shots regardless of gap size. Even 12.5°, 50 kV charge
shots on Mykonos seemed to breakdown in a relatively narrow range of 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, 2.25 – 3

MV/m. It is also quite encouraging that the Z experiments correspond with the ranges of

𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 calculated from the numerous Mykonos experiments. Although the uncertainty in the
calculated 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 is larger for the Z experiments (owing primarily to the much more quickly

varying dI/dt values associated with Z compared to Mykonos), the fact that the 45°, beryllium
Z targets with different insulator material design that were pulsed with a much higher energy
driver (Z) can be so closely compared with the Mykonos experiments (aluminum targets,
thicker insulator layers, different driver) is strong support for the 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 hypothesis.
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2.1.6 Beryllium Density-Matched AutoMag Liner Experiments

The nonuniform density distribution in AutoMag liners may be a non-ideal element of
the target concept. Throughout the inertial confinement fusion literature, there are examples of
implosion designs that have failed due to mass density nonuniformities which have tended to
exacerbate development of deleterious implosion instabilities [54]. Similarly, the juxtaposition
of the metallic and insulator-filled helices in AutoMag results in a nonuniform electrical
conductivity distribution, but this is much more integral to the concept while the mass
distribution can potentially be modified. Given that the insulator material in AutoMag targets
is formed from a flowable epoxy, there is an opportunity to mix in higher mass density material
to increase the average mass density of the overall insulator material distribution.
To accomplish this mass-doping of the insulator material, we explored use of boron
carbide powder as the dopant. Boron carbide (in solid form) is an electrically semi-conductive
material, but in powder form is thought to have very low electrical conductivity similar to
aluminum oxide (alumina). However, it is unclear how distributing boron carbide powder
particles within a background of insulating epoxy would affect electrical conductivity of the
overall mass doped insulator material; the electrical conductivity of the mixture was not
directly measured during this study. Perhaps more directly, it is unclear how doping the epoxy
with boron carbide powder could change the dielectric breakdown process in AutoMag.
To explore this experimentally, AutoMag targets were manufactured with aluminum
helices encapsulated by a 50/50 (mass percent) mixture of EPON and boron carbide powder.
This mixture has a density of 1.81 g/cm3, similar to beryllium density, 1.85 g/cm3. The resultant
mixture is black and opaque to visible spectrum photons (unlike EPON which is translucent in
the visible part of the EM spectrum). These targets were pulsed with 650 – 850 kA peak current
waveforms supplied by the Mykonos accelerator and the same diagnostics were used to assess
dielectric breakdown: microBdots measuring internal axial magnetic field, an APD430A
avalanche photodiode (highly sensitive time-resolved photoemission measurement), a
DET10A silicon photodiode (lower sensitivity, time-resolved photoemission measurement),
two single-frame iCCD imagers with varying optical gate widths across different experiments,
and a 12-frame gated imager with either 5-ns or 10-ns frame widths. Targets with 20° helices
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were the primary focus of these doped insulator target studies since in previous experiments
using regular EPON dielectric breakdown was regularly observed when pulsed with 650 – 850
kA on Mykonos.
In all experiments utilizing the boron-carbide-doped insulator mixture, optical
diagnostics did not measure any indication of emission from the outer surface of the target
(which had been repeatedly observed in non-doped insulator targets). Upon first witnessing
this lack of emission indicated by the diagnostics, additional shots were executed in which
optical density filtering was removed and the sensitivity of the time-resolved photosensitive
diodes and optical imagers was increased; the single frame imager sensitivity increased by
20X, the 12-frame imager sensitivity increased by ~8X, and the diode sensitivities were
increased by 100X. It was postulated that perhaps the emission in the doped insulator
experiments was much dimmer and thus not being measured by the optical diagnostics as they
were previously configured. However, even after increasing the sensitivity of the optical
diagnostic set-up—including imagers—the emission either still remained below the threshold
of detection or was entirely not present. Note that photoemission from the electrode contacts
at either end of the liner was still observed by optical diagnostics, particularly the imagers, in
both the low and high sensitivity configurations.
Axial magnetic field measured inside of doped insulator AutoMag experiments
indicates that current reorientation of some kind was occurring, but importantly, the point at
which the internal magnetic field data and the driver current data diverge occurs much earlier
in the current pulse (black arrow, Fig. 2.19). As well, the internal magnetic field data continues
to rise precipitously after the point of divergence (Fig. 2.19). Though qualitatively similar
continued rise in magnetic field data is apparent in other (non-doped-insulator) AutoMag data
sets from Mykonos experiments, this post-divergence behavior suggests that field may have
risen by a factor of ~10X and peaked after peak current of the accelerator. Once again, a postpeak current maximum in the internal axial magnetic field is not unprecedented, especially
given that the breakdown is suspected to isolate the internal axial magnetic flux from the driver,
implying that the internal axal field would decay away with a characteristic decay time entirely
different than characteristic rise time or post-peak-current fall time of the driver current.
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Magnetic field probe data and optical emission diagnostic data indicate that these
doped-insulator experiments fundamentally operate differently than normal AutoMag targets.
Dielectric breakdown may be occurring in doped-insulator targets but is simply not observed
by the optical diagnostics. Such a thing could occur if the breakdown was occurring either on
the inner surface of the target or locally near the helical gaps, buried beneath insulator material.
Since the doped-insulator mixture is optically opaque, both of these scenarios would result in
lack of photon production that could be measured by the optical diagnostic suite; photons that
would be emitted due to breakdown or flashover would either be absorbed by the insulator
material or be otherwise shielded from a line of sight path to any of the optical diagnostics.
Discriminating between the two hypothesized breakdown scenarios (breakdown between the
buried gaps and breakdown on the inner liner wall) could be accomplished by diagnosing
visible emission from the inside surface of the target.
Independent of assessing the details of how these doped-insulator targets breakdown
and how internal field production changes during the experiment, it is clear that the electrical
properties of the insulating medium are significantly changed by introducing the boron carbide
powder dopant. Given that implosion experiments on Z have already been executed to explore
AutoMag (Section 2.2) and that those experiments indicate a relatively high level of cylindrical
implosion uniformity (admittedly through a modest CR~5), the potential benefits of exploring
doped-insulator implosion experiments have been diminished. On the contrary, we postulate
that introducing this new encapsulant material could result in poorer implosion performance
given that the dielectric breakdown process, which is not well understood presently for this
type of doped-insulator encapsulated target, could produce worse initial conditions for the
implosion stage. Thus, our goal after these doped-insulator experiments was to focus instead
on improving or perhaps optimizing the target configuration fielded in Z experiments using
the (undoped) EPON insulator. Further study will be required to determine how to optimize
density-matching protocols in conjunction with optimization of the dielectric breakdown and
implosion stages of AutoMag.
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Figure 2.19 – Plot of time-resolved data from a 20°, 200-µm wide helical gap AutoMag liner experiment that used boroncarbide-doped EPON for the insulating encapsulant material. The black arrow indicates the time at which the microBdot data
and the driver current monitor data diverge, indicating breakdown. Note that this divergence occurs much earlier than in other
AutoMag experiments which used normal, undoped encapsulant (whether Stycast or EPON).
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2.2 AutoMag Experiments on the Z Accelerator

2.2.1 Target Design and Driver Configuration

AutoMag implosion experiments on Z employed nearly the same 45° pitch angle, bulk

insulated helical liner design used in previous experiments [59] on Mykonos. To ensure
dielectric breakdown, simply reducing the pitch angle of the helices to increase the induced

electric field in AutoMag (as in the 12.5° and 20° liners in the Mykonos experiments) is not
favored due to concerns over postulated m = 0 mode coupling to the shallow pitch of the helices

[30, 67]. Therefore, preserving the 45° pitch angle used in AutoMag implosion experiments

on Z is desired based on implosion performance. Electric field large enough to induce

breakdown was expected due to larger dI/dt of the Z current pulse compared to Mykonos.
Beryllium was used instead of aluminum to improve surrogacy to previous magnetized liner
implosions and for its superior x-ray transmission characteristics (for radiography) compared
to aluminum. EPON was used instead of Stycast due to partly to previous experience using
EPON in Z targets. EPON, an electrically insulating two-part flowable epoxy, completely
encapsulated the 10-mm-tall helical region; thickness of EPON layers on the inside and outside
liner surfaces (150 μm and 100 μm, respectively) were reduced compared to previous

experiments on Mykonos (~0.5 mm on inside and outside walls) to boost surrogacy of the total
liner mass compared to previous liner implosion experiments. The beryllium liners had inner
diameter (ID) 5 mm and outer diameter (OD) 6 mm (excluding the inner and outer EPON layer
thicknesses) and had six helical cuts that were 508 μm wide. Simulations in ANSYS Maxwell
indicated that this AutoMag liner would produce 45 T at the axial liner midplane per MA of

helical current. To prevent development of previously observed electrode contact “wall”

instabilities [6, 24], implosion “cushions” were installed at the top and bottom of the inner liner
region as in normal MagLIF experiments [16], limiting the implosion region to 8 mm tall.
Nylon cushions were used rather than beryllium to allow magnetic field diffusion.
Pulse shaping was used to tailor the current rise rate, dI/dt (Fig. 2.20), and thus the
𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 (𝑡𝑡) in the AutoMag liner to approximately match 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 inferred in previous experiments
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on Mykonos. The current pulse was modified by configuring a subset of the pulsed power
modules in long pulse mode (300 ns rise time) instead of short pulse mode (100 ns rise time).

Figure 2.20 – (a) Simulated current prepulses (solid blue and red) produced in BERTHA are shown overlaid with the measured
current (dashed red and blue) from the first two experiments, Z3218 and Z3219. (b) The current rise rate versus time for the
two simulated pulses is overlaid with the measured current rise rate for Z3218 and Z3219. For a current rise rate of 50 kA/ns
at t = 225 ns the calculated average induced electric field in the helical gaps, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 , at the axial midplane is 15.9 MV/m. The
Z3347 prepulse is qualitatively similar to that of Z3219 and as a consequence is omitted from (a) and (b). (c) Measured drive
current for the three experiments and the simulated 2/34 and 4/32 configurations from BERTHA are shown. The current was
measured by load Bdot probes which are installed upstream of the final power feed in the pulsed power transmission line.
While the measured peak current in Z3347, 19.3 MA, aligns with the simulated peak current for the corresponding 4/32
configuration (solid red), the peak current in Z3218 and Z3219 (17.0 MA and 20.5 MA, respectively) did not match pre-shot
BERTHA simulations, which predicted a 19.2 MA peak current for both machine configurations; this may indicate some
inaccuracy of the load Bdot measurements during late time (near peak current) in the experiments. (d) (top) The RZ schematic
cross section of the power feed geometry used in AutoMag shots is shown with a calculated inductance of 6.2 nH while the
standard MagLIF power feed with the same anode-cathode spacing at the load as AutoMag (12 mm) has a calculated
inductance of 7.1 nH. (bottom) A calculation of the electric field in the power feed gap as a function of radius is shown with
the explosive electron emission threshold, 240 kV/cm, shown in dashed red. The threshold current rise rate for electron
emission in the power feed found from this calculation was 13.75 kA/ns, shown in dotted black in (b), and was found via
calculating 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (𝑟𝑟) = (𝐿𝐿( 𝑟𝑟) × 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)/𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑟) and incrementally increasing the current rise rate until 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (𝑟𝑟) ≥ 240 kV/cm at any
radius in the feed [60]. Here, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (𝑟𝑟) is the electric field in the power feed gap at 𝑟𝑟, 𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑟) is the minimum gap size at 𝑟𝑟, and 𝐿𝐿( 𝑟𝑟)
is the feed inductance downstream of 𝑟𝑟. Reproduced from [60].
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Circuit model simulations [26] in BERTHA indicated that putting two (four) modules into long
pulse mode while keeping the remaining modules in short pulse mode resulted in a 1-MA (2MA) prepulse that would rise in ~200 ns (Fig. 2.20(a)) producing a 45-T (90-T) axial magnetic
field at the end of the prepulse at the axial midplane of the liner in the case of helical current
flow (i.e., no breakdown). Simulated current rise rates were expected to induce inter-helix
electric fields (𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔) in the 2 – 10 MV/m range during the prepulse which would sharply
increase to above 30 MV/m as the main pulse begins.

The electrode surfaces in the power feed upstream of the load region are subject to
large inductive voltages due to the current rise rate of the driver, so calculations were
completed to evaluate the current rise rate threshold above which explosive electron emission
in the feed would occur during the magnetization stage (Fig. 2.20(d), bottom). The threshold
for explosive electron emission from the stainless-steel electrode surfaces was assumed to be
approximately 240 kV/cm [10]. In previous Mykonos experiments, flow electron current was
not expected due to large gap sizes in the power feed. Calculations of the electric field in the
feed for Z experiments indicated that for the 4/32 (long pulse mode/short pulse mode) machine
configuration, the electrode surfaces could explosively emit electrons for as long as 100 ns
before the conclusion of the prepulse at t = 225 ns but no flow current would occur during the
prepulse for the 2/34 configuration (Fig. 2.20(b)). However, field production and breakdown
proceeded in decent agreement with simulation predictions which did not include explosive
electron emission, indicating that flow current, if present, did not significantly alter dielectric
breakdown in Z3219 or Z3347 (4/32 configuration).
Circuit model simulations [26] in BERTHA predicted a peak current for both Z3218
and Z3219/Z3347 of 19.2 MA, but a large discrepancy between the predicted and measured
peak currents is apparent (Fig. 2.20(c)). Based on previous MagLIF load current analysis, drive
current monitor Bdots may not accurately measure load current above approximately 10-12
MA [29]. However, it should be noted that there is high confidence in the accuracy of the load
Bdots during early times in the pulse when the current is below approximately 10-12 MA, so
the measurements taken during the prepulses for Z3218, Z3219, and Z3347 are expected to be
very accurate. Higher fidelity load current diagnostics such as VISAR/PDV [23] will help to
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measure load current delivery above 10-12 MA with higher accuracy in future AutoMag
experiments.

2.2.2 Magnetic Field Production and Inferred Dielectric Breakdown

The axial field within the liner’s internal volume, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), was measured by four

axially oriented microBdots, grouped into counterwound, noise-rejecting pairs (Fig. 2.21). If

helical liner current is flowing with no shorting between helices, the signal measured by the
microBdots will scale linearly with the signal measured by load Bdot probes; deviations from
this linear scaling provide a clear indicator that current is being reoriented via breakdown of
the AutoMag liner [59].

Figure 2.21 – A cut-away schematic of the AutoMag target assembly in implosion experiments on the Z Facility. The liner
had a 45° pitch angle and the inner wall of the liner was coated with a 100-nm thick aluminum oxide layer to provide enhanced
local contrast in 7.2-keV x-ray radiographs. The insert shows the top view of the target configuration with the winding senses
of the probes noted as clockwise and counterclockwise by the x and o symbols, respectively. These probes [20] were fabricated
and calibrated at Cornell University on a benchtop test pulser and have a calibration uncertainty of +/- 5%. Reproduced from
[60].
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One pair of probes was installed such that the probe loop areas were located approximately at
the liner axial midplane where the field was predicted to be strongest based on ANSYS
Maxwell simulations. The other pair of probe loops was located 2 mm above the axial midplane
where the field was predicted to be approximately 12% lower.
As indicated in Fig. 2.22, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) scales linearly with the driver current, indicating

pure helical current with no apparent shorting between helical conductors, during the prepulse

stage of all three experiments which ends at t = 225 ns. The measured axial field at t = 225 ns
for each of the four axial microBdots and the average axial magnetic field measured by all
microBdot probes, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, is reported with an estimated uncertainty of +/- 12% for all three

experiments in Table 1.
probe 1

probe 2

probe 3

probe 4

(t = 225 ns)

(t = 225 ns)

(t = 225 ns)

(t = 225 ns)

[T]

[T]

[T]

[T]

Z3218

48

69

50

Z3219

78

112

Z3347

63

112

𝑩𝑩𝒛𝒛,𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆

(t = 225 ns)

𝑩𝑩𝒛𝒛,𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆

[T]

[T]

61

58

135

78

86

88

175

61

79

79

155

(t = 275 ns)

Table 2.2 - The axial magnetic field measured by each of the four microBdot probes is listed for Z3218, Z3219, and Z3347 at
t = 225 ns and the average of the four measurements, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, is listed (with field values in bold) at t = 225 ns and at t = 275 ns.
The estimated uncertainty in these values is +/- 12%. Adapted from [60].

Starting at t = 225 ns, the main pulse, with a much higher current rise rate, initiates

helical breakdown; nonetheless 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) continues to rise from t = 225 ns to t = 275 ns. The

modified scaling between 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) and drive current during this time indicates that pure

helical current has ceased but that some helical current persists, producing additional axial
magnetic field. Although significant spread in the microBdot data exists, applying an
additional scale factor to each microBdot data set (Fig. 2.22(a)) shows that the scaling between
the microBdot data and the machine current is linear throughout the prepulse and that all
microBdots measure similarly increasing 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) during the 50 ns after the prepulse ends; after

t = 275 ns, the data from each microBdot vary much more significantly.
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Figure 2.22 – (a) A plot is shown of 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) measured by each of the four microBdots overlaid with the machine current for
Z3218. An additional scale factor has been applied to each microBdot data set to better visualize the linear scaling of each
data set with the machine current. 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) is tied to the left vertical axis and machine current is tied to the right vertical axis.
The axes have been scaled so that the datasets match during the prepulse, enabling visualization of when the linear scaling
ceases at t = 225 ns. The dotted red line corresponds to the time at which pre-shot GORGON simulations predict that the shock
is halfway through the liner; the liner is not expected to move radially inward prior to this time, t = 280 ns. (b) 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) data
from all four microBdots (without the additional scale factor applied as in (a)) are shown tied to the left axis and are overlaid
with the machine current tied to the right vertical axis. Data from each of the four probes is labeled based on axial location of
the probe loop as well as the winding sense of the probe loop (x and o for clockwise and counterclockwise winding sense,
respectively). These probes are designed to measure 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 above 3 T/ns without experiencing internal failure. Reproduced
from [60].

The additional field production after conclusion of the prepulse could result from

incomplete breakdown of the insulator or inductive current division between a primarily axial
current path and the helical current path formed by the beryllium helices. Some potential
consequences of increased internal axial magnetic field are discussed further in Section 2.2.3.
After t = 275 ns, distinct inflection points in axial field data can be observed for multiple probes
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in Z3218 (Fig. 2.22(a) and (b)) and Z3219, likely indicating probe failure, which was expected
to occur when the signal voltage exceeded 800 V. 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 at t = 275 ns just prior to probe failure
is 135 T for Z3218 and 175 T for Z3219. In Z3347, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(t = 275 ns) = 155 T, though

interestingly the first distinct signs of probe failure in the axial field data occur at t = 300 ns
when 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 reached 210 T.

While a significant discrepancy in signal strength exists between the four probes fielded

in each experiment throughout the prepulse (Fig. 2.22(b)), the apparent preservation of linear
scaling between each individual probe measurement and the driver current (with different scale
factors associated with each probe) still supports that pure helical current is flowing in the liner
during the prepulse. The source of the discrepancy is not yet known after consideration of
multiple possible sources. We explored potential misalignment of the normal to the probe loop
area, axial and radial gradients predicted by simulations inside of the liner, sensitivity of the
probes to non-axial field components, error in probe calibration, and the combination of all
these factors. When maximum estimates for all these factors are combined, the resultant total
estimated probe measurement uncertainty of +/- 12% still does not fully explain the >35%
spread seen in the data. Analysis of multi-microBdot experiments on Mykonos (Section 2.1.2)
indicated a level of agreement between microBdots that far exceeded those fielded in Z
experiments, suggesting that the discrepancy is unique to Z.
Time resolved optical diagnostics were also fielded on Z3218 and Z3219 to assess
dielectric breakdown initiation and evolution. Fiber coupled avalanche diodes, infraredsensitive diodes, and in-chamber silicon diodes were aligned to measure emission from the
outer liner surface, looking at multiple different azimuths at the liner outer surface. Two sets
of avalanche photodiodes, one set configured with low sensitivity and another set configured
with high sensitivity were fielded. The two in-chamber silicon diodes were filtered to enable
sensitivity to visible spectrum photons and to >1 keV x-rays, respectively. Unfortunately, the
optical diagnostics fielded in these experiments provided limited information regarding
dielectric breakdown initiation and evolution (Figs. 2.23 and 2.24); specifically, optical
emission diagnostic data did not correspond well with the measured internal axial magnetic
field, a diagnostic known to correspond with dielectric breakdown initiation based on Mykonos
experiments. Optical diagnostics were likely configured to be too sensitive to other (non53

breakdown) sources of emission in the Z target region. The microBdot probes installed inside
the liners on axis provided the best estimate of breakdown initiation, similar to Mykonos
experiments.

Figure 2.23 – Overlay of optical diagnostic turn-on times with the axial magnetic field, driver current, and radiography timing
for Z3218. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of that shown in the rest of Section 2.2.

Figure 2.24 – Overlay of optical diagnostic turn-on times with the axial magnetic field, driver current, and radiography timing
for Z3219. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of that shown in the rest of Section 2.2.
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Figure 2.25 – Streaked Visible Spectrsocopy (SVS) measurements taken in Z3218 and Z3219. SVS was set up to record early
time light (before 5 MA) from potential arcing along the liner. As a result, the system saturated relatively early on in both
shots. At the bottom, examples of temperature estimates are shown before the image saturates, assuming blackbody emissivity
of 1. Analysis courtesy of Sonal Patel. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of that shown in the rest of Section 2.2.

Streaked visible spectroscopy (SVS), fiber-coupled and aligned to measure emission
from the outside surface of the AutoMag liner, was also fielded in Z3218 and Z3219 to assess
temperature of the post-breakdown emitting plasma distribution. The diagnostic was
configured to be sensitive to emission early in the current pulse and thus saturated quickly after
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approximately 5 MA drive current. Prior to saturation, however, SVS indicated an increase of
inferred blackbody temperature of the plasma at the outer surface of the target (Fig. 2.25). This
data indicates that the plasma that forms due to dielectric breakdown on the outside target
surface emits with magnitude linearly proportional to drive current, indicating that ohmic
heating results from current being switched from the helices in the target into the postbreakdown plasma on the outer surface.

2.2.3 Implosion Dynamics

Two-frame 7.2-keV radiography [7,56] was used to diagnose implosion morphology
of AutoMag liner implosions on Z. The inner liner surface was coated with a 100-nm thick
layer of aluminum oxide that provided enhanced contrast to Be and EPON in radiographs [3];
the opacity of EPON was expected to be approximately 6X higher than beryllium based on
estimates of cold opacity at 7.2 keV. Estimates were generated using the Henke x-ray filter
transmission tool. Six frames of radiography data captured over the course of three experiments
indicate an intact imploding inner liner wall for CR~1.5, 1.8, 2.4, 3.4, 4.0, and 5.0 where CR
= initial inner liner radius / inner liner radius in radiograph. Analysis of the transmission data
with focus on the opaque aluminum oxide coating on the inner liner wall suggests that at
CR~3.4, the inner wall has developed a 60-μm amplitude perturbation (i.e. the difference in
radius of the points at smallest and largest radius on the inner wall) along the 2.7 mm length
of the inner wall visible on the left side of the radiograph (Fig. 2.26(d)). The amplitude of the
perturbation on the inner wall in the CR~5.0 radiograph has grown to 200 μm (Fig. 2.26(f,j)).
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Figure 2.26 – (a) Radiography frame 1 captured in Z3218 shows straight inner liner walls (indicated by dashed blue lines) at
a convergence ratio CR ~ 1.5; CR = initial inner liner radius / inner liner radius in radiograph. The initial location of the inner
liner wall is indicated by the dashed green lines and the initial location of the outer liner surface is indicated by dashed red
lines. (b) Frame 2 from Z3218. (c) Frame 1 from Z3219 was partially obscured by electrical cables in the target region. (d)
Frame 2, Z3219 was also partially obscured. Blue arrows point to blue dots which mark the points on the liner inner wall
which are furthest apart in radius (i.e. these dots are used to calculate the amplitude of the radial perturbation apparent on the
inner liner wall). (e) Frame 1, Z3347. (f) Frame 2, Z3347. Radiograph frame times for (a-f) are noted in the bottom left corner
of each image and CR for each radiograph is labeled in blue. (g-j) Frames 1 and 2 from Z3218 and Z3347 are reproduced with
reduced transmission scales to enhance contrast in the transmission data associated with the liner’s inner wall. Individual
points along the edge of the inner wall feature shown in red for the left wall and blue for the right wall in each radiograph
were used to determine the convergence ratio values cited for each radiograph. Purple arrows in (g) and (h) indicate the
apparent diamond pattern which is thought to correspond to overlapping primary and secondary helices, each formed of
radially extended material that locally reduces x-ray transmission. Like (d), the blue arrows in (j) point to blue dots on the
inner liner wall which are furthest apart in radius. All axes are given in mm while the colorbars shown indicate transmission.
Note that (h) and (i) share the same colorbar. Reproduced from [60].
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Analysis of the dominant wavelengths associated with these perturbations indicates that there
is no clear correlation with any of the initial features in the liner (i.e. the beryllium helices, the
EPON-filled gaps, etc.). While this data set is encouraging for use of AutoMag liners in
MagLIF experiments, it is unknown how instability structures on the inner liner wall might
grow at later times in AutoMag liner implosions. However, there are no signs of liner Time
Integrated x-ray Self-Emission (TISE [3]) in the radiographs which is often strong for highly
unstable implosions [3,4].
Penetrating radiographs capture two distinct types of helically oriented structures in the
imploding liner. The first set of helices, hereafter referred to as the primary helices, are
associated with sharp, helical bands of reduced transmission which are thinner than the width
of each of the six initial helical EPON-filled gaps in the liner; the width of the primary helices
apparent in the CR~1.5 radiograph is 70-240 μm compared to the initial 508-μm width of the
EPON-filled helical cuts. Comparison of in-flight radiographs to pre-shot target

characterization x-ray images confirms that the initial EPON-filled helical cuts align with the
primary helices. The second set of helical structures, referred to as secondary helices, have
very similar pitch and amplitude compared to the primary helices but are wider and less
opaque. There are six primary helices and six secondary helices apparent in radiographs,
compared to six helical cuts in the AutoMag liner initially. Analysis of the fit helices (Fig.
2.27) indicates similar structure of the primary and secondary helices with both retaining

similar pitch to the initial machined helices (p𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 18.9 mm), although the limited axial

extent of the radiographs (~4 mm) prevents a precise fit of the pitch values for the helices.
Additionally, both sets of helices appear uncorrelated with the aluminum oxide layer on the

inner liner surface, suggesting that they do not correspond to perturbations on the inner liner
wall. The dark diamond features (indicated by purple arrows in Fig. 2.26(g,h)) appear to
correspond to overlapping radially extended material from the primary and secondary helices,
not to material extending radially inward from the inner liner wall.
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Figure 2.27 – Helical fit analysis similar to that performed in [4] was conducted for the CR~1.5 radiograph. The pitch, p, and
the major axis or amplitude (i.e., the helix radius), a, for each fit helix are reported. (a) The primary helices correspond to the
outer liner surface or structures at larger radius compared to the inner wall visible in the radiograph. The primary fit helices
have the following parameters: color(a[mm]||p[mm]), red(2.075||21.1), cyan(2.150||20.6), blue(2.150||24.1),
green(2.150||22.0), magenta(2.050||15.4), yellow(2.100||16.0). (b) The secondary helices also seem to correspond to the outer
layers of the imploding liner. The secondary fit helices have the following parameters: red(2.050||20.2), cyan(2.100||18.0),
blue(2.150||24.1), green(2.150||24.1), magenta(2.100||20.2), yellow(2.050||19.4). Note that the pitch of the initial machined
helices is p𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖l = 18.9 mm. Helical pitch is noted here (instead of pitch angle) for each fit helix since the pitch of the helices
is expected to remain approximately constant as the liner implodes, enabling comparison to the initial pitch of the machined
helices. Reproduced from [60].

A variety of complex three-dimensional structures evolve during an AutoMag
implosion, accumulating sufficient areal density to generate steep transmission gradients in
radiographs. Global features include primary and secondary helices (Fig. 2.27) and while these
structures have similar helical projection, the difference in x-ray transmission is significant.
The opacity of EPON at 7.2 keV is estimated as the opacity of polycarbonate, 𝜅𝜅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 7.61

cm2/g, based on the assumed similarity of chemical structure and the beryllium opacity is
estimated as 𝜅𝜅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 1.24 cm2/g. Given that the primary helices align with the EPON-filled
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initial helical cuts, the opacity of EPON is assumed for all material associated with the primary
helices; based on an average transmission of 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 0.14 in the CR~1.5 radiograph, this

suggests an areal density 𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 0.26 g/cm2 with an optical depth of 𝜏𝜏𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 1.98. The
secondary helices are located in sections of the liner through which x-rays are expected to

traverse layers of EPON as well as beryllium and as such, both the EPON and beryllium
opacity will contribute to x-ray attenuation measured in the radiograph. If the liner thickness
is estimated to be constant during implosion (the initial thickness is 750 μm), the imploding
liner material would be compressed, increasing the initial EPON and beryllium density by a

factor of 1.4 at the time of the CR~1.5 radiograph; GORGON simulations indicate that at
CR~1.5, the thickness of the liner is approximately 770 μm (assuming 0.1 g/cm3 density

contours for the inner and outer liner wall surfaces). An estimated 1.4X compression of the
beryllium and EPON layers suggests that the transmission through both liner walls at the
thinnest point would be 𝑇𝑇 = 0.39 with an optical depth of 𝜏𝜏 = 0.94; this is similar to the average
measured transmission and optical depth of the regions between the primary and secondary

helices, 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0.38 and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0.98. The average transmission through the

secondary helices is 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 0.26, corresponding to an optical depth of 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 1.37.
The large difference in transmission through the interhelix regions versus the secondary

helices suggests that the secondary helices are primarily composed of EPON; such a difference
in transmission would require a large amount of beryllium compared to EPON, which has an
estimated opacity approximately 6X higher than beryllium. The origin of the secondary helices
is not understood at this time; however, given that the secondary helices are apparent in the
CR ~ 1.5, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.4 radiographs and interestingly they are not apparent in GORGON
simulations, determining their origin will be a focus of future study.
The radial extent of the primary helices can be estimated from the radiographs by
identifying the limb regions associated with the helices (Fig. 2.27). These limb regions are
helically oriented and correspond to a drop in transmission at the point through which x-rays
must traverse a localized area of optically thick material. The estimated distance from the inner
wall aluminum oxide layer to the primary helix limb region when it is viewed side-on in the
CR~1.5 radiograph is 540-620 μm; this is less than the initial thickness of the liner, 750 μm,

and compared to the thickness of the liner at CR~1.5 estimated in GORGON simulations, 770
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μm. Use of the apparent radial extent of the primary helical limb features in the CR~1.5

radiograph in conjunction with the estimated areal density (assuming EPON for all primary
helix material) suggests that the primary helices are composed of material with 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 4.2
– 4.8 g/cm3 which is ~4X higher than the initial EPON density. Estimating the compression of

the EPON based on the reduction in thickness (750 μm to 540-620 μm) and width (508 μm to

70-240 μm) of the initial EPON-filled helical gaps suggests that the density should have

increased by a factor of 3X to 11X. Using the average width of the primary helices, 140 μm,

in conjunction with the average radial extent inferred from the helical limbs, 580 μm, indicates
a factor of ~5X increase in EPON density due to compression.

Pervasive three-dimensional millimeter-scale density structures also form during
implosion to resemble complex vein-like or lightning-like structure. “Vein” structures are most
distinct within the inter-helix regions in the CR~1.5 radiograph and the average transmission
through these structures 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0.24 corresponds to an optical depth of 𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 1.44 similar to

the secondary helices. The difference in transmission through the interhelix regions and the
veins once again suggests that the veins are primarily composed of EPON (𝜅𝜅𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ≅ 7.61

cm2/g) instead of beryllium (𝜅𝜅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 1.24 cm2/g).

Gradients in transmission (or areal density) apparent in the radiographs enable

characterization of the size and shape of the vein structures as well as confirmation of the
geometry of the primary and secondary helices apparent in the radiographs. A contour map of
the CR~1.5 radiograph (Fig. 2.28, top) provides a visualization of transmission gradients
associated with the primary and secondary helices, the vein structures, the aluminum oxide
coating on the inner wall, and the primary and secondary limb regions. The distribution of vein
structures in the target becomes apparent when viewing the contour map. The largest
contiguous vein structure has a characteristic size of approximately 500 μm across and the vein
structures appear to be collected into helically oriented groups. The pitch angle of these vein

helices, 𝜓𝜓𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, is approximately 50-60° in the CR~1.5 radiograph and 𝜓𝜓 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 55-65° in the
CR~1.8 radiograph. The pitch angle of the vein helices is similar to the pitch angle of the

primary and secondary helices, 𝜓𝜓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, in both radiographs: 𝜓𝜓 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 55-60° in the

CR~1.5 radiograph and 𝜓𝜓 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 60-65° in the CR~1.8 radiograph. The shape and extent

of the vein helices is not as precisely defined as the primary and secondary helices preventing
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assignment of precisely defined pitch angles. However, the orientation of the vein structures
evident in the contour plot shown in the top of Fig. 2.28 suggests that they are correlated with
the primary helices. The vein structures are not apparent in the CR~2.4, 3.4, 4.0, and 5.0
radiographs.

Figure 2.28 – (top) Contour plot of radiography frame 1 (CR~1.5) captured in Z3218. 10-point smoothing (25 μm in horizontal
direction and 26 μm in the vertical direction) of the radiograph image data was done prior to producing the contour plot. 40
contours with equal spacing between transmission equal to 0 and 0.5 are shown in the plot. (bottom) The vein structure
centered approximately at (0.5 mm, -0.5 mm) is shown in a zoomed-in view of the contour plot (same smoothing applied as
in top contour plot). The closely spaced contours around the vein emphasize the large density gradient and the localized nature
of the vein structures. All axes are in mm. Reproduced from [60].

Helically oriented 277-eV surface self-emission was recorded by the multi-layered
mirror (MLM) x-ray pinhole imager diagnostic [27] in both experiments. Eight frames were
captured in Z3219 and while the first five frames show helically oriented emission structures,
the final three frames show a transition from helically correlated emission to azimuthally
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correlated emission (Fig. 2.29). The liner materials are opaque to 277-eV emission, so the data
captured by the MLM diagnostic corresponds to emission from the outermost material layers
(i.e., only emission from the front side of the liner is measured by the MLM). Of particular
interest is the Z3219 MLM frame captured at t = 346.4 ns which should closely correspond to
the timing of the CR~1.8 radiograph captured at t = 346.2 ns (Fig. 2.26(b)). Note that the
azimuthally correlated bands of 277-eV emission apparent at t = 346.4 ns in the MLM data are
in definite contrast to the helical structures apparent in the CR~1.8 radiograph, suggesting a
decoupling of the outermost emitting surface from the density distribution of the liner which
remains helical in the later radiographs.

Figure 2.29 – MLM data is shown for the eight frames captured during Z3219. For frames 1 through 6, helical structure is
dominant. From frame 6 to 7, the helical structures start to transition towards higher azimuthal correlation until finally in
frame 8, azimuthal bands are dominant. The axes are given in mm and the colorbars quantify specular density. Reproduced
from [60].

The helical emission captured by MLM is oriented in the same winding sense as the
initial density distribution of the metallic helices encapsulated in epoxy suggesting that the
helical 277-eV emission is linked to the density distribution of the imploding liner. The center
helical emission feature (the ends of which are indicated by pink arrows) in Z3219 frame 1 in
Fig. 2.25 has a width of 590 +/- 50 μm over the length of the visible section of the helix

suggesting possible correlation with the 508-μm initial helical gap size in the liner. In addition,
the MLM image captured at t = 340.4 ns closely matches the timing of the CR~1.5 radiograph
and indeed the helical 277-eV emission structures appear to have a pitch angle of
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approximately 60°, which is comparable to 𝜓𝜓 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 55-60° and 𝜓𝜓𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 50 – 60°. Pre-shot

images of the targets confirm that the helical features apparent in MLM images align with the

initial helical cuts and thus correspond to the primary helices apparent in the radiographs. It is
also clear that the 277-eV helical emission aligns with the left-handed winding sense of the
density distribution of the imploding liner (as well as the current flow) and not with the righthanded sense of the helical magnetic vector field just outside of the AutoMag liner.
Radiography data demonstrate reduced convergence compared to pre-shot rad-MHD
implosion simulations in GORGON [11] (Fig. 2.30). Such discrepancies might be expected
given that the field production inside the liner is numerically degraded by approximately 60%
in the GORGON simulations due to two different mechanisms. Firstly, internal field
production is curtailed by substantially reducing the simulation region boundary (which acts
as the return current path) to be smaller than the return current path radius used in experiments;
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 ∝ (1 − 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿2 /𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅2 ), where 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿 is the radius of the liner and 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅 is the radius of the return current

path [67]. Secondly, the simulations suffer from an incomplete physical treatment of the

dielectric breakdown process which further reduces internal field production; dielectric

breakdown is invoked by numerical diffusion of mass into the first vacuum cell which fills the
cell with low density material that slowly heats, becomes conductive, and is able to carry
significant current [67]. The trajectory inferred from the experimental radiographs (Fig.
2.31(b)) is delayed by approximately 13, 13, 11, and 9 ns at CR = 1.5, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.4,
respectively, compared to the simulated trajectory (when the simulated inner liner wall
location/trajectory is estimated using a 0.1 g/cm3 density contour). Interestingly, the apparent
delay decreases as the implosion continues: stagnation time predicted in GORGON was only
5 (2) ns earlier than the stagnation time recorded in Z3218 (Z3219). The discrepancy in
implosion trajectory between the experimental data and GORGON simulations may suggest
either an additional source of internal pressure acting against the imploding drive field or a
difference between the simulated and experimental drive current (or a combination of these
factors).
An analytic model was constructed to explore the relative importance of internal and
external magnetic forces affecting the liner implosion trajectory. The primary focus of the
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model is to estimate the net force acting on the liner mass based on a balance between the
magnetic pressure on the inside and outside of the liner.

Figure 2.30 – Synthetic radiographs from a GORGON simulation suggest that the implosion symmetry of the liner is
acceptable up through CR~4.2. GORGON simulations did not include the layer of aluminum oxide on the inner wall used for
enhanced radiographic contrast in experiments. Note the difference in the structure seen in the synthetic radiographs compared
to experimental data at similar CR in (b) reproduced from Fig. 2.26, particularly the lack of secondary helices, vein structures,
dark diamonds, and compression of the primary helical gap size. Reproduced from [60].

The mass of the liner was assumed to be a zero-dimensional point mass, m, constructed by
integrating the average liner density over the 8 mm implosion height. The point mass is initially
placed at the inner wall radius, 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 = 2.35 mm , to enable comparison of the liner inner wall

trajectory calculated in the model to the inner wall radii captured in experimental radiographs.
Magnetic force terms for the model were defined as
𝐹𝐹1 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,1 (𝑡𝑡) × 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) =
and

𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 ( 𝑡𝑡) 2
2𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜

(2.5)

× 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋(𝑡𝑡)ℎ

2 1
𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼( 𝑡𝑡)
�
� � × 2𝜋𝜋[𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡)
2𝜋𝜋[𝑟𝑟( 𝑡𝑡) +𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿]
2𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜

𝐹𝐹2 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,2 (𝑡𝑡) × 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑡𝑡) = �
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+ 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿]ℎ

(2.6)

where 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,1 (𝑡𝑡) is the internal magnetic pressure, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) is the surface area of the implosion
region at the inner liner radius 𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) , 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) is the average axial magnetic field inside of the

liner, 𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 is the permeability of free space, ℎ = 8 mm is the height of the implosion region,
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,2 (𝑡𝑡) is the external magnetic pressure, 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 is the thickness of the liner (750 μm, and

assumed constant throughout the implosion), 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑡𝑡) is the surface area of the implosion

region at the outer liner radius 𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿, and 𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) is the drive current. The model assumes that

the external magnetic field can be approximated as the azimuthal field from a metallic shell
carrying axial current: 𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)/(2𝜋𝜋[𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿]). Three different drive current

waveforms were used in the model: the measured Z3218 drive current, the measured Z3219

drive current, and the simulated 2/34 drive current [26] produced in BERTHA which was used
in pre-shot GORGON simulations.
The trajectory of the liner mass was estimated using a force balance methodology
similar to the thin shell implosion models described in Refs. 21 and 54 by calculating the
acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the point mass at each time step (Eqs. 2.7 – 2.9)
and evolving the point mass for subsequent time steps accordingly. The initial velocity of the
liner mass was zero. The initial acceleration was calculated based on the initial internal and
external magnetic forces:
1

(2.7)

𝑎𝑎 (𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 ) = 𝑎𝑎 𝑜𝑜 = � � �𝐹𝐹1 ( 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 ) − 𝐹𝐹2 (𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 )�
m

The position of the liner was then calculated as a function of time based on the acceleration,
velocity, and displacement associated with the immediately previous (𝑖𝑖 − 1) time step with
duration Δ𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 − 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1:
1

(2.8)

𝑟𝑟( 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = 𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖−1 (Δ𝑡𝑡) 2 + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖−1 (Δ𝑡𝑡) + 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖−1
2

(2.9)

𝑣𝑣 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 = 𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖−1 (Δ𝑡𝑡) + 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖−1

Once the position of the liner mass is calculated for the current time, the acceleration can be
updated:
1

(2.10)

𝑎𝑎 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 = � � �𝐹𝐹1 ( 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) − 𝐹𝐹2 ( 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )�
m
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The model was implemented in two different modes with respect to the internal axial
magnetic field. Mode one explores how stagnation time varies with the magnetic field strength
inside the liner at the end of the prepulse while mode two is intended to compare more directly
with experiments by using the measured internal axial field data. In mode one, a fixed axial
field value is selected, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜, and then injected inside of the liner proportional to the drive current

at each time step until reaching the maximum value at the end of the prepulse (𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 225
ns):

𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) = �

𝐼𝐼( 𝑡𝑡)

𝐼𝐼�𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 �

(2.11)

� × 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 0 < 𝑡𝑡 < 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

After the prepulse, magnetic flux is conserved:
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 × �

𝑟𝑟�𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝�
𝑟𝑟( 𝑡𝑡)

2

�

(2.12)

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡 > 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

Mode two uses the axial field measured by microBdots in Z3218 and Z3219 as the

injected axial field. For this mode, the magnetic field inside of the liner is the average of the
four microBdot measurements, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡), until the time at which probe failure was first

inferred, 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 275 ns, for both experiments:
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 0 < 𝑡𝑡 < 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

After 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓, magnetic flux is conserved:
𝑟𝑟�𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓�

𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 � × �

𝑟𝑟( 𝑡𝑡)

�

2

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡 > 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(2.13)

(2.14)

Note that movement of the liner inner wall was not expected until after t = 280 ns based on
GORGON simulations for both experiments. This motivated the choice of the timing fiducial
used to begin flux compression in mode two (i.e. the time after which the flux is conserved in
the model, 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 275 ns).

Implementation of this model enables study of the relative importance of different

factors in the magnetic force terms for affecting the liner implosion trajectory. For the same
current waveform (the simulated 2/34 waveform) and using mode one for magnetic field
injection (Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12), varying 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 from 25 T to 200 T results in a 6.4-ns delay in
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stagnation time. However, using 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 values closer to the measured axial field at the end of the

prepulse, 50 T and 100 T, results in only a 1.2-ns difference in stagnation time (Fig. 2.31(a)).
Furthermore, if the measured 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) for each shot is injected inside of the liner according to

Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.14 (mode two) but the liner is driven by the same current waveform (the
simulated 2/34 waveform) in both cases, the difference in stagnation time is 1.5 ns which is
comparable to the measured difference in stagnation time, 3 ns, between Z3218 and Z3219
(Fig. 2.31(b)).

Figure 2.31 – (a) Implosion trajectory calculations using the analytic model are shown using mode one of magnetic field
injection (Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12, magnetic field is injected into the inside of the liner proportional to the drive current until it
reaches 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 at the end of the prepulse). Trajectories for 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜 = 50, 100, 150, 200 T are shown all driven by the Z3218 current
waveform (Fig. 2.20). The insert zooms in on the difference in trajectory for varying 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑜𝑜. Note that increasing the injected
magnetic field broadens the stagnation or “bounce” of the liner and reduces the convergence of the liner at stagnation/bounce.
(b) Implosion trajectory calculations using the analytic model are shown using mode two of magnetic field injection (Eq. 2.13
and Eq. 2.14, use of measured 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ( 𝑡𝑡)) for each experiment (Z3218 in red, Z3219 in black). The 2/34 simulated drive current
was used for the calculation with trajectories shown in solid blue for which 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒( 𝑡𝑡) from Z3218 was used and in dashed blue
for which 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ( 𝑡𝑡) from Z3219 was used. Stagnation times inferred from x-rays measured by photoconductive diodes (PCDs)
during Z3218 and Z3219 are shown in dotted red and dotted black, respectively. Note that the trajectories using the 2/34
simulated current pulse and the 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ( 𝑡𝑡) from Z3218 and Z3219 very nearly reproduce the measured difference in stagnation
time between the two experiments. Inner liner wall radii from experimental radiographs and synthetic radiographs are also
plotted. The inner liner wall radii from synthetic radiographs from GORGON are shown as blue triangles and the inner liner
wall radii measured in experimental radiographs are shown in red for Z3218 and black for Z3219. Reproduced from [60].

According to this model, the drive current has a much larger effect on the implosion
trajectory and stagnation time than 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡). Using the measured 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) for each respective

shot, the model suggests that a difference of 3.5 MA of drive current (the measured difference
between Z3218 and Z3219 peak currents) would result in a 17-ns difference in stagnation time

(Fig. 2.31(b), solid red and black trajectories for Z3218 and Z3219, respectively), which far
exceeds the measured difference of 3 ns. This suggests that the difference in drive current in
Z3218 and Z3219 was much smaller than the load Bdot measurements indicate. For example,
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a 750-kA difference in peak drive current could account for the observed 3-ns difference in
stagnation time, provided the same 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡) is used for mode two of the analytic implosion

model. The discrepancy in measured load current between Z3218 and Z3219 indicates that a
higher fidelity measurement (e.g., load current VISAR [23]) will be needed to understand the
load current delivery and resultant effects on liner dynamics in future AutoMag experiments.
While this analytic model does not capture several important physical processes (e.g., material
compression or equations of state, shocks in the liner, material heating, magnetic diffusion,
etc.), the ease of comparison between cases with different magnetic pressure terms is useful in
isolating potential sources of discrepancy observed in these experiments. MHD modeling
presented in Section 2.4 will draw additional comparisons to this semi-analytic model and the
measured liner trajectory.
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2.3

Miniature Magnetic Field Probe Diagnostic Development

Supplemental, but important steps prior to the second and third/final Mykonos
experiment series focused on construction of the microBdot calibration assembly and the load
Bdot calibration set up. Firstly, instead of using microBdots fabricated and calibrated by J.
Greenly at Cornell, a local fabrication and calibration capability was developed within the
scope of this thesis. Construction of 1-mm diameter, axially oriented microBdot probes was
accomplished by G. Shipley (after being trained by J. Greenly).

Figure 2.32 – Image of an axially oriented miniature magnetic field probe (microBdot). The probe loop is configured to be
sensitive to the axial magnetic field component by winding the loop into a cork-screw shape.

A calibration test stand (Fig. 2.33) was designed and constructed to replicate the monodirectional, <100 ns rise time pulser used by J. Greenly to calibrate microBdots. This
calibration assembly provides a method to determine the calibration factor for microBdots
prior to execution of experiments, quantify any changes in calibration factor that may result
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from repeated use in serial experiments, and determine the sensitivity of each probe to nonaxial field components.

Figure 2.33 – The microBdot calibration assembly shown here is designed to enable precise calibration of each probe used in
experiments. In gray, the field tube is shown with three holes on the cylindrical part of the tube to allow installation of
permanent (or reference) field probes and for insertion of microBdots to determine sensitivity to non-axial field components.
The “fins” on other side of the field tube connect to a 10 kA/ 50 ns rise time pulser via alligator clips or a similar method.
Shown in blue is an insulating strip (nylon) to separate one side of the pulsed tube from the other to prevent shunting. The
green piece is an insulating piece (nylon) needed to mount the assembly to an optical board.

Probes were calibrated by inserting the probe sensing area (green arrow, Fig. 2.34) into
a mono-directional magnetic field generator (a cylindrical tube apparatus [Fig. 2.33] connected
to a 10 kA, 50 ns rise time current pulser with current monitored by a Pearson probe [cyan
arrow, Fig. 2.34]), pulsing the calibration unit multiple times with the direction of the magnetic
field orthogonal to the probe sensing area, and rotating the probe about the axis of the normal
to the probe sensing area. This procedure established the calibration factor for the main (axial)
field component of interest. The probes were then inserted into the calibration apparatus with
the sensing area parallel to the direction of the magnetic field while the calibration unit was
pulsed multiple times. The probe was incrementally rotated about the axis of the normal to the
sensing area across multiple pulses, establishing the sensitivity of the probe to non-axial field
components; probes that measured >15% of the strength of the mono-directional magnetic field
in the pulser tube in this non-axial-component configuration were subsequently rejected (i.e.
not used in experiments).
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A larger, conventional Bdot probe was installed in the side hole of the magnetic field
tube (yellow arrow, Fig. 2.34) configured so that the probe loop normal was aligned with the
mono-directional field within the tube. This conventional Bdot probe functioned as another
current/field measurement to compare against the Pearson probe.

Figure 2.34 – Image of calibration test stand for microBdots. The green arrow indicates where the microBdot probe is installed
inside of the mono-direction magnetic field tube. The yellow arrow points to a conventional Bdot probe installed in a side
hole of the tube to monitor the field inside of the tube during each calibration shot. The red arrow indicates the points on one
of the fins on the tube where the positive contacts from the pulser connect. The blue arrow indicates the point on the fin on
the field tube where the negative contact from the pulser connects. The cyan arrow indicates the Pearson probe used to monitor
the current flowing through the calibration tube during each calibration shots.

The procedure for determining calibration factors based on the measured data from the
microBdot probe inserted inside of the mono-directional pulser is as follows: (1) multiple shots
(3-5 shots) were taken while the probe was oriented in each of the aforementioned
configurations (axial field component config., non-axial field component(s) config., etc.) to
provide a statistical method for eliminating some of the shot to shot variations of the pulser;
(2) the multiple shots taken in each configuration were averaged together, thus smoothing out
the variations that arose shot-to-shot; (3) the pulser current (monitored by the Pearson probe)
was differentiated to produce a dI/dt waveform; (4) the peak values in the measured microBdot
signal (measured in volts but indicative of dB/dt) were divided by the peak values evident in
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the differentiated pulser current. For step 4, typically the first two or three peaks in the
measured microBdot signal (Fig. 2.35) which corresponded to the global maximum and the
global minimum of the signal, were divided by the global maximum and minimum of the dI/dt
waveform, respectively. The values from these divisions were then averaged together to
provide the calibration factor.
For the non-axial field components, the same procedure was followed except that
instead of ending up with a calibration factor, the procedure amounted to providing the value
of the sensitivity to the non-axial field components as a proportion of the axial field component.
As mentioned previously, probes that measured a sensitivity to non-axial field components that
was >15% of the axial field component strength were rejected (not used in experiments). In
practice, the sensitivity to non-axial field components measured for all Shipley-fabricated
probes that were not initially damaged or non-functional was <10% with approximately 50%
of the probes measuring <5% sensitivity.

Figure 2.35 – Plot of microBdot data overlayed with the reference field inside of the calibration tube. The reference field was
calculated by taking the Pearson probe current measurement and converting it to magnetic field using transient magnetic
simulations executed in ANSYS Maxwell.
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2.4

Magnetohydrodynamic Modeling of AutoMag Implosions

2.4.1 Development of Dielectric Breakdown Modeling Protocols

After the evaluation of implosion dynamics in Z experiments, the apparent differences
between pre-shot MHD (GORGON) simulations and observed radiography data demanded
further investigation. In lieu of additional Z experiments (which were not awarded during this
thesis), focus shifted towards improving modeling protocols, particularly MHD modeling
protocols, to better reproduce observed dynamic phenomena. The 3D resistive MHD arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) code ALEGRA [50, 51] was used to simulate AutoMag
implosions. Additionally, ALEGRA was leveraged as a comparative tool for previous transient
magnetic simulations in ANSYS Maxwell; some transient magnetic ALEGRA simulations
were previously shown in Fig. 2.15, for example. All ALEGRA simulations presented in this
section employed Cartesian mesh which was remapped after each simulation cycle (i.e.,
Eulerian mesh) and used 45.5-µm cubic grid cells.
Principally, the dielectric breakdown process in ALEGRA was studied in order to
determine whether or how the code could reproduce specific elements observed in
experimental data: (in descending order of complexity) (1) the overall implosion trajectory; (2)
the observed in flight aspect ratio (IFAR, defined as the mean radius of the imploding shell
divided by the shell thickness) and trailing mass in the overall imploding liner mass
distribution; (3) the projected width or hypothesized compression of the primary helices; (4)
the structure of the secondary helices observed in radiographs; and (5) the vein structures
observed in radiographs. Each of these items (except 2) was described in detail in Section 2.2.1
in the context of the experimental data. Making comparisons between experimental data and
synthetic data, quantitative when possible but qualitative otherwise, is the starting basis for
simulations presented in this section.
Each of the observed elements listed above are thought to be influenced heavily by the
transition of the dielectric breakdown phase into the implosion stage in AutoMag implosions.
The fact that significant differences are apparent between the pre-shot MHD GORGON
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simulations and the experimental data is not entirely surprising given that the code lacks the
physics necessary to accurately model dielectric breakdown processes. Such processes do not
fit nicely into the single fluid, MHD framework of codes like GORGON since the codes do
not explicitly model electron physics. Processes influenced strongly by electron physics that
are specifically thought to play a role in the breakdown process in AutoMag are (1)
photoionization; (2) electron avalanche; and (3) secondary electron emission.

Figure 2.36 – (left) The first radiography frame from Z3218. (right) A synthetic radiograph from a pre-shot GORGON
simulation at similar convergence to the experimental radiography shown on the right. The pink dashed lines correspond to
the edges of the helical gaps (the primary helices) in each radiograph. The width of the helical gap appears much thinner, ~3X
thinner, in the experimental data compared to the synthetic data. The Z time base in this plot is 2750 ns ahead of that shown
in Section 2.2.

The apparent reduction in width (compression) of the primary helices in experimental
data is quite different than simulation predictions from pre-shot GORGON simulations (Fig.
2.36). In fact, comparing synthetic radiography data with experimental radiographs at similar
convergence reveals that at comparable locations in the imploding distribution, the width of
the primary helix in experimental data is ~3X thinner (Fig. 2.36, pink dotted lines). This
difference could arise from the numerical breakdown process that occurs in GORGON
(described in Section 2.2) and the associated pre- and post-breakdown current flow which
manifests in different heating and deformation of the beryllium helices. Given that the
numerically-drive breakdown process in GORGON is known to be nonphysical, we sought a
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better way of modeling the breakdown process and the transition from dielectric breakdown to
implosion.
Instead of trying to insert electron physics into MHD codes (a monumental task worthy
of one or several dedicated doctoral dissertations), we set out to use the tools available in
established MHD codes and to thereby find the best way to approximately model the
breakdown process in an ad hoc fashion. In ALEGRA, a previously developed breakdown
model based upon Paschen breakdown (static potential breakdown in gas phase media) has
been modified for use in AutoMag simulations (pulsed current and voltage and solid phase
media). The modified model functions such that material cells are changed from a base (usually
electrically insulating at standard temperature and pressure) tabular electrical conductivity
table to an electrically conductive state when a user-defined electric field threshold is met
within the material cell. This provides a way to change the electrical conductivity dynamically
in a simulation based entirely on the electric field, which is postulated to be the physical
mechanism driving breakdown: induced electric field, to be precise.
The model functions by selecting the higher of two “post breakdown” electrical
conductivity states; the two states that the model selects between are (1) the electrical
conductivity of the baseline electrical conductivity table specified at the density, temperature,
and pressure of a given material cell; (2) the electrical conductivity of a point in phase space
in the baseline electrical conductivity table at the density and pressure of the material cell but
at a user-specified “post-breakdown” temperature value. To clarify, the breakdown model
artificially modifies the electrical conductivity of a material cell so that, in terms of electrical
conductivity, the material behaves as if it is at the user-specified “post-breakdown”
temperature once the electric field in the material cell meets the user-defined threshold value,
but in terms of the equation of state, the material still retains the same physical density,
pressure, and temperature. In other words, the breakdown model only modifies the material
electrical conductivity not the other physical parameters of the material cell such as density,
pressure, and temperature. Throughout the simulation, once the material cell heats or is
sufficiently compressed, the electrical conductivity at the physical temperature might rise
above post-breakdown electrical conductivity at the user-defined temperature, in which case
the breakdown model selects the higher of the two electrical conductivity values.
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Numerous adjustable elements of the breakdown model were explored to determine
dependencies of implosion dynamics. Perhaps the two most significant adjustable aspects of
the model are the threshold electric field value at which the breakdown model is engaged and
the user-definition of the post-breakdown conductivity state. For the threshold electric field
value, we used previous experimental data to guide our exploration. As was shown in Fig. 2.11,
simply setting a threshold electric field value for the insulating material adjacent to the outer
surface of the liner results in helically oriented broken down material that aligns with the
(buried) helical gaps; this orientation of broken down material was not observed by optical
imaging in Mykonos experiments and thus we chose not to continue using the model in this
fashion. Instead, we decided to insert post breakdown material (i.e., material that was
initialized in the post-breakdown state) at a time in the current pulse coincident with when
dielectric breakdown initiation was inferred in Z experiments. Recall magnetic field data
shown in Fig. 2.22 showing that the linear scaling between microBdot data and measured
driver current ceases at t = 225 ns. The model was used to insert post-breakdown material in a
50-µm thick layer adjacent to the outer insulator surface of the liner at this time, t = 225 ns, for
simulations which employed the shaped current pulse used to drive Z3347 (or similar current
pulses such as those that were used to drive Z3218 and Z3219).
We further justify this broken-down material layer insertion method of modeling the
dielectric breakdown by referencing the 12-frame imaging data shown in Fig. 2.9; recall that
though the breakdown process initiates such that discrete emitting filaments form across the
length of the outer liner surface, the last 3-5 frames in all three datasets shown in Fig. 2.9
indicate that the end state of the breakdown process is a quasi-uniform, emitting distribution.
This distribution implies a quasi-uniform plasma distribution that is carrying current with high
enough azimuthal symmetry that individual peaks or bands of high emission are not visible.
The broken-down material insertion method is intended to mimic this end state of the
breakdown process and provide an initial condition of sorts for the implosion stage of the
AutoMag experiment by introducing a full cylindrically symmetric conductive layer adjacent
to the outer surface of the liner which is then heated and pushed inward by the magnetic drive
force. This physical picture is suspected to represent what occurs in implosion experiments,
though admittedly this is simply our best assessment based on available diagnostic data from
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Z implosion experiments and from observation of simulated implosion dynamics which
themselves necessitate assumptions regarding surrogacy to experiments.

Figure 2.37 – A plot of electrical conductivity as a function of temperature for Lexan. Several curves corresponding to specific
material mass densities are plotted. These curves were used to select post breakdown temperatures to test in ALEGRA
simulations. A high temperature, high conductivity post-breakdown state was selected to correspond with the black arrow and
a low temperature, low conductivity post-breakdown state was selected to correspond with the red arrow.

The model was used by selecting a post-breakdown temperature at which to place the
electrical conductivity of broken-down cells. Several simulations were executed to understand
the sensitivity of the implosion dynamics to different post-breakdown temperatures.
Particularly, the electrical conductivity – temperature plot in Fig. 2.37 guided the selection of
various levels of post-breakdown temperatures. After some preliminary exploration, two
meaningful limiting cases were simulated: (1) a low temperature, low conductivity state (T =
3000 K and 𝜎𝜎 = 0.25 S/m, red arrow, Fig. 2.37) and (2) a high temperature, high conductivity
state (T = 291,500 K and 𝜎𝜎 = 5.1 × 10 5 S/m, black arrow, Fig. 2.37). The difference between

these two models is stark (Fig. 2.38) in terms of several different observable features when
compared to the experimental data. Most notably, the width of the primary helices observed in

the opacity maps shown in Fig. 2.38 are within 25% of the width observed in experimental
data, much improved from the ~3X difference in width observed in pre-shot GORGON
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simulations. Also note the difference in in flight aspect ratio (IFAR) of the liner shown in
ALEGRA opacity maps compared to experimental data.

Figure 2.38 – Synthetic radiographs from a pre-shot 3D GORGON simulation (left) are compared to opacity maps from two
different 3D ALEGRA simulations (center) which each used different dielectric breakdown modeling protocols. Breakdown
model A used a low temperature, low conductivity post-breakdown state whereas breakdown model B used a high temperature,
high conductivity post-breakdown state. Two radiographs captured in experiments are shown on the right for comparison to
the simulation results.

The low temperature, low conductivity model results in much more trailing mass and
a much larger liner IFAR; both of these elements appear to be significantly different from the
experimental data. In contrast, the high temperature, high conductivity model appears to better
reproduce the trailing mass distribution and liner IFAR observed in experimental radiography
data. We note that these opacity maps are not true synthetic radiographs and risk clouding the
comparison with experimental data. However, modifying the colorbars in both synthetic data
and experimental data does not reveal additional material that is otherwise obscured by the
choice of colorbar or transmission scale in Fig. 2.38. This either means that the comparison
between synthetic data and experimental data that we show is legitimate or that we need to
improve the synthetic radiography diagnostic for improved ability to compare to experimental
radiographs. It could also mean that there is material in the target region at larger radius than
the outer liner surface that is not dense enough (opaque enough) for the radiography diagnostic
to measure in which case comparisons between the models we show and the experimental data
would also have to be caveated in the absence of diagnosing those low density plasmas.
The ALEGRA simulations (Fig. 2.38) reproduce the secondary helical structures more
noticeably than the GORGON simulations, although the comparison to experimental data is
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still not perfect. Whereas the secondary helices are localized, narrow in the experimental data,
they are broader in the ALEGRA simulations. As well, the opacity of the secondary helices in
ALEGRA simulations is much less pronounced compared to experimental data. While these
ALEGRA simulations represent progress in modeling the secondary helices better, we note
(somewhat ashamedly) that these simulations do not represent a viable tool for reproducing
this feature of the experimental data. We postulate that the mechanisms by which the secondary
helices and vein structures form and evolve in imploding AutoMag liner experiments are more
integrally related to the dielectric breakdown process than the evolution of the primary helices.
This suggests once again that the missing dielectric breakdown physics—the electron physics
alluded to earlier in this section—are likely required to consistently model these features.

2.4.2 Comparison of Implosion Trajectory Calculations to Data

Applying the high temperature, high conductivity model (model B) in the manner
described and shown (Fig. 2.38), other aspects of the experimental data can be compared to
simulations. The postulated large uncertainty in current delivery to the target in all three
AutoMag experiments on Z (Z3218, Z3219, and Z3347) can be addressed by modifying the
drive current pulse in implosion calculations in ALEGRA. In the absence of high-fidelity load
current delivery measurements for these experiments, we decided to use as measured load
current monitor Bdot datasets and added multipliers to modify the simulated implosion
trajectory. Using the load current monitor data from Z3347 (which had a 19.3-MA measured
peak current), we drove AutoMag implosion simulations with 1.0X, 0.9X, and 0.8X multipliers
applied to the entire current waveform. The ~1-2 MA prepulse in each of the three AutoMag
Z shots was assumed not to significantly alter implosion trajectory either by inwardly directed
magnetic force (i.e., z-pinch magnetic pressure) or influence of internal magnetic pressure from
the internal axial magnetic field. As such, the current multipliers were applied to the entire
current pulse without concern for the effects on the early parts of the experiment during the
magnetization phase of AutoMag. Using the experimental radiographs for all three
experiments as well as simulated radiographs from pre-shot GORGON, the implosion
ALEGRA trajectories were assessed.
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Figure 2.39 – Plot of implosion trajectories for AutoMag targets. Simulated trajectories from a simple 1D analytic-based
implosion model are compared to radiographs captured in experiments, synthetic radiographs from GORGON, and simulated
trajectories from ALEGRA simulations. Uncertainty bars for each radiograph were determined by computing the standard
deviation of the radius of the left and right walls (inner walls) of the imploding liner in each radiograph.

Both the pre-shot GORGON simulation trajectory and the trajectory of the ALEGRA
simulation driven by the as-measured Z3347 drive current were early (i.e., the simulated
AutoMag liners imploded more quickly than the experimental radiographs indicate). Although
the GORGON simulations used a synthetic current pulse produced using the circuit modeling
tool BERTHA and the ALEGRA simulation used the drive current as measured by load current
monitors, both simulations produce trajectories that closely align. The radiographs indicate an
implosion trajectory that is delayed by approximately 11 ns. If an 11-ns delay is applied to the
ALEGRA trajectory (green, Fig. 2.39), the radiographs align quite well with the (delayed)
simulated trajectory. As discussed in Section 2.2, this delay in trajectory is most likely
indicative of a discrepancy in current delivery to the target in experiments. This discrepancy
could be facilitated by current losses in the pulsed power transmission line, a phenomenon
known to reduce current delivery to pulsed power targets in other experimental series on Z,
especially for targets with relatively large static initial inductance; AutoMag falls into this
category of pulsed power target as do MagLIF targets when coupled to typical pulsed power
feeds (transmission lines).
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In addition to comparisons to the two simulation tools, the analytic model constructed
to compare to experimentally measured liner trajectory described in Section 2.2 also provides
opportunities for comparison. While the analytic model driven by the as-measured 20.5-MA
peak Z3219 current pulse (the “high current estimate”, Fig. 2.39) aligns well with the late
stages of the implosion trajectory predicted by GORGON and ALEGRA, the “low current
estimate” which uses the as-measured 17-MA peak Z3218 current pulse aligns more closely
with the experimental radiographs and 11-ns delayed ALEGRA trajectory. The trajectory delay
resulting from the 3.5-MA difference between these two analytic model runs is not surprising,
but it is encouraging that this simple analytic model corresponds well with results from preshot and post-shot simulations using two different codes and enables better understanding of
the factors influencing implosion trajectory.

Figure 2.40 – Plot of AutoMag implosion trajectories from an analytic implosion model compared to experimental
radiographs, synthetic radiographs from GORGON, and three different ALEGRA simulations which each used different drive
current pulses to determine the best match of simulated trajectories to radiography.

Going further, ALEGRA simulations were executed in which multipliers were applied
to the drive current waveform to study how simulated liner trajectory would change when
taking into account all of the physical effects captured in the code (in contrast to the simple
analytic model). Two simulations were executed, one with a 0.8X multiplier applied and one
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with a 0.9X multiplier applied. As expected, the reduced current in both cases resulted in delays
to the liner trajectory: a ~5-ns delay at early time and a ~10-ns delay at late time for the 0.9X
multiplier case and a ~15-ns delay at early time and a ~20-ns delay at late time for the 0.8X
multiplier case. The delay between the nominal ALEGRA simulated trajectory (red, Fig. 2.40)
and the radiography at late time (at the time of the most highly converged radiograph at CR~5)
is approximately 11 ns. While this delay at late time is very near the delay observed in the
simulated 0.9X current multiplier case, the difference in the simulated trajectory and early
radiographs is apparent, indicating that the simple current multiplier does not entirely account
for the observed experimentally measured trajectory. We postulate that time dependent current
losses in the pulsed power transmission line give rise to dynamically significant differences in
the drive magnetic field. These current-loss-driven magnetic force (ram pressure) differences
arise after the liner has already started to implode inward. This could explain why the early
discrepancy in liner trajectory between ALEGRA simulations and experimental radiographs is
different in magnitude than the late time delay.

2.4.3 Comparison of Simulated Internal Axial Magnetic Field to Data

The internal axial magnetic field inside of a simulated AutoMag liner can also be
compared to experimental data. The two different modes of breakdown model operation,
threshold electric field breakdown as shown in Fig. 2.11 and broken-down material insertion
as shown/described in Figs. 2.38, 2.39, and 2.40 each result in significantly different post
breakdown internal axial magnetic field. For the field driven breakdown, the breakdown
process is more gradual in that the internal axial field continues to rise precipitously during the
~65 ns after the first material cells have undergone breakdown. As shown in Fig. 2.11, it takes
close to 40 ns for the outer surface of the insulator to entirely enter the post-breakdown state
when the breakdown model is implemented in the field threshold mode; this corresponds with
the >40 T rise in internal axial field during the time after breakdown initiation but prior to liner
implosion (blue, Fig. 2.41). In contrast, when broken-down material is inserted at time of
experimentally inferred breakdown, t = 225 ns, the internal field production almost entirely
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ceases, only rising 10 – 15 T between the time of breakdown initiation and when the liner inner
wall begins the implode (red, Fig. 2.41).
Importantly, neither of these breakdown mechanisms reproduce the measured internal
axial magnetic field data with great precision in ALEGRA. Once again, these breakdown
models should not necessarily be expected to reproduce the measured data with high fidelity
given that they are ad hoc, approximate methods of modeling the complex electron-physicsdriven breakdown/flashover process. While the internal field production is not well reproduced
by the breakdown model protocol that provides the best comparisons with implosion
radiography, namely the broken-down material insertion mode of operation, the sensitivity of
the implosion trajectory to the +/- 25% differences in internal field production are hypothesized
to be small. As such, we continue using the broken-down material insertion method to model
previous Z experiments and to model additional designs for potential use in future Z
experiments.

Figure 2.41 – Plot of the average of the measured internal axial magnetic field data from Z3219 and Z3447 compared with
simulated internal axial magnetic field from two different ALEGRA simulations, each using a different dielectric breakdown
modeling protocol: electric field driven breakdown and post-breakdown material insertion at a user-defined time during the
simulation. Both the internal axial magnetic field at the axial midplane and at a point 2 mm above the midplane are plotted for
the post-breakdown material insertion breakdown simulation in ALEGRA.
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The field produced in previous AutoMag Z experiments (and in post-shot simulations
of those experiments) is postulated to be too high for direct use in MagLIF experiments. The
>150 T precompressed internal axial fields measured on Z would provide high levels of
thermal insulation of the fuel but could potentially present a source of internal pressure acting
against the radial implosion thus potentially reducing the adiabatic compression of the fuel and
the fusion yield. Mykonos experiments indicate that modifying the induced global electric
field, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, across the target by increasing the driver current rise rate, dI/dt, could result in

breakdown at lower driver current and thus lower internal axial field. To accomplish this, the
Z accelerator can be configured in the standard short pulse mode in which all 36 of the pulsed
power modules are configured to fire synchronously.
The “short pulse” on Z does not have the 1-2 MA, 100-200-ns rise time prepulse that
has been previously used in AutoMag Z experiments. Instead, the current pulse rises much
more rapidly from zero, resulting in higher dI/dt at lower current earlier in the pulse.
Specifically, for an 18.7-MA peak current short pulse measured in a previous MagLIF
experiment and used for this study, the pulse reaches dI/dt = 65 kA/ns (the same dI/dt at which
previous, shaped pulse Z experiments undergone breakdown initiation) at I = 700 kA. In
pervious Z experiments, this value of dI/dt occurred at I = 1.76 MA for Z3218 and at I = 2.34
MA for Z3219 and Z3347. Reaching the level of dI/dt hypothesized to result in breakdown
initiation at I = 700 kA when field inside of a 45° liner is near 33 T (according to ANSYS
Maxwell transient magnetic and ALEGRA MHD simulations).
Even if the internal field rises by 50% during the time between breakdown initiation
and the beginning of liner implosion, the precompressed field inside of the liner would still be
near the ~30-50 T range postulated to be most applicable to MagLIF experiments. ALEGRA
simulations of this short-pulse-driven AutoMag liner configuration (Fig. 2.42) and employing
the broken-down material insertion breakdown method predict that internal axial field rises to
~52 T before the inner liner wall begins the move and the internal magnetic flux begins to be
compressed.
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Figure 2.42 – Plot of measured and simulated internal axial magnetic field for shaped pulse experiments/simulations. For
simulations, the measured current pulse from Z3347 was used to drive the implosion. Also plotted is the simulated internal
axial magnetic field from a simulation of an AutoMag liner driven by a short current pulse on Z (i.e., a current pulse without
a 1-2 MA, 100-200-ns rise time prepulse prior to the main section of the pulse). For the short pulse simulation, the insertion
of post-breakdown material was executed at the same dI/dt as for the shaped pulse simulation, leading to an earlier simulated
initiation of breakdown. For ALEGRA simulations, the axial magnetic field at the axial midplane and the axial field on axis
2 mm above the midplane are plotted.

2.4.4 Exploration of Simulation-Motivated Driver and Target Modifications

Utilizing the short pulse instead of a shaped pulse on Z should improve the internal
field production for use in MagLIF according to ALEGRA simulations, but if the implosion
stability is deleteriously affected, it may serve to undo the benefit of the internal field. To
compare implosion stability for these two cases, density slices were extracted from ALEGRA
simulations each employing the same target configuration (the target design fielded in Z3218,
Z3219, and Z3347) but driven by a shaped current pulse in the first case and driven by a short
current pulse in the second case (Fig. 2.43). For these simulations, the breakdown model was
implemented such that the broken-down material was inserted at the same driver dI/dt level
(65 kA/ns). The shaped current pulse used to drive the simulation was the Z3347 current pulse
as measured by load current monitor Bdot probes.
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Figure 2.43 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag liners identical in design to the
liners fielded in Z experiments. In the left column are density maps from a simulation driven by the current pulse measured
by load current monitors on Z for Z3347. In the right column are density maps from a simulation driven by an 18.7-MA peak
current short pulse on Z. Colorbar units are kg/m 3.
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The short pulse was an 18.7 MA peak current pulse measured in a previous MagLIF experiment
and chosen due to the similarities in static initial inductance of typical MagLIF targets to
AutoMag targets on Z. Density slices extracted from the simulations were processed using a
surface tracking algorithm in MATLAB. The surface was assigned to a 0.5 g/cm3 density
contour. This tool provided peak and trough radii values (or spike and bubble radii values,
respectively) which were then used to calculate an average perturbation amplitude for both the
outer and inner surfaces of the imploding liners in each simulation. The average perturbation
amplitude is calculated by taking the difference between radii of each bubble and spike in the
distribution and then averaging all of these difference values together. A 6-mm tall section of
the total 8-mm tall imploding region was used for this perturbation amplitude calculation to
exclude any wall instability effects anticipated at the topmost and bottommost sections of the
implosion region near the cushions.

Figure 2.44 – Zoomed in density maps from simulations shown in Fig. 2.43 focusing on the cross-sectional view of discrete
metallic helices during implosion. Note that the short-pulse-driven simulation appears to have a broader, more elongated crosssectional shape compared to the shaped pulse driven simulation. Colorbar units are kg/m 3.

Analyzing the outer and inner surfaces of these simulations indicates that the implosion
dynamics, particularly the perturbation amplitude on the imploding inner surface (Fig. 2.45)
and the MRTI amplitude on the outer surface (Fig. 2.46) are quite comparable. In fact, the short
pulse simulation demonstrates slightly (10-20%) smaller perturbation amplitude on the inner
wall compared to the shaped pulse case. However, these results will require experimental
verification, especially given that the perturbation amplitudes calculated from these models are
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on the same order as the mesh resolution of the simulations (45.5-µm Cartesian grid cells). At
the very least, these simulations suggest that implementing a short pulse current drive in
AutoMag with the Z3347 target design should provide similar levels of cylindrical implosion
symmetry to that seen in previous Z experiments.

Figure 2.45 – Plot of inner wall perturbation amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation in ALEGRA
(black squares) and a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation in ALEGRA (blue circles).

Figure 2.46 – Plot of MRTI amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation in ALEGRA (black squares)
and a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation in ALEGRA (blue circles).

An additional design change that has been explored to potentially improve implosion
stability in AutoMag is the reduction of the helical gap widths. In the context of internal
magnetic field production and dielectric breakdown, Mykonos experiments indicate that
reducing the size of the helical gaps to the 200-µm level does not significantly change how the
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target behaves (Section 2.1.3); internal magnetic field levels were within 5% between 200-µm
gap and 500-µm gap targets with the same pitch angle and dielectric breakdown occurred
within 5% of the same driver dI/dt for 200-µm gap and 500-µm gap targets with the same pitch
angle. These Mykonos results affirm that the first two stages of AutoMag should be relatively
unaffected on Z if all else is equal and the helical gaps are reduced from 500 µm to 200 µm.
To assess how reducing the helical gap widths could potentially affect implosion
dynamics on Z, implosion simulations were executed in ALEGRA. Since the short pulse drive
current has already been established as a positive design change in terms of the internal
magnetic field production and perhaps the implosion stability, we continued use of the short
pulse in the 200-µm helical gap target implosion simulations. In Fig. 2.47, we compare density
slices of all three so-far simulated configurations: Z3347 (shaped) pulse driving the Z3347
target (with 500-µm gaps), short pulse driving the Z3347 target (with 500-µm gaps), and short
pulse driving a Z3347-like target but with 200-µm gaps. As before, the dielectric breakdown
model was implemented such that the broken-down material was inserted at the same driver
dI/dt level (65 kA/ns). The beryllium and EPON radial thicknesses were preserved for the 200µm helical gap target.
The benefits to the implosion dynamics associated with using 200-µm helical gaps are
more pronounced than for the using short pulse to drive the 500-µm gap target alone. This is
evident in Figs. 2.48 and 2.49 which show the internal perturbation amplitude and the MRTI
amplitude for the three simulation cases so far described.
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Figure 2.47 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag liners. The left and middle columns
are from simulations of liners identical in design to the liners fielded in Z experiments. In the left column are density maps
from a simulation driven by the current pulse measured by load current monitors on Z for Z3347. In the middle column are
density maps from a simulation driven by an 18.7-MA peak current short pulse on Z. In the right column are density maps
from a short-pulse driven simulation of an AutoMag liner identical in all other features to the Z3347 target but with the helical
gaps reduced to 200-µm. Colorbar units are kg/m 3.
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Figure 2.48 – Plot of inner wall perturbation amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the
Z3347 target (black squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), and a
short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares).

Figure 2.49 – Plot of MRTI amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (black
squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), and a short-pulse-driven
AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares).

The accumulation of mass in the imploding AutoMag liner distributions in the three
simulations shown in Fig. 2.47 is quite different. Note that the cross-sectional area of the
imploding beryllium helices in the short pulse, 200-µm gap simulation is even less localized
or circularly shaped than the short pulse, 500-µm gap simulation. The accumulation of mass
and the resulting circular or ovular shape of the beryllium helix cross sections in the shaped
pulse, 500-µm simulation results in formation of the secondary helical structures in simulated
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opacity maps. It is postulated that this deformation of the cross-sectional area of the helices
contributes to the manifestation of the secondary helical structures observed in experimental
radiographs, although it is still unclear what exactly causes the sharper, more localized
secondary helices observed in radiography data compared to simulations.
A large proportion of the solid liner implosion experiments on Z for which there are
radiographic datasets used AR=6 beryllium liners. The AutoMag target used in Z3218, Z3219,
and Z3347 is approximately AR=4 and given the similar IR and OR to MagLIF-relevant liners,
this resulted in these previously fielded AutoMag liner designs being effectively thicker than
MagLIF liners. The larger total mass in this AutoMag liner design results in an overall slower
implosion velocity and restricts the efficacy of comparisons to historical datasets. Using the
design changes so far described in this section (short pulse drive current and reduced helical
gap size), AR=6 AutoMag liners were explored in 3D ALEGRA implosion simulations to
assess how the higher AR could potentially affect implosion dynamics. Of particular concern
was whether the higher AR would reduce cylindrical implosion uniformity, perhaps by
exacerbating instability feedthrough from the outer liner surface to the inner wall.
The AR=6 AutoMag target retained the 45° pitch angle helices and the inner and outer
layer thicknesses of EPON (150 µm and 100 µm respectively), but the beryllium tube thickness
was reduced such that the IR was changed from 2.5 mm to 2.734 mm. The same 18.7 MA short
pulse waveform was used to drive the simulation; no attempt was made via additional circuit
modeling to determine how the dynamic inductance of the lower-mass AR=6 target would
affect the current coupled to the imploding target/load. Such circuit modeling is left for future
work.
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Figure 2.50 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag liners. The left column is from
simulations of a liners identical in design to the liners fielded in Z experiments. In the middle column are density maps from
a short-pulse driven simulation of an AutoMag liner identical in all other features to the Z3347 target but with the helical gaps
reduced to 200-µm. In the right column are density maps from a simulation using an AR=6 AutoMag liner (reduced beryllium
thickness) driven by an 18.7-MA peak current short pulse on Z. Colorbar units are kg/m 3.
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Figure 2.51 – Plot of inner wall perturbation amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the
Z3347 target (black squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), a
short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares), and
a short-pulse-driven simulation of an AR=6 AutoMag liner with 200-µm helical gaps (red circles).

Figure 2.52 – Plot of MRTI amplitude for a shaped-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (black
squares), a short-pulse-driven AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target (blue circles), a short-pulse-driven
AutoMag implosion simulation using the Z3347 target but with 200-µm helical gaps (green squares), and a short-pulse-driven
simulation of an AR=6 AutoMag liner with 200-µm helical gaps (red circles).

The implosion stability as assessed by the perturbation amplitude on the inner wall and
the MRTI amplitude on the outer surface of the AR=6 target is comparable to the both the
baseline shaped pulse AR=4 500-µm helical gap implosion simulation and the short pulse
AR=4 500-µm helical gap implosion simulation. The short pulse AR=4 200-µm helical gap
still displays the lowest inner wall perturbation amplitude of all four simulations. However,
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given that the AR=6 target implosion appears comparable in implosion stability to the other
targets but it presents the tantalizing possibility to simultaneously increase implosion velocity
and improve comparability to historical liner implosion radiography datasets, it represents a
viable if not attractive option for future experimental exploration.
One obvious design change that has not yet been explored in the context of the
implosion stage of AutoMag is helical pitch angle. Indeed, altering the helical pitch angle can
modify magnetic field and breakdown characteristics in AutoMag experiments as has been
demonstrated in Mykonos experiments, so it stands to reason that one way to alter the timing
of dielectric breakdown and thus the internal field production in Z experiments would be to
reduce the pitch angle of the target. While it is true that reducing the pitch angle would result
in earlier breakdown (or equivalently, breakdown initiation at lower current and thus lower
internal axial field), we hypothesize that it would also result in disastrous effects on the
cylindrical implosion stability of the target. It has been proposed [29] that making the helical
pitch angle less than approximately 45° could result in an unacceptable level of coupling
between the predominantly azimuthal drive field lines outside of the liner and the EPON-filled
helical cuts. The shallower the helical pitch angle, the greater the coupling and it was thought
that 45° helices would effectively combat this coupling phenomenon. To support this claim,
we show results from 3D ALEGRA simulations (Fig. 2.53) which explored implosions of
AutoMag liners with 12.5°, 20°, and 30° helical gaps.
Simulations support the shallow pitch coupling hypothesis in that the simulated
cylindrical stability of the implosion decreases as helical pitch angle of the target decreases
(Fig. 2.53). Even the 30° pitch angle target demonstrates high levels of instability feedthrough
and subsequent growth beginning from relatively early in the implosion (approximately
CR~4). As for the 20° and 12.5° targets, the cylindrical implosion uniformity is entirely
compromised starting from even earlier in the implosion (CR~2). This lack of cylindrical
implosion uniformity suggests that these shallow pitch angle designs would not be useful for
MagLIF. Not only would the MagLIF fuel be insufficiently compressed and heated by these
sorts of implosions, but the high levels of instability feedthrough would likely translate to
unacceptably large amounts of liner material getting mixed into the fuel, exacerbating radiative
losses and severely dampening the fusion field.
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Figure 2.53 – Density maps (RZ slices) from ALEGRA simulations of imploding AutoMag liners designed with shallow
helical pitch (<45°). The left column is from simulations of AutoMag liners with 4 helical cuts with 30° pitch angle. In the
middle column are density maps from a simulation of an AutoMag liner with 3 helical cuts with 20° helical pitch angle. In the
right column are density maps from a simulation of an AutoMag liner with 2 helical cuts with 12.5° helical pitch angle. All
three simulations were driven by a shaped pulse, the as-measured drive current from Z3347. All three simulations used liners
identical to those fielded on Z (AR=4 liner design fielded in Z3218, Z3219, and Z3347). Colorbar units are kg/m 3.
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Lastly, the magnetization of the MagLIF fuel would be effectively ruined due to the poor
cylindrical implosion uniformity which would cause electron thermal conduction losses to
dramatically increase, further reducing fusion yield.
Implementing other design variations in combination with shallow helical pitch angle
targets does not result in any significant improvement of cylindrical implosion uniformity. Use
of a shaped current pulse rather than a short current pulse exacerbates the poor implosion
characteristics further. Reducing the helical gap width down to 200 µm results in little change
to the implosion dynamics of the 20° and 12.5° cases, though interestingly it results in some
minor improvement in the cylindrical implosion uniformity for the 30° target. Optimizing the
implosion dynamics for a target with more shallowly pitch helices than the 45° targets which
have served as the main focus for this study would require further iteration using simulation
tools. Such an exercise would also require sufficient motivation to pursue such a target (i.e., a
desired scientific application) such as exploration of high magnetic field science, planetary
science, or diagnostic development (e.g., Zeeman splitting). We leave such exploration for
future work as our focus in this dissertation is design of AutoMag targets that are best suited
for use in MagLIF experiments.
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CHAPTER 3
SOLID LINER DYNAMIC SCREW PINCH
3.1

Numerical Study of Target Design

The theoretical basis for reduction of MRTI via dynamic application of magnetic
tension has been established [55]; establishment of the numerical design basis for
implementing this mechanism on pulsed power accelerators such as Z motivated part of this
thesis and is here presented. Indeed, the linear theory [55] very thoroughly described the
physics associated with a novel in-flight (i.e., during liner acceleration/implosion) mechanism
for reduction of MRTI, namely a Solid Liner Dynamic Screw Pinch. However, conspicuously,
the conceptual description presented in Ref. 55 deliberately refrains from addressing several
key complexities associated with successful experimental implementation and detailed
numerical exploration of the concept.
Numerically exploring potentially executable experimental designs represents an
important effort, although multi-physics simulations additionally represent a crucial extension
beyond the limits of the linear theory apart from experiments. After all, the linear theory has
inherent assumptions, most of which can be circumvented in radiation-magnetohydrodynamic
simulations. In other words, carefully constructed rad-MHD simulations can bridge the gap
between the linear theory, which strongly motivates exploration of this novel MRTI reduction
mechanism, and (eventual) experimental exploration of this concept. For a specific example,
rad-MHD simulations capture nonlinear instability development not accounted for (by
definition) in the linear theory but that has been observed in liner implosion experiments [40].
The establishment of the physics design basis for the SLDSP concept involves detailed
rad-MHD simulations not only focused on the cylindrical liner implosion, but that also resolve
the dynamics of the helical return current posts. This design basis forms the foundation upon
which further exploration of MRTI development (Section 3.2) rests.
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3.1.1 Transient Magnetic Modeling of Initial Magnetic Field Topology

By employing discrete helical conductors (or “posts”) as the return current path
surrounding a magnetically imploding, cylindrical target, a helical magnetic drive field—one
that exhibits both axially and azimuthally oriented field components—can be established at the
liner’s outer surface. Helical return current path designs were first evaluated using ANSYS
Maxwell’s 3D finite element transient magnetic solver. 3D models were imported from CAD
software and placed within a larger, more coarsely gridded computational region. The return
current path (or “return can”) is defined as a single material with a fixed electrical conductivity
(prescribed by the ANSYS Maxwell software). The materials we considered include
aluminum, beryllium, copper, and stainless steel. Zero-tangential-magnetic-field boundary
conditions were assigned at all edges of the simulation region. A prescribed current trace based
on data from previous MagLIF experiments on the Z Facility was used to drive current through
the simulation for this initial exploratory work; no external circuit model accounting for drivertarget feedback effects was used (although, we note that a circuit model was used in Ref. 55).
Our main concern for this study is the evaluation of the magnetic field distribution produced
by our load designs, not a detailed, high-fidelity model of the fully coupled driver-target
system. Transient magnetic simulations assumed a current with an 18.7-MA peak and a rise
time of ~100 ns (Fig. 3.1(b)). Maxwell uses a tetrahedral mesh that is defined for each part in
the simulation. Magnetic field diffusion was calculated based on the prescribed electrical
conductivity and the calculated current in each cell, allowing the current density and magnetic
field to be interrogated at each time-step. The apparent inductance of the simulated geometry
was calculated in post-processing by computing the magnetic energy at each time-step in the
entire simulation region.
Resistive MHD simulations in the Eulerian code GORGON and the arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) code ALEGRA helped to compare with transient magnetic
simulation results. These simulations were also used to help identify failure modes involving
the return post material choice and geometry, and to explore potential issues involving axial
and azimuthal drive symmetry. For MHD simulations, stereolithography files of 3D CAD
models were imported into a fixed Eulerian grid with uniform cell size. The typical side length
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of a cubic simulation cell ranged from 45.5 μm to 60 μm for various MHD simulations that

were executed to provide comparison to ANSYS Maxwell. Materials were defined using
SESAME tabular equations of state, SESAME thermal conductivity tables, and Lee-MoreDesjarlais (LMD) electrical conductivity models [14]. Excluding the drive current input and
output boundaries, all simulation boundaries were defined to enforce zero-tangentialmagnetic-field (identical to ANSYS Maxwell simulations).
The strength of the axial magnetic field component produced by the helical return can
at the liner surface depends primarily on the turns per unit length, 𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐, of the helical posts, much

like an ideal solenoid, but several other design features can be implemented to improve the
magnetic field topology at the liner face. MagLIF experiments have traditionally employed

return cans with an inner radius (IR) of 13 mm, while typical MagLIF liners have had an outer
radius (OR) of 2.79 mm [16]. Initial simulations used this liner OR as a starting point for
exploration. Simulations of a helical return can with IR = 8 mm surrounding a MagLIF liner
(shown in Fig. 3.1(c)) reveal that azimuthal eddy currents in the top cap above the liner (Fig.
3.1(a), iii) and in the power feed below the liner (Fig. 3.1(a), vi) cause a sharp decrease in the
axial field component, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧, at the top and bottom of the liner. This leads to a drive field ratio,

Ξ = 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 /𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 , at the liner face with a strong axial gradient directed towards the axial midplane

of the liner as shown in Fig. 3.1(d). Here, 𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 is the azimuthal component of the magnetic field.
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Figure 3.1 – (a) A half-section schematic of the load region for a MagLIF-like liner implosion experiment. Typical hardware
includes the anode (i), a slotted return can (ii), a top cap (iii), a liner (iv), and the cathode (v). The power feed (vi) is the last
extent of the transmission line between the anode and cathode before the load region, which includes the length of the entire
liner face. (b) The current pulse waveform that was used to drive the ANSYS Maxwell simulations. (c) A CAD rendering is
shown of a helical return can design with three helical posts surrounding an 11-mm tall liner conduction region. The return
can inner radius is 5 mm from the outer liner surface. These helical posts have turns per unit length, n c , of approximately 0.8
turns/cm. A representation of the helical pitch angle, 𝜓𝜓, is shown in green. (d) An axial lineout of the initial drive field ratio,
Ξ = 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 /𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 , at the liner surface is shown for the helical return can design in (c). The vertical axis corresponds to the length
scale of (c). Reproduced from [61].

Increasing the initial Ξ at the liner surface is predicted to improve the effectiveness of

the SLDSP MRTI reduction mechanism since the total potential dynamic rotation of the
magnetic field vector at the imploding liner surface increases [55]. The design space
recommended for reduction of MRTI involves helical fields with initial Ξ in the range of 0.1 –

1.0, so the axial field component will contribute significantly to the total magnetic drive
pressure. The azimuthal component of the drive field is directly proportional to drive current
flowing in the liner and inversely proportional to the liner’s instantaneous outer radius as a
function of time (𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 (𝑡𝑡) ∝ 𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)) and therefore increases during implosion. In contrast,

the strength of the axial component at the liner face is approximately independent of the liner
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position throughout the implosion. Therefore, increasing the initial strength of 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 favorably
increases the field polarization angle [55], which is defined as:

𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) = tan −1 [Ξ(𝑡𝑡)] = tan −1 �

𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 ( 𝑡𝑡)
�
𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 ( 𝑡𝑡)

≈ tan −1 [2𝜋𝜋𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)]

(3.1)

where the final approximate equality assumes the axial field component is generated by an
ideal solenoid, which is useful for illustration but will be augmented throughout this chapter
by detailed calculations of real, physical helical return cans. Decreasing the helical “pitch
angle” of the helices, 𝜓𝜓 (Fig. 3.1(c)), in the return current path (hence, increasing 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐) increases
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 at the liner face. Here we define “pitch angle” as the inverse sine of the height of a helix, ℎ,

divided by the arc length of the helix, 𝑙𝑙, (i.e. 𝜓𝜓 = sin −1[ℎ/𝑙𝑙]) and we define pitch, 𝑝𝑝, as the
height of one complete helical turn measured parallel to the axis of the helix. However, eddy

currents in the power feed and in the top cap of the load region sharply decrease 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 at the ends

of the liner, such that decreasing the helical pitch angle uniformly over the total height of the

return can generally leads to an increase in magnetic pressure non-uniformity over the liner

face, where the magnetic pressure, 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) = (𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧2 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙2 (𝑡𝑡))/(2𝜇𝜇 𝑜𝑜 ), peaks near the axial

midplane of the liner.

Figure 3.2 – (a) A multi-pitch helical return can design with reduced pitch angle, 𝜓𝜓, in the mid-section of the return can is
shown surrounding a 14-mm tall liner conduction region. 𝜓𝜓2 = 90° in this design. The dashed red region shows the expanded
radiographic window compared to Fig. 3.1(c). The return can inner radius is 5 mm from the outer liner surface. (b) An axial
lineout of 𝛯𝛯 at the liner surface for the helical design shown in (a) reveals that the peak at the midplane of the liner surface is
reduced by employing multiple-pitch-angle helical posts compared to the single-pitch design shown in Fig. 3.1(c,d). The
vertical axis corresponds to the length scale of (a). Reproduced from [61].
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On the other hand, a more aggressively wound helical return current path with larger
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 also would potentially obstruct line-of-sight view of the imploding target for light emission

and transmission diagnostics, including x-ray spectroscopy, imaging, and radiography.
Analysis of x-ray radiography to assess the liner implosion dynamics and stability would be
complicated by the added helical conducting material, even if it was implemented as relatively
transmissive material such as beryllium. To enable better diagnostic access and simultaneously
to help reduce the axial non-uniformity of Ξ, we can implement helical conduction paths
separated into sections with varying pitch angles over the height of the return can. For example,

locally increasing 𝜓𝜓 near the mid-section of the return can reduces the 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 produced at the

midplane of the liner. In addition, this same design modification also increases line-of-sight
diagnostic access near the axial midplane of the liner (Fig. 3.2(a)). Therefore, despite the
decrease in mean Ξ, we believe this modification can be beneficial.
3.1.2 Magnetohydrodynamic Modeling of Return Current Structure Dynamics

Modifying the return current path to implement helical return current posts in liner
implosion experiments introduces new sources of magnetic pressure due to the addition of
significant levels of 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 in the load/target region. Schmit et al. note that the increase in 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 at

the liner face due to the additional 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 field component will lead to a cumulative increase in
magnetic force being applied to the liner per unit drive current [55]. Similarly, the helical return

current posts will also experience increased magnetic forces throughout the experiment.
Ideally, the hydrodynamic motion of the return current posts should be minimized over the
timescales of the liner implosions to help preserve the drive field topology. To alleviate forces
acting on the helical return posts, the thickness and mass density (material selection) of the
posts can be modified to increase their total inertial mass. Unlike in solid-return-can
experiments, where magnetic field lines are completely contained within the region between
the return can and the liner, helical return cans will produce a strong solenoidal field with field
lines connecting inside and outside of the return can radius (Fig. 3.3(a)). In other words,
magnetic field lines inside the return can must connect with field lines outside of the return can
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at the top and bottom of the helical posts. This leads to an enhancement in current density
where the helical posts transition to the top cap and the radial feed (Fig. 3.3(b)). Lengthening
the axial slots in the ends of the helical return can has proven effective in mitigating the
predicted current density accumulation, which should reduce the peak magnetic stresses
induced across these components and additionally reduce the amount of dense plasma that is
generated by the disassembling return can (Fig. 3.3(c)); such plasma could deleteriously affect
implosion dynamics or shunt helical current flow [59] between the return current posts. The
predicted magnetic forces are also enhanced at points where there are abrupt bends in the
helical posts (Fig. 3.3(a) and 3.3(c)). Eliminating use of steeply pitched post sections with
sharp transitions in favor of smoother transitions between sections with different helical pitch
will help ensure that posts remain intact throughout a ~100-ns SLDSP experiment.

Figure 3.3 – (a) A multi-pitch helical return can surrounding a MagLIF liner. In dotted blue, an RZ cross section schematic of
closed solenoidal field lines that connect at the top and bottom of the helical return can. (b) An ANSYS Maxwell simulation
map shows accumulation of current density in a helical return can channel at the ends of the posts outlined in dashed red in
(a). (c) Simulations in GORGON were used to produce 0.01 g/cm 3 density contours (left) and logarithmic density maps of
cross sections of the target region (right) at two different current levels (top and bottom) during the rise of a Z current pulse
which show part of the evolution of the return can posts prior to significant movement of the liner. Reproduced from [61].
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The necessity of these design modifications is emphasized in GORGON calculations
(Fig. 3.3(c)), which show the evolution of a beryllium helical return can driven by a 16-MA,
100-ns rise time Z current pulse. The helical return can shown in Fig. 3.3 is made of four
beryllium posts, each with minimum cross-sectional rectangular area of 1.1 mm x 1.3 mm. The
return can has an 8-mm IR and has two helical sections with 𝜓𝜓 = 7.5° at the top and bottom of
the return can separated by a middle section with 𝜓𝜓 = 60°. The transitions between the sections

with different helical pitch angle are abrupt for this design (i.e., the bends in the posts are not
smoothed via gently transitioning between pitch angles across a significant azimuthal extent).
While beryllium return cans are often used to enable easier x-ray diagnostic access to the load,
this helical return can does not survive long enough to implode the liner. As discussed
previously, a failure point is evident where the helical current paths terminate at the top and
bottom of the target. Here, local current density maxima tend to drive expanding MHD bubbles
at the transition points, which ultimately can push material into the adjacent return posts.
Furthermore, surface heating, ablation of material, and macroscopic motion of the low-density
beryllium posts leads to the merging of adjacent helical windings attracted by the parallel
currents they carry. These effects can short circuit the desired helical current path and
compromise 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 generation. In fact, simulations indicate that beryllium posts will not remain

intact regardless of whether the posts are thickened significantly compared to the design shown

in Fig. 3.3 and/or if the pitch angle transitions are smoothed. Regardless, increasing the post
thicknesses reduces the gaps between posts, which would increase the risk of current shorting
between posts and would potentially reduce line of sight diagnostic access to the liner for this
design. Using a denser and more resistive material with a larger electrical skin depth, e.g.,
stainless steel instead of beryllium, would help to distribute MHD forcing and ohmic heating
over larger volumes and reduce the production of dense plasmas and their subsequent
migration into other areas of the load region. The proposed return can design (Fig. 3.6) exhibits
sufficient margin in both of these regards through judicious choices of return current post
geometries and materials.
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3.1.3 Driver-Target Coupling Considerations

Incorporating an inductive helical return can into liner-implosion experiments
motivates modifications to the transmission line geometry near the load region to reduce the
total circuit inductance and facilitate enough current coupling to the load. To start, reducing
the radial distance between the liner outer radius and the return can inner radius (Fig. 3.4) can
significantly reduce the magnetized volume in the load region, which correspondingly reduces
the initial static inductance of the circuit. In addition, the smaller gaps between each helical
return current post and the liner outer surface locally increases Ξ by increasing 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 for a given

𝜓𝜓, in accordance with the Biot-Savart law. Decreasing the gap between the liner surface and

the helical return can too much, however, can lead to local enhancements in current density
and magnetic field on the liner surface that could have detrimental effects on implosion

dynamics which we discuss in the next section. We can increase further the peak axial magnetic
field produced by the return can by extending the helical return current posts beyond the axial
extent of the imploding liner. We then minimize the inductive penalty of this design choice by
employing a radially tapered top cap throughout the non-imploding portions of the load (Fig.
3.4), limiting the magnetized volume of the system.
While the initial static inductance of the circuit can be minimized, the presence of the
additional axial magnetic field component in the load region will alter the functional
dependence of the time-changing circuit inductance associated with the imploding liner,
𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡). In contrast to normal cylindrical liner implosions, where the dynamic load inductance

depends solely on the increasing azimuthal magnetic flux in the load region (𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 (𝑡𝑡) ∝

ln [𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡 = 0) /𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡)]), the axial magnetic field produced by the helical return can introduces
another time-dependent term in the load inductance, with dependence given approximately by,

𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) ∝ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) 2, where 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the return can radius. Here, we assume the helical

return can acts as an infinite, ideal solenoid. For example, consider the design shown in Fig.
3.4: simulations indicate that the increase in the total load inductance from t = 0 to when the
liner has imploded to have an instantaneous outer surface with OD = 400 μm is approximately

Δ𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ≈ 6.5 nH. However, the change in load inductance due to increasing azimuthal flux,
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Δ𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝐵𝐵𝜙𝜙 (𝑡𝑡) ≈ 6 nH, far outweighs the change in inductance due to increasing axial flux,
Δ𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙,𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑡) ≈ 0.5 nH. Thus, we believe that while the additional inductance incurred with the

introduction of the helical return current posts is significant, the consequences of this design

choice from a pulsed-power perspective should not depend significantly on the actual
dynamics of the imploding liner.

Figure 3.4 – Multi-pitch helical posts with a reduced return can/liner gap for a substantial length of the liner height (i.e., a
tapered-radius return can structure). This design feature substantially reduces the magnetized volume (and thus the inductance)
in the load region. The reduction in magnetized volume cross section is shown compared to a fixed radius return current path
(dotted green). The new magnetized volume cross section is shown in dotted red. Note the tapered top cap that reduces the
magnetized volume (thus reducing the inductance). Reproduced from [61].

Discrete return current posts in close proximity to the imploding liner surface cause
azimuthal asymmetries in the magnetic pressure profile at the liner outer surface. While this
statement holds even for conventional z-pinches with straight, vertical return current posts, the
picture is more complex when the posts are helical. Similar to conventional z-pinches,
significant azimuthal asymmetry in the magnetic pressure driving the liner implosion can seed
hydrodynamic instabilities with a flute-like structure in the imploding liner density
distribution. Such structures can grow during the deceleration phase of the liner implosion and
deleteriously affect the stability and material distribution (i.e., the presence of non-fuel
material) in the fuel column when the liner is highly converged (i.e., near stagnation). As
described above, axial non-uniformity of the magnetic pressure profile can be mitigated by
employing multiple-pitch helical return current posts, but other methods are needed to address
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the azimuthal uniformity. Simply increasing the number of helical return current posts does
result in reduced drive asymmetry; however, we are practically limited in this regard by the
thickness requirement for return posts to avoid return can disruption and excessive plasma
generation during the drive current pulse. Also, additional posts diminish the line-of-sight
access to the liner for x-ray emission and radiography diagnostics.

3.1.4 Drive Magnetic Pressure Distribution

Simulations indicate that an acceptable level of azimuthal asymmetry in magnetic
pressure at the initial outer liner surface can be accomplished using a modest number of helical
posts. Indeed, a maximum initial azimuthal variation in magnetic pressure near +/- 5% is
achievable for as few as four discrete helical posts (Fig. 3.5(a)). Simulations confirm that the
azimuthal uniformity of magnetic pressure at the liner face depends on the number of discrete
helical posts used and the spacing between the helical posts and the liner face. Additionally,
the drive field will become more uniform as the liner implodes since the azimuthal component
of the field increases while the axial component remains approximately constant (per unit drive
current) during implosion. For example, during implosion of the design shown in Fig. 3.4, the
level of azimuthal pressure non-uniformity drops below +/- 2% when the liner outer surface is
at half the initial radius (𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (𝑡𝑡) = 0.5 × 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (0) , where 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (0) is the initial outer liner radius). An

implosion simulation in ALEGRA using four helical posts spaced 3 mm from the initial outer
liner surface demonstrates that the radial perturbation to the imploding liner inner wall is
minimal (not distinguishable compared to the 50-µm simulation grid cell resolution) at the
midplane of the liner; the azimuthal asymmetry in magnetic pressure has not noticeably
perturbed the inner liner wall by the time it has imploded to a convergence ratio of
approximately 5.2 (Fig. 3.5(c)). Here, convergence ratio (CR) is defined as CR = initial liner
inner radius / liner inner radius at time of simulation frame = 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 = 0) /𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡).
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Figure 3.5 – (a) Axial midplane cross section from ANSYS Maxwell of the simulated magnetic energy density (normalized)
for a load geometry with four total helical posts (two posts are shown). Magnetic energy density is shown because it
corresponds directly the magnetic pressure acting on current-carrying material cells in the simulation. The azimuthal
asymmetry in the magnetic pressure at the liner outer surface is approximately +/- 5% at the liner face. (b) Axial midplane
cross section from ANSYS Maxwell of normalized magnetic energy density for a load geometry with six total helical posts
(three are shown). Azimuthal non-uniformity in magnetic pressure at the liner outer surface is very low with maximum
variation below +/- 2%. (c) An ALEGRA implosion simulation showing an 𝑟𝑟 − 𝜙𝜙 cut of the liner at the midplane when the
liner is at CR~5.2. The initial inner and outer diameter of the liner are marked by dotted and dashed black, respectively.
Reproduced from [61].
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The acceptable levels of magnetic pressure uniformity and Ξ at the liner surface and

current density accumulation at the ends of the helical posts will depend on the goals,
dimensions, and drive parameters of the experiment. The trade space that exists between Ξ

(effectiveness of MRTI reduction), the current delivered to the load (driver-target coupling),
and magnetic pressure profile (implosion uniformity) will need to be further explored
experimentally and computationally.
We arrive at a candidate SLDSP design for MagLIF by employing a helical return can,
reducing the return can radius from the nominal 13 mm, and extending the height of the liner
conducting surface between the anode and cathode to increase the number of turns in the helical
posts. The design presented here uses a liner with aspect ratio AR = 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (0)/𝛿𝛿 = 9, where 𝛿𝛿 =

291 µm is the liner wall thickness (OR = 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (0) = 2.616 mm). The goals for this candidate

SLDSP platform included implementation of Ξ > 0.5 at the initial liner outer radius for the
entire imploding region (7.5 mm or 10 mm for typical MagLIF [16]), initial azimuthal pressure

non-uniformity (prior to the start of implosion) below +/- 5%, and an increase of initial static
load inductance over normal MagLIF of less than 2 nH.
The resulting candidate design (Fig. 3.6) utilizes a tapered-radius return can structure

with four multi-pitch helical return current posts and a tapered top cap. The pitch angles of the
posts (Fig. 3.6(a)) and the lengths of each pitch angle section were selected in order to keep
pitch transitions smooth and to keep at least 2.5 mm of axial extent of the liner outer surface
visible when the imploding liner is at CR~2 to facilitate radiographic diagnosis of the

implosion. The radial gap between the return can inner radius and the liner outer radius
decreases to a minimum of 2.92 mm for a substantial portion of the liner height (approximately
9 mm). This results in an increased initial Ξ and reduces the magnetized volume in the load

region by bringing the helical posts closer to the liner surface. The increase in initial static load
inductance for this design versus a normal MagLIF experiment (which used the standard power
feed designed to accommodate external field coils [16]) is below 0.3 nH and the initial drive
field ratio is above Ξ = 0.5 for 4.5 mm of the height of the liner at the outer liner surface (Fig.
3.6(b)). The proximity of the helical posts to the liner surface results in azimuthal magnetic

pressure variation below +/- 3% at the liner midplane (Fig. 3.6(c)). Initial axial magnetic
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pressure uniformity (Fig. 3.6(b)) is within 10% at the liner surface over a 7.5-mm imploding
region height. This variation climbs to 18% for a 10-mm-tall imploding region.

Figure 3.6 – (a) The candidate multi-pitch return can design surrounding a solid MagLIF liner with 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 (0) = 2.616 mm. The
return can, anode, and liner are displayed semi-transparent to show the tapered top cap, the cathode hardware at the bottom of
the target, the implosion cushions separated by 10 mm inside the liner, and the shape of the powerfeed transition into the load
region. 𝜓𝜓1 = 10°, 𝜓𝜓2 = 26°, 𝜓𝜓3 = 7°. The line-of-sight access to the liner outer surface edge is noted prior to implosion
(blue), at 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶~2 (red), and on-axis when the liner would be near stagnation (black). (b) Axial lineouts are shown of the initial
drive field ratio (blue) and normalized magnetic pressure (orange) at the liner outer surface for the 10-mm liner implosion
region from ANSYS Maxwell. Each lineout has been azimuthally averaged over 360° of the liner outer surface. (c) Azimuthal
lineouts from ANSYS Maxwell are shown of percent variation from the average magnetic pressure at the outer surface of the
liner. The heights at which these lineouts were taken correspond to the blue, red, and black dashed lines in (a): at the axial
midplane, 4 mm above the axial midplane, and 4 mm below the axial midplane, respectively. 270° of the azimuthal extent of
the liner is shown for the lineouts in the plot and the horizontal axis is given in distance along the circumference in mm. The
lack of smoothness apparent in the simulated data is due to the mesh resolution at the liner surface; variations between discrete
tetrahedral cells can result in abrupt jumps in field data even though the local average is smooth. (d) A simulation of the square
of the total magnetic field (which is proportional to the magnetic pressure) is shown on 180° of the outer liner surface and in
the XZ plane to the right of the liner in the image. The drive current is at a peak current of 18.7 MA after a 100-ns rise time
for this field map. Note the axial and azimuthal variation in the simulated data on the liner surface, each of which is illustrated
in more detail in (b) and (c), respectively. Reproduced from [61].
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To prevent substantial movement of the return can posts over the course of a ~100-ns rise time
pulsed power experiment on the Z Facility, the thickness of each post was chosen so that the
rectangular cross section along the entire post length remained above 1.2 mm by 1.4 mm. A
high electrical resistivity metal, stainless steel, was used for the return can material so that
ohmic heating would be distributed over a thicker skin depth (larger volume of metal) to reduce
the likelihood of overheated post material being ejected into the load region towards the liner
surface or between the helical posts.
This return can was designed to overcome the challenges highlighted earlier in this
section. 3D GORGON simulation results modeling this return can and a MagLIF-relevant
(empty) liner are shown in Fig. 3.7. This model used SESAME equations of state, SESAME
thermal conductivity tables, and Lee-More-Desjarlais (LMD) electrical conductivity models
[14] for the beryllium liner and stainless steel return can. The system was driven by a current
pulse which rises to ~16 MA in ~100 ns, and is typical of current delivery to MagLIF loads
[16]. This return can design retains integrity throughout the liner implosion, maintaining 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧
generation through to stagnation of the liner on axis. However, the Ξ(𝑡𝑡) at the liner midplane
drops by 10% (at a fixed radius) over the last 15 ns of the implosion as some current is

redistributed in expanding return post material. This minimal variation is acceptable to test the
efficacy of this scheme but indicates that the evolution of the return can will require detailed
calculations if designs are varied. Given the large computational volume required, the
GORGON calculation utilized a relatively coarse cubic grid cell resolution of 50 µm.
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Figure 3.7 – (a) Density contours from a GORGON simulation show the evolution of a beryllium MagLIF style AR=9 liner
and stainless steel helical return can 10 ns prior to stagnation (top) and at stagnation (bottom) when driven by a typical MagLIF
current pulse. (b) Comparison of inner and outer surfaces of the imploding liner 10 ns before stagnation, for both the helical
and solid return can when both configurations are driven by the same current. The green x marks indicate the midplane and
the top of an assumed 6-mm-long fuel region at which the simulated stagnation time, 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , was compared. Reproduced from
[61].

The design choices implemented in this candidate return can geometry have introduced

a significant axial non-uniformity in the magnetic pressure driving liner implosion (Fig.
3.6(b)). This asymmetry drives the mid-height of the liner harder than the ends, which for the
selected AR=9 MagLIF liner results in “bowing” of the mass distribution in the final ~10 ns of
the implosion. This is evident in Fig. 3.7(b) where contours of the inner and outer surface of
the liner are compared with a calculation of the same liner implosion driven by the same
current, but assuming a solid return can (i.e., no 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 generation). To better understand the

consequences of the apparent bowing in the liner, we compare stagnation time, 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, for

different heights in the liner in GORGON. Assuming a region of contiguous fuel that is 6 mm

tall for MagLIF, the difference in 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 between the midplane of the liner and the end of the
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fuel region (green x marks, Fig. 3.7(b)) is 𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 2 ns. This suggests that the bowing in the

liner will lead to a spread in stagnation time across the height of the liner comparable to typical
measured burn durations for MagLIF [16]. Additionally, the bowing of the liner could promote

axial flow of material, e.g., fusion fuel, away from the midplane prior to stagnation, thus
reducing fuel density and decreasing fusion yield. Changing the pitch and radius of the return
current posts as well as “shimming” the liner (i.e., varying the mass profile along the height of
the imploding region) could help to reduce the bowing of the imploding liner (Fig. 3.8).
However, while remedies to diminish the effects of axial drive asymmetry such as these exist,
we believe this design will meet the requirements essential to evaluating the stabilizing
influence of the SLDSP mechanism in implosion-only studies without preheated fusion fuel.

Figure 3.8 – (left) A schematic of the two different liner designs, “normal” and “shimmed”, used in SLDSP simulations in
ALEGRA. The shimmed liner shown has the extra mass added to the outer surface of the liner, though we note that the mass
could be added to the inner surface of the liner instead. In fact, simulations of this configuration have been executed (but are
not shown) and demonstrate very similar effects to the configuration in which the mass has been added to the outer liner
surface as shown in this figure. For the shimmed liner design shown, the axial coordinate of the peak of 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 was used to
assign the thickest section of the liner; the cross section of the liner surface corresponded to a circular arc. While this method
proved promising in simulations, further work remains to fully optimize the shimming protocol to ensure maximum cylindrical
implosion uniformity. (right) Density slices taken from 3D ALEGRA simulations of the SLDSP-driven liner configurations
shown schematically to the left. Note the reduction in the liner bowing accomplished in the shimmed liner. Though the added
mass slows down the implosion, the trade off in stability might be worth the reduced implosion velocity or later implosion
time. Further simulations beyond the scope of this dissertation will help inform these design decisions for potential future Z
experiments.
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3.1.5 Dynamics of Magnetic Field Distribution in Imploding SLDSP targets

The axial field component inside of the liner, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), remains below 1 T prior to

movement of the inner liner wall in GORGON and ALEGRA simulations. This is notably less
than in simulation results reported in Ref. 19 despite the more aggressively wound (i.e., lower
average pitch angle) helical posts in this candidate SLDSP design (although we note that our
simulations use beryllium liners instead of aluminum). These 3D ALEGRA simulations were
run with Eulerian mesh (the mesh is remapped after each simulation cycle), used SESAME
tabular equations of state, and LMD coupled electrical and thermal conductivity models. They
employed 50-µm cubic grid cells and were driven by a current pulse which rises to ~16 MA in
~100 ns. Interestingly, both GORGON and ALEGRA indicate that a significant amount of
axial flux is injected inside of the liner after the inner liner wall has started to move inward;
once the inner liner wall has moved approximately 300 µm inward (CR~1.15), 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) on axis

at the liner midplane reaches ~20 T in GORGON and ~22 T in ALEGRA (Fig. 3.9(d)).

Simulations indicate that axial flux injection results from enhanced magnetic diffusion
across the imploding liner wall once it has been shocked and heated. In ALEGRA, when the
inner liner wall begins to move, the shocked beryllium has an average electrical conductivity,
𝜎𝜎 (Fig. 3.11(c)), that is >30X lower than cold beryllium (𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≈ 2.5 × 107 S/m) and thus

has an average magnetic skin depth that is >5X longer. The dynamic axial field component
continues to diffuse across the liner wall during implosion, contributing additional axial flux
that is subsequently compressed inside of the imploding liner. For example, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) on axis at
the liner midplane reaches ~3000 T at CR~11.5 (Fig. 3.9(d)) in ALEGRA, which is a factor of

~1.35X higher than is expected to result from flux compression alone (assuming no magnetic
flux loss and flux compression starting with 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) = 22 T at CR~1.15). The magnetic

pressure inside of the imploding liner from the dynamic axial flux injection does not
significantly affect liner dynamics until approximately 1-2 ns before the liner material impacts
the axis and stagnates.
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Figure 3.9 – (a-c) Density contours from an ALEGRA simulation show the evolution of a beryllium MagLIF style AR=9 liner
and stainless steel helical return posts when the liner is at different CR leading up to stagnation. The CR is reported for the
midplane of the liner, which due to the bowing of the imploding liner is the most highly converged section for times prior to
stagnation. The CR~2.7 image in (b) corresponds to 10 ns prior to stagnation, the same time as when the image from GORGON
was taken in Fig. 3.7(a,top). The density colorbar below (d) corresponds to (a-c). (d) A lineout plot of the internal axial field,
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), on axis is shown at different CR during the implosion. The lineout is taken along the 10-mm tall imploding region.
The internal azimuthal field component in ALEGRA simulations is less than 2% of the strength of 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) throughout the
entire current pulse (through to stagnation). Reproduced from [61].
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Figure 3.10 – An image of the as-shot target hardware on the Z accelerator. Note the four miniature magnetic field probes
inserted in at the top, installed so as to measure axial magnetic field inside of the liner. These probes were fabricated and
calibrated by G. Shipley following the procedures outlined in Section 2.3 of this dissertation. Unfortunately, magnetic field
data captured in Z experiments provided inconclusive results, likely due to the plasma background or electromagnetic noise
in the Z environment.

The flux injection mechanism evident in MHD simulations can be explained by
considering the diffusion rate of magnetic field through the liner material during implosion.
The gradient in the axial field component is initially directed radially outward from the inside
of the liner which causes magnetic flux to diffuse inward across the shocked, heated liner
material as it begins to implode. The axial field component inside of the liner then increases
due to continuous flux injection and compression until it is large enough to reverse the gradient
direction. However, by the time the gradient reverses direction (when the liner is near CR~4.5),
the average 𝜎𝜎 of the liner material has increased by a factor of ~1.4X due to compression and
heating of the beryllium and the average liner implosion velocity has increased by a factor of

>5X (Fig. 3.11(d)); the larger 𝜎𝜎 reduces the rate of magnetic diffusion and the increased

implosion velocity reduces the time available for magnetic field to diffuse out of the liner. Flux

is then compressed without significant loss due to outward magnetic diffusion and the axial
field component inside of the liner increases according to 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) ∝ 1/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) 2. This

continuous axial flux injection and compression mechanism could be sufficient for
magnetizing the fusion fuel in MagLIF experiments (which to date have used 10 – 15 T quasi-

static, spatially uniform, preimposed axial magnetic field inside of the fuel region [16]);
however, we note that in this candidate design there is a strong axial gradient in 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), with
the injected field peaking at the liner midplane (Fig. 3.9(d)).
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Figure 3.11 – Radial lineouts across the imploding liner material from an ALEGRA simulation are shown for increasing CR.
The lineouts were taken through material cells with density above 0.1 g/cm 3. The lineouts show the evolution of 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 in (a), Ξ
in (b), 𝜎𝜎 in (c), and magnitude of the radial velocity, |𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 |, in (d) at t = 150 ns (CR~1.1) in green, t = 175 ns (CR~1.9) in blue,
t = 180 ns (CR~2.7) in magenta, t = 185 ns (CR~4.7) in black, t = 186 ns (CR~7.5) in cyan, and t = 187 ns (CR~11.5) in red.
Reproduced from [16].
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The axial nonuniformity evident in the internal axial field distribution will need to be carefully
considered in the context of thermal insulation and dynamics of the laser-heated MagLIF fuel.
Also important to note is that these simulations contain no inner gas fill, though a gas fill (and
laser-preheat) will likely alter flux injection/compression significantly compared to these
simulation results. We leave further exploration of this potential SLDSP-based magnetization
mechanism, the effects of gas fill and laser-preheat, and resultant magnetized fusion fuel
dynamics for future work.
Diffusion of magnetic field across the shocked, heated imploding liner and subsequent
𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧 flux compression in ALEGRA simulations leads to development of a magnetic shear profile

within the bulk liner material (Fig. 3.11(a and b)). Initially, the solid beryllium liner has a

magnetic skin depth that is much shorter than the liner thickness, so current flows almost
entirely near the outer liner surface [55]. However, once the liner has been shocked and heated,
the drive field can diffuse into and across the imploding shell on short [𝒪𝒪(20 ns)] timescales
(Fig. 3.11). ALEGRA simulations indicate that the azimuthal component of magnetic field
decreases precipitously with decreasing radius across the imploding liner shell due to the
absence of axial current flow at 𝑟𝑟 < 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), which is necessary to support azimuthal magnetic
flux inside of the liner. The axial component of magnetic field undergoes no such decrease

with radius since it is sourced by the helical return current posts surrounding the imploding
liner. In fact, as the liner implodes and the axial field component inside of the liner becomes
larger, the magnetic shear increases (Fig. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b), particularly at CR > 1.9). The
resultant sheared magnetic field profile that exists in the layers of imploding liner material
evolves dynamically and, according to theory [8, 77], could provide additional mitigation of
MRTI growth.
We note that the simulation resolution so far presented for GORGON and ALEGRA
simulations is quite coarse with respect to the electrical skin depth of the material: 45.5-50 µm
grid cells are on the order of the (cold, solid phase) ~40-µm skin depth of beryllium for a ~100ns rise time current pulse (i.e., 2.5 MHz fundamental frequency). To address this, a subset of
higher resolution simulations was executed to study whether the shock and magnetic diffusion
processes in the context of magnetic flux injection and subsequent compression significantly
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change. The results of these higher resolution simulations are reported in Section 2.4 alongside
discussion of instability development in similar higher resolution simulations.
At the base resolution (45.5 µm mesh grid cells), the drive field ratio was assessed at
the imploding liner surface in ALEGRA to quantify the expected rotation of the drive magnetic
field polarization during implosion (Fig. 3.12). Once the liner starts to move inward and
develops radial density gradients, the outer surface of the liner is assumed to be located at a 1
g/cm3 density contour. As previously noted, a range of Ξ from 0.1 to 1.0 is expected to be of

most interest for significant reduction of linear MRT growth [55]. Implosion simulations
indicate that Ξ at the midplane of the liner is initially 0.54 +/- 0.03 and decreases to 0.14 +/0.02 at CR~11.5 (Fig. 3.12); here the noted range is due to azimuthal variation in Ξ (t) at the

liner midplane. The magnetic field polarization, 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) (Eq. 1), is shown in Fig. 3.12 overlaid

with the liner CR as a function of time; 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) rotates from 28.4° (+1.2°/-1.4°) at CR~1 to 8.0°
(+1.1°/-1.2°) at CR~11.5.

Figure 3.12 – The magnetic field polarization, 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 ( 𝑡𝑡) (Eq. 3.1), at the midplane of the imploding outer liner surface is shown
as a function of time during an ALEGRA simulation overlaid with the liner convergence ratio (CR). The outer liner surface
was approximated to be at a 1 g/cm 3 density contour. Π at the same location is identified at various times during the simulation.
Reproduced from [61].
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3.2

Numerical Study of Instability Development

3.2.1 Cartesian Mesh Simulations of Full Target
One way to estimate the stabilizing influence of the SLDSP mechanism is by simulating
the evolution of MRTI seeded by a “white-noise” surface roughness perturbation [3,31] on the
outer radius of an AR=9 liner (Fig. 3.13(a)). For this perturbation, individual simulation cells
directly adjacent to the liner outer surface were randomly filled with beryllium.

Figure 3.13 – (a) The random distribution used to insert beryllium into cells adjacent to the outer liner surface is shown with
the filled material cell locations in black and the unperturbed background (the outer surface of the liner) in white. Dashed blue
lines indicate the top and bottom of the imploding region. (b) Simulated maps of the magnitude of velocity of the imploding
liner outer surface (associated with >0.1 g/cm 3 material) in simulation (1) and simulation (2). Note that the orientation of the
velocity peaks and troughs aligns with the expected orientation of MRTI in each simulation (azimuthal in simulation (1) and
helical in simulation (2)). (c) Density slices and opacity maps, 4 mm tall centered at the axial midplane of the liner, are shown
for a simulation of an imploding AR=9 liner (with initial outer surface perturbed with the distribution shown in (a)) driven by
a purely azimuthal drive field at various liner convergence ratios during the simulation. The opacity maps assume a fixed, cold
opacity for beryllium (1.24 cm 2/g, assuming 7.2-keV x-rays) and are intended to provide a qualitative estimate of the
orientation of MRTI structures that would be apparent in radiographic images. (d) Density slices and opacity maps are shown
for a simulation of an imploding AR=9 liner (with initial outer surface perturbed with the distribution shown in (a)) driven by
a helical magnetic field (provided by the candidate return current path design). The frames outlined in (c) and (d) in dashed
green correspond to the same time of the velocity maps shown in (b). Colorbars for the density slices and opacity maps shown
in (c) and (d) are included below (b). Taken from [61].
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The cubic grid cell size in these 3D ALEGRA simulations was 45.5 µm; despite the larger cell
size compared to the 20-µm grid cells used in Refs. 3 and 39 (using GORGON), the
initialization of MRTI with this type of seed is useful for estimating and comparing growth of
MRTI modes. Two simulations utilized the same white-noise perturbation (i.e., both random
distributions used the same random number generator and seed) and were executed to study
growth of MRTI as a function of time (Fig. 3.13): (1) a white-noise perturbed liner driven by
an azimuthal magnetic field and (2) a white-noise perturbed liner surrounded by the candidate
helical return current path (i.e., driven by a helical magnetic field).

Figure 3.14 – The density slices extracted from 3D ALEGRA simulations were imported into MATLAB and a surface tracking
algorithm was applied to assess instability peak amplitudes. Axes units are mm.

Field-aligned MRTI modes or interchange modes are expected to grow fastest (i.e.,
modes that satisfy �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 = 0, where �𝜿𝜿⃑ is the perturbation or instability wavevector and ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 is the

drive magnetic vector field) and formation of such field-aligned modes in each simulation was
evident; azimuthally correlated modes were dominant in (1) and helically-oriented modes were
dominant in (2). Growth of the respective field-aligned modes in each simulation support the
utility of our choice of MRTI seeding method. Although an azimuthal or helical bias to the
liner surface perturbation was needed in Refs. 3 and 39, respectively, to reproduce the MRTI
structures evident in experimental radiographs, we have chosen instead to use an identical
perturbation in both the azimuthally-driven and the helically-driven simulations without
adding an extra azimuthal or helical bias; this enabled a direct comparison of MRTI growth
due to the difference in drive field.
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Figure 3.15 – A plot of the average MRTI amplitude as a function of the normalized distance moved by the inner liner surface,
1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(0), for a 3D ALEGRA implosion simulation driven by an azimuthal magnetic field (black squares) and a
simulation driven by a helical magnetic field (blue circles). The average MRTI amplitudes shown in the plot were estimated
using 0.5 g/cm 3 mass density contours in ALEGRA. The reduction of average MRTI amplitude for the helical drive field case
compared to the azimuthal drive field case becomes evident at 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡)/𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(0) ≈ 0.64 (which corresponds to CR~2.7)
when the amplitude is reduced by ~1.3X. This reduction factor grows to ~1.5X when comparing the most highly converged
simulated data points. Reproduced from [61].

MRTI growth is reduced in simulations when the white-noise perturbed liner is driven
with a helical field (simulation (2), Fig. 3.13(d)) compared to when driven by an azimuthal
field (simulation (1), Fig. 13(c)). The amplitude of the MRTI, which we define as the difference
between the radius of the MRTI bubbles and spikes, was compared between the two
simulations (Fig. 3.15) and the results suggest that the helical drive field reduces average MRTI
amplitude by a factor of ~1.5X along the central 4 mm of the imploding liner when the liner is
near stagnation. While these simulations are useful for producing a qualitative comparison of
the effects of different drive field configurations on instability orientation and growth, MRTI
will be seeded quite differently in experiments; as such we refrain from making high-fidelity
experimental predictions from these simulation results and we refrain from comparing these
simulation results directly to the linear theory [55].
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3.2.2 Radial Trisection Mesh Simulations of Full Target

Three dimensional simulations are necessarily computationally expensive, especially
when trying to attain spatial resolution (i.e., mesh grid cell size) that is sufficient to resolve the
<200-µm length scale structures such as those postulated to be most important in liner
implosions on Z. This computational expense functionally limits the attainable spatial
resolution in simulations. The Cartesian mesh grid simulations that have so far been shown
using 45.5 – 50 µm grid cells are too coarse to effectively resolve the <200-µm structures of
interests and thus too coarse to effectively model the development or mitigation of instability
structures in SLDSP implosions. To combat this limitation, a different type of mesh was
explored; radial trisection mesh. In ALEGRA, radial trisection mesh (Fig. 3.16) is Cartesian in
the vicinity of the central axis and then converts to radial mesh (discretized in terms of axial,
radial, and azimuthal components) at higher radius. The user defines the radius of conversion
from Cartesian to radial mesh geometries; functionally, this transition usually occurs within 12 mm of the axis.
Radial trisection mesh in ALEGRA, combined with reduced axial cell size near the
axial midplane of the liner, enabled 20-µm axial resolution along with 20-µm initial azimuthal
and radial resolution for the central 3.5 mm section of the liner (similar to the 4 mm subsections
of liner height near the axial midplane shown in Fig. 3.13). Sections of the simulation axially
above or below this section as well as sections at higher radius than the liner outer radius were
more coarsely resolved, consistent with the stipulations of radial mesh geometry. The
azimuthal and radial resolution increase (i.e., azimuthal and radial mesh cell dimensions get
smaller) as radius decreases, which is ideal for the SLDSP geometry in which return current
posts at higher radius can be resolved more coarsely while the imploding liner and associated
instability development at lower radius require finer resolution.
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Figure 3.16 – Bottom view of a quarter subsection of the mesh for a radial trisection mesh simulation of an SLDSP implosion.
Note that towards the central axis of the simulation (top left), the mesh elements get smaller in the azimuthal and radial
dimensions.

Rather than employ the MRTI seeding method described earlier in this section, the
radial trisection mesh afforded a new method: random nodal perturbation. A set of simulation
nodes was assigned to adhere to the outer liner surface and then a random radial perturbation
was applied to this set of nodes. The perturbation was always much smaller than the mesh grid
cell size, but this MRTI seeding technique has been used in other liner implosion simulations
employing ALEGRA [40] which inspired confidence in our use of it. For the 20-µm (initial)
radial resolution simulations discussed here, a +/- 0.71 µm random radial node perturbation
was applied. This magnitude of perturbation demonstrated substantial MRTI development
during the course of the implosion, signifying that it is a sufficient MRTI seeding mechanism.
This nodal perturbation scheme is unique to ALE codes and was thus not extended to
GORGON (an Eulerian code), but we are confident that the usual methods used to seed MRTI
in Eulerian codes, including the material cell insertion method previously discussed for coarser
simulations, would be comparable. We discuss application of various MRTI seeding schemes
later in this section.
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The 20-µm resolution of the central region of the imploding liner enabled assessment
of MRTI development in the same manner as was shown in Fig. 3.15, so we decided to directly
compare simulated MRTI development for different simulation resolutions. The higher
resolution afforded in radial trisection mesh simulations has a large effect on both the overall
magnitude of MRTI growth and the difference in MRTI growth between the azimuthal drive
field and helical rive field cases. Both the 20-µm resolution z-pinch simulation and SLDSP
simulation demonstrated drastically reduced overall MRTI growth compared to their 45.5-µm
resolution counterparts. But most crucially, the apparent mitigation of MRTI development due
to the SLDSP mechanism in the 20-µm resolution simulations is significantly larger than in
the 45.5-µm resolution simulations; a ~2.5X reduction in MRTI amplitude at the point of
highest convergence is apparent in the SLDSP simulation compared to the z-pinch simulation
(Fig. 3.17). While it is apparent from this discussion and Fig. 3.17 that MRTI growth depends
on simulation mesh resolution, it is important to note that each pair of simulations at the two
respective resolutions were initialized identically. This means that the difference between the
MRTI growth of the z-pinch case and the SLDSP case at a given resolution demonstrates that
indeed the simulated SLDSP mechanism functions better when smaller, shorter length scale
structures are being better resolved from the earliest points in the implosion.

Figure 3.17 – Plot of MRTI amplitude extracted from 3D ALEGRA implosion simulation density slices of azimuthally-driven
(z-pinch) implosions and helically-driven (SLDSP) liner implosions at two different mesh resolutions. The two mesh
resolutions were implemented using different types of 3D simulation mesh: Cartesian mesh in the 45.5-µm resolution case
and radial trisection mesh in the 20-µm resolution case.
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Recall that these 20-µm resolution radial trisection mesh simulations were initialized
with a random nodal perturbation at the outer liner surface that was +/- 0.71 µm—much smaller
than the length of an individual mesh grid cell—and that the 45.5-µm resolution simulations
were initialized with entire 45.5-µm mesh elements filled with beryllium inserted randomly on
the outer liner surface. It is encouraging that MRTI mitigation due to the SLDSP mechanism
is apparent at both mesh resolutions with these two different MRTI seeds, but it is even more
exciting that the MRTI mitigation apparent in simulations seems to scale with mesh resolution
as the linear theory suggests. Simply stated, the <200-µm length scale instability structures
expected to be most effectively mitigated by the SLDSP mechanism are better resolved in the
20-µm resolution simulations and are thus stabilized more effectively.

3.2.3 High Resolution Radial Mesh Simulations of Liner Subsections

Explicitly modeling the return current posts for the SLDSP target geometry shown
earlier in this section necessitates computational expense and limits simulation resolution (as
previously stated), so a further step was taken to improve simulation resolution even beyond
the 20-µm cell size attained through radial trisection mesh. By eliminating the return current
posts and instead assuming a uniform drive field ratio for a subsection of the liner height and
circumference, a reduced simulation region was conceived. While this method eliminates
treatment of the spatial variation in the drive and its effects, it allows the resolution needed to
assess MRTI development, particularly for structures of the characteristic length/size of
interest (<200 µm).
Simulations with radial trisection mesh were executed of 1-mm tall, full 360°
circumference sections of an AR=12 beryllium liner (IR = 2.384 mm, OR = 2.6 mm, Fig. 3.18)
and were driven by sourcing both the azimuthal and axial magnetic drive field components at
the outer radial boundary based on a representative Z current pulse. Axial periodicity was
enforced at the top and bottom boundaries of the simulations. The azimuthal drive field
component was sourced by a boundary condition consistent with a total enclosed current which
captured the 1/𝑟𝑟 dependence of the azimuthal field (i.e., a current driven z-pinch) while the
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axial field component was sourced by a uniform magnetic field boundary condition which did
not impose a 1/𝑟𝑟 dependence, mimicking a return current can source (as is fielded in SLDSP
experiments). This drive source method assumes no spatial variation in drive field ratio, as was

previously mentioned (i.e., the drive field ratio is uniform on the entire outer radial boundary

and does not have axial dependence as in simulations with explicitly modeled return current
posts). These simulations had 12.5-µm axial and initial azimuthal and radial mesh resolutions.

Figure 3.18 – (a), (b), and (c) are density maps from 3D ALEGRA simulations of a beryllium liner implosion. This 1-mm
section of the total liner height was simulated by applying axial periodic boundary conditions on the top and bottom faces.
The drive magnetic field components were sourced from the outer radial boundary based on a prescribed current waveform,
usually taken from as-measured Z drive current data. Colorbar units are kg/m 3.
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The primary focus of these simulations was to study instability development for a more
highly resolved section of the liner implosion. As mentioned in the previous section,
simulations in which the mesh grid cell size is significantly smaller than the electrical skin
depth are expected to afford higher confidence in a converged result in terms of the diffusion
of magnetic flux through the liner and into the inner region, physical mechanisms suspected to
influence instability development to some degree through mechanisms such as magnetic shear.
These simulations provided an opportunity to study magnetic flux compression.
Both components of the drive magnetic field diffuse into the liner material and into the
central region of the imploding liner. Consistent with lower resolution simulations, the
azimuthal field component drops off precipitously in the inner region where on-axis, axial
currents do not form and thus cannot support azimuthal magnetic flux. We note that the lack
of axial currents in the central region is due to the lack of current-carrying ablation plasma
produced by the shock breakout at the inner surface of the liner, an effect that has been
predicted by other simulation tools, particularly extended or Hall MHD codes such as
PERSEUS but which is conspicuously missing in these ALEGRA models. Rather than dive
into this discrepancy in the context of this dissertation, we leave this for future work. The axial
field component, on the other hand, needs no such on-axis current sources and is free to diffuse
into the central region, being entirely sourced and sustained by the return current posts outside
of the liner. It is this axial magnetic flux that is of most interest in the context of flux
compression and potential uses for magnetic flux compression (e.g., MagLIF).
A simulation employing this material geometry was executed with Ξ = 0.5

(approximately equal to the peak initial Ξ of the target geometry shown in Fig. 3.6 and

described in Section 3.1). Predictions from lower resolution simulations of internal axial
magnetic flux compression (Fig. 3.9) were directly compared to the compressed magnetic field

observed in these higher resolution simulations. Recall that 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) on axis at the liner

midplane reaches ~3000 T at CR~11.5 in the 45.5-µm resolution simulations described earlier
in this chapter. For this higher resolution Ξ = 0.5 simulation, 𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) on axis at the liner

midplane reaches ~2700 T at CR~11.0. Taking into account the difference in CR and assuming
lossless flux compression from CR~11 to CR~11.5, the estimated magnetic field at the
midplane of the liner in the higher resolution simulation should be ~3000 T at CR~11.5, closely
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comparable to the prediction of the lower resolution simulation. This result supports that the
lower resolution simulations, while under-resolved in terms of the instability development, are
modeling the magnetic diffusion and flux compression processes with acceptable fidelity.
Although assessment of MRTI development in z-pinch and SLDSP implosions can be
informed by taking density slices and applying a surface tracking algorithm to extract peaks
and valleys at a specified density, this technique necessarily limits the 3D assessment of MRTI
development. For 2D axisymmetric simulations (where perfect azimuthal correlation is
imposed by definition), this technique does not inhibit assessment of instability development.
However, in 3D simulations where correlation (azimuthal or otherwise) arises primarily due to
physical and not exclusively numerical mechanisms, a more global method of assessment
would be preferred.
A method of analysis was formulated to assess the entire imploding density distribution
in the simulation (rather than just discrete RZ slices). Using the VisIt visualization tool
(developed and maintained by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), radial lineouts of
density were taken before computing a numerical sum or integration of the density lineouts at
each (𝜃𝜃,z) coordinate/location in the simulated imploding density distribution (where 𝜃𝜃 is the

azimuthal coordinate). In this fashion, 2D areal density (𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) maps were produced which show
the accumulation of mass into instability structures. Specifically, the areal density maps show
(for the entire density distribution) the orientation and magnitude of the bubbles and spikes
associated with MRTI. As MRTI grows (as in traditional RTI), mass is redistributed away from
the bubbles and into the spikes; this behavior is resolved in this areal density analysis for the
3D simulations here described. The metric for assessment and comparison of MRTI structures
for different simulations was chosen to be the standard deviation of the entire areal density
distribution for a given simulation at individual simulation time steps. Computing the standard
deviation of all areal density values across the entire set of (𝜃𝜃,z) coordinates in each map
provides a standardized way to compare bubble and spike development across different
simulations.
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Figure 3.19 – Plot of 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) for three different 1-mm tall, 360° simulations with 𝛯𝛯 = 0, 0.5, and 1.0. MRTI was seeded using
random radial node perturbation in these simulations. Drive field ratio, 𝛯𝛯, is also noted as “Brat” in this figure.

For the 1-mm tall (axially periodic), 360° azimuth radial trisection mesh with 12.5-µm

resolution, simulations were executed with Ξ = 0 (z-pinch), 0.5, and 1.0 to explore the
dependence of MRTI development on initial drive field ratio. To improve the comparability of

each of these simulations, the initial magnetic field pressure (prior to movement of the outer
liner surface) was made the same for each simulation. The dynamic magnetic pressure driving
the implosion is necessarily different for each simulation with different initial drive field ratio

due to the 1/𝑟𝑟 dependence of the azimuthal field component, but rather than attempting to

modify the dynamic magnetic pressure driving each liner simulation, we felt that normalizing
the initial magnetic pressure was the best method to pursue. In fact, we postulate that
attempting to normalize the dynamic magnetic pressure driving each simulation would likely
alter the shock dynamics and material heating past the point of valuable comparison and past
the point of meaningful surrogacy to feasible Z experiments. MRTI was seeded via random
node perturbation of +/- 0.71 µm at the outer surface of the liner. MRTI growth was compared
as a function of normalized distance moved of the inner liner wall (assigned to a 1 g/cm3
density contour) for each simulation (Fig. 3.19). Simulations indicate substantial reduction of
MRTI development for liners driven with increasing levels of initial Ξ. For example, there is a
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~1.8X difference in the standard deviation of the areal density distribution, 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌), of the Ξ =
0 (z-pinch) case at the point of highest convergence compared to the Ξ = 0.5 case near the same

value of normalized distance moved. This difference climbs to ~4.6X for the Ξ = 1.0 case at

the point of highest convergence.

Figure 3.20 – Plot of the simulation configuration (as viewed from the top) for the 1-mm tall, 45° wide radial mesh simulations.
Drive magnetic field boundary conditions were applied to the outer radial boundary to drive the simulated implosion.

To further combat spatial resolution limitations and to better assess MRTI development
in the context of the <200 µm characteristic length structures, radial mesh simulations were
composed in which a 1-mm tall, 45° azimuthal extent section of the liner was modeled (Fig.
3.20). This simulation mesh geometry enables 7.5-µm axial and initial azimuthal and radial
resolution at the liner outer surface. Both axial and azimuthal periodic boundary conditions
were enforced in these simulations. Rather than meshing the central axis region (which is
impossible in radial mesh without conversion to Cartesian mesh grid cells as in radial trisection
mesh), the mesh geometry had a minimum radius imposed. This minimum radius corresponded
to CR=10 (normalized distance moved of the inner liner wall = 0.9) for the AR=12 liner
geometry used in these simulations.
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Figure 3.21 – (top) An areal density map for a simulation with 𝛯𝛯 = 0 (z-pinch) and random radial node perturbation MRTI
seed. This areal density map was taken at the point of highest convergence, normalized distance moved of 0.9. Note the dark
bands (the bubbles) and the white bands (the spikes) that arise due to the redistribution of mass away from the bubble regions
and into the spike regions. (bottom) An areal density map of a 𝛯𝛯 = 1.0 simulation with the same random radial node
perturbation applied and taken at the same normalized distance moved. The colorbar in the top and bottom areal density maps
is identical. Note the much less pronounced bubble and spike structures (troughs and peaks, respectively) in the bottom areal
density map. This illustrates the stabilizing influence of the SLDSP mechanism when compared to a regular z-pinch implosion.

These 45° wide simulations were executed for Ξ = 0 (z-pinch), 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0

drive field ratios and used multiple different MRTI seeds to explore the dependence of MRTI
development on seed mechanisms. The same random node perturbation as before was used
(+/- 0.71 µm radial perturbation) for one series of simulations. Additionally, random material
cell insertion (similar to the MRTI seed used for simulations shown in Figs. 3.13, 3.15, and
3.17) was employed for two different random number generator seeds and two different
average spatial frequencies; the first used a spatial frequency similar to that shown in Figs.
3.13(a) and the second used a spatial frequency approximately twice as large (i.e., there were
twice as many material cells inserted adjacent to the outer liner surface). Keeping the random
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number generator seed constant for an entire series of simulations (scanning through drive field
ratio values) enabled direct comparison of MRTI development by keeping the initial conditions
identical. An additional two seeding mechanisms were executed using random material
deletion, once again similar to the procedure described for simulations shown in Figs. 3.13 and
3.17 but using two different random number generator seeds and spatial frequencies as was
described for the material insertion seed method.

Figure 3.22 – Plot of standard deviation of areal density distribution, 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌), for each different drive field ratio simulation each
with MRTI seeded by a random radial node displacement initially applied to the outer liner surface.

Comparison of MRTI development across these multiple seeds was intended to provide

some ability to distinguish between numerical effects and physical effects independent of
numerics. In practice, this distinction is very difficult to make definitively; instead we note the
comparable trends for each set of MRTI seed mechanisms and recognize that common trends
indicate the influence of physical phenomena independent of the numerics. Optimizing the
MRTI seed mechanism in ALEGRA for use in liner implosion simulations—such as by
optimizing the seed mechanism to reproduce previous Z radiography data—is beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
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Figure 3.23 - Plots of standard deviation of areal density distribution, 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌), for different drive field ratio simulations. Each
plot collects the simulations that used the same MRTI seeding mechanism: (top left) Random material cell insertion adjacent
to the liner outer surface; (top right) Random material cell insertion adjacent to the liner outer surface with a different random
seed and spatial frequency ~2X as large as the seed used in the top left plot; (bottom left) Random material cell deletion
adjacent to the outer liner surface; (bottom right) Random material cell deletion adjacent to the outer liner surface but with a
different random seed and ~2X larger spatial frequency than the plot shown in the bottom left.

Across the different MRTI seeds, numerous common trends can be extracted. In all
simulations, the z-pinch case resulted in the largest 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) at the point of highest convergence.
For all MRTI seeds except one, the z-pinch case maintained the largest 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) throughout the
implosion; the high spatial frequency random material insertion seed (“rand surf 2”) simulation

of Ξ = 0.2 appeared to have larger 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) between normalized distance moved of 0.5 and 0.8

(Fig. 3.23, top left plot, dotted red). Then, after normalized distance moved 0.8, the z-pinch
case (Fig. 3.23, top left plot, dotted black) demonstrated larger (and more quickly growing)
𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) than the Ξ = 0.2 case. Also worthy of note is that in the random node perturbation seeded

simulations, the Ξ = 0.2 case demonstrated very similar 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) to the z-pinch case (within 5%)
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all the way through to normalized distance moved of 0.9. This close adherence was unique to
this simulation series; in all other simulation series (excepting the aforementioned high spatial
frequency material insertion seed simulation series), the 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) of the Ξ = 0.2 case remained
below 50% of the 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) of the z-pinch case.

Figure 3.24 – Plot of 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) for 3D ALEGRA simulations (1-mm tall, 45° wide) of beryllium liners imploded by a drive
magnetic field with 𝛯𝛯 = 0.5 but each simulation used a different MRTI seeding mechanism.

Simulations using a particular drive field ratio, Ξ = 0.5, can be compared across

different MRTI seeding mechanisms (Fig. 3.24). This comparison indicates that at the point of

highest convergence (CR~10) there is a range of 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) of 0.115 – 0.188 kg/m2 across all five

of the different MRTI seeding schemes used in this study. This relatively large difference
across different MRTI seeding mechanisms suggests that there is opportunity to optimize the

MRTI seeding mechanism to best fit experimental data, particularly radiographic data.
Although we note that despite the spread in 𝜎𝜎(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) seen across these different MRTI seeds, the

general trend common across all of the simulations clearly indicates that there is substantial

stabilizing influence exerted by the SLDSP mechanism that scales with the strength of the
initial drive field ratio (just as the linear theory originated by Schmit et al. in Ref. 55 predicts).
One aspect of the SLDSP stabilizing mechanism that is uniquely assessible using 3D
numerical models (as compared to lower dimension models or linear theory) is the orientation
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of the dominant MRTI structures as a function of time and implosion convergence; more
specifically, the dominant orientation of MRTI structures throughout the implosion can be
compared to the polarization field angle for the drive field to determine how magnetic tension
effects can aid in reduction of cumulative MRTI growth. As described by Awe et al. in Ref. 2,
once helical instability modes are seeded in the liner, the geometric effect of the liner’s
decreasing radius during implosion will tend to shift the instability pitch angle towards vertical
(if the instability structures do not dynamically change substantially throughout the implosion
through processes such as mode merging [76]).

Figure 3.25 – (left) Areal density maps from a 𝛯𝛯 = 0.5 3D ALEGRA simulation (1-mm tall, 45° wide). The width of each
areal density map is in angular units and time proceeds downward (blue arrow). Each areal density map is normalized so that
the colorbar is extended from the minimum to the maximum value (therefore the colorbars for each map are different). Note
the apparent angle of the MRTI structures in each map, which appear very similar when the horizontal dimension is in angular
units despite the bottom areal density map coming from a more highly converged point in the simulation compared to the
middle and top maps. (right) Areal density maps from a 𝛯𝛯 = 0.5 3D ALEGRA simulation (1-mm tall, 45° wide). Unlike in
(left), the width of each areal density map is in spatial units. Note that the pitch angle of the MRTI structures actually shifts
towards the vertical as a function of time and convergence.

These simulations indicate that the dominant MRTI structures are indeed locked into
the liner mass distribution prior to the liner reaching normalized distance moved of 0.5 (CR=2).
Then, as the liner implodes (and as predicted), these structures shift orientation towards the
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vertical (Fig. 3.25(right) and Fig. 3.26). Importantly, this shift occurs in the opposite
sense/direction as the shift in drive field polarization field angle, which dynamically shifts
towards the horizontal during implosion. This oppositely oriented effective rotation leads to
dynamic application of magnetic field line tension on previously seeded structures, thus
reducing the cumulative growth of previously seeded structures. Stability of helical modes with
respect to drive field angle was explored in depth by Yager-Elorriaga in [75] and it is clear
from that work that those modes that are more anti-aligned with the drive magnetic field lines
tend to grow more slowly than those that are better aligned. This is an equivalent restatement
of the stability criterion discussed earlier in this section, wherein modes that satisfy �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 = 0

(interchange modes) grow the fastest and—crucially—that modes which maximize �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 will
necessarily grow slowest or, equivalently, be the most stabilized.

Figure 3.26 – Multiple simulations using different MRTI seeding mechanisms and simulation region sizes were executed to
explore how MRTI structure shift orientation as a function of time and liner convergence. While the different MRTI seeds
have been described before, an additional effort was made to explore different simulation region sizes to understand how the
axial and azimuthal periodicity affected correlation of MRTI structures across the height or width of the simulation region.
Results indicate that the original 1-mm tall, 45° wide simulation region did not significantly affect the correlation or orientation
of MRTI structures. The different region sizes explored were 1.25X taller and “wider” (larger azimuthal extent), 1.5X taller
and wider, and 1.75X taller and wider.

As the pitch angle of the MRTI structures grows and the drive field polarization rotates
towards the horizontal, �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 grows (Figs. 3.27, 3.28, 3.29). Perhaps counterintuitively, the
SLDSP stabilizing mechanism is not ideally suited to reducing both inflight MRTI and the
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seeds and/or early growth of MRTI. By definition, MRTI seeding leads to the imprint of spatial
perturbations and subsequent growth in the earliest stages of the liner implosion (prior
acceleration of the outer surface or during the first stages of acceleration of the outer liner
surface). However, the earliest part of the implosion is when �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
𝑩𝑩 is smallest and therefore

when the SLDSP mechanism is least effective at reducing MRTI growth. It is once the liner
has imploded inward and the drive magnetic field polarization and dominant MRTI pitch angle

have had a chance to rotate toward the horizontal and vertical, respectively, that the real power
of the SLDSP stabilizing mechanism comes into play. In short, the stabilizing effects of SLDSP
are integrally tied to the implosion of the liner in that the liner must move inward to facilitate
rotation of the drive field. Said differently, the SLDSP is an in-flight stabilization mechanism
and is only an in-flight stabilization mechanism, having no significantly positive influence on
the seeds of MRTI. If such a positive influence on MRTI seeds exists due to SLDSP, we make
no attempt to address it in this dissertation and enthusiastically look forward to future work on
this topic.

Figure 3.27 – Plot of dominant MRTI pitch angle and drive field polarization angle versus normalized distance moved of the
liner inner wall for a 𝛯𝛯 = 0.5 simulation (random node perturbation seed) in 3D ALEGRA.
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Figure 3.28 – Plot of difference between the dominant MRTI pitch angle and the drive field polarization angle versus
normalized distance moved of the liner inner wall for a 𝛯𝛯 = 0.5 simulation in 3D ALEGRA. As the liner implodes further
inward, this difference grows, facilitating more effective stabilization due to magnetic field line tension effects.

Figure 3.29 – Plot of the cosine of the angle between the dominant MRTI structure wavevector (𝜿𝜿
�⃑) and drive magnetic field
��⃑) versus normalized distance moved of the liner inner wall for a 𝛯𝛯 = 0.5 simulation in 3D ALEGRA. 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 , the magnetic
vector (𝑩𝑩
field polarization angle, and 𝜃𝜃𝜅𝜅 , the angle of the dominant instability wavevector, are measured using the same reference for
�⃑ and ��⃑
𝑩𝑩. This
zero. As such, the difference in the angles, 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 − 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃, represents the total angle between the two vectors 𝜿𝜿
𝑩𝑩 changes throughout the implosion independent of the particular �𝜿𝜿⃑ or mode of
calculation is intended to indicate how �𝜿𝜿⃑ ∙ ��⃑
interest.
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3.3

Preliminary Comparisons to Experimental Data

It is critically important to the SLDSP concept that MRTI development be studied in
SLDSP-driven implosion experiments on the Z Facility employing a liner with the typical
MagLIF liner surface roughness (100-250 nm root-mean-square). We anticipate opportunities
for MHD code validation and improvement of modeling techniques which, along with detailed
comparison to data captured in SLDSP implosion experiments on Z, will be the subject of
future work.
Two SLDSP experiments have been executed on the Z facility to date and have
provided limited opportunity for comparison to MHD modeling presented in this dissertation.
The first experiment suffered from issues with the pulsed power driver which resulted in
compromise of the SLDSP mechanism; it is postulated that the particular failure mechanism
was either shorting current across the helical return posts or feed plasma filling the targets
region which caused both current shorting and shielding of magnetic flux. Regardless of the
particular mechanism of failure, the SLDSP mechanism did not function. The second
experiment apparently succeeded in facilitating the SLDSP mechanism, but due to high
background noise in the radiography data, detailed comparisons with simulations are limited
(Fig. 3.30). Comparisons are particularly limited with respect to the shorter length scale
structures (e.g., helical instability structures) in the imploding liner distribution. Additional
SLDSP experiments on the Z facility are planned and we hope that those shots will provide
valuable datasets for comparison to simulation techniques and results presented in this
dissertation.
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Figure 3.30 – (left) A density map from a 3D implosion simulation in 3D ALEGRA of an SLDSP target designed for Z
experiments. (right top) Opacity map from a 3D ALEGRA simulation. Note the helical instability structures forming in the
imploding liner distribution, seeded by an initial random radial node perturbation on the outer surface of the liner. (bottom
right) A radiograph from Z3470, the second SLDSP shot fielded on Z. This radiograph suffered from high background noise,
preventing resolution of the finer scale features (such as the anticipated helical instability structures) but enabled comparison
of implosion dynamics between experimental data and simulations. A shown, the radiograph has been processed (courtesy of
D. Yager-Elorriaga) to try to smooth out some of the noise in the raw data for better comparison to simulations.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation firstly presented simulation-based design and experimental
investigation of the magnetization, dielectric breakdown, and implosion phases of automagnetizing liner experiments in support of the effort to develop the “AutoMag” concept for
successful implementation in Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion on Z. The ANSYS Maxwell
simulation tool primarily used for design of AutoMag liners provided a reliable method for
predicting the magnetic field production and calculating the estimated induced electric field
strength in liners pulsed with intense current (500-850 kA, ~125 ns rise time for Mykonos and
1-2 MA, 175 ns prepulses on Z).
Experiments on Mykonos confirmed axial magnetic field production in the 20 – 92 T
range for different liner designs, closely aligned with simulation predictions, which was
measured by miniature magnetic field probes (“microBdots”) installed on axis inside of the
liners during the current pulse. Analysis of the time-dependent magnetic field data and
comparison with simulations suggested that induced electric field primarily contributes to
breakdown initiation. However, the first working hypothesis that the strength of induced
electric field locally in and around the helical gaps serves as the primary factor driving
breakdown turned out to be inaccurate. Additional experimental data from Mykonos
experiments suggest that a global induced electric field across the entire target better explains
the observed dielectric breakdown evolution from multiple datasets.
Comparison of scaling between axial magnetic field data recorded by microBdots with
drive current data recorded by Bdot probes in the pulsed power transmission line allowed
estimation of the time of breakdown initiation during experiments on Mykonos and on Z.
Optical diagnostics in Mykonos experiments including time-resolved photodiodes and single
frame gated imaging confirmed that for experiments in which magnetic field and current data
indicated breakdown, bright photon emission is produced from the liner.
Radiography experiments were conducted on the Z Facility to explore implosion
dynamics of AutoMag liners. On-axis microBdots were fielded to confirm magnetization
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performance and to infer breakdown initiation. Time-resolved optical diagnostics were fielded
to diagnose when dielectric breakdown occurred, but were ultimately unsuccessful in
providing information regarding dielectric breakdown of AutoMag liners fielded on Z.
Magnetic field data indicated 58 T (95 T) produced inside of the liner during a 1 MA (2 MA),
175 ns prepulse on Z but magnetic field continued to rise after the prepulse for both
experiments; after the prepulse, the first experiment produced 120-140 T precompressed field
inside the liner and the second experiment produced 160-200 T precompressed field inside of
the liner. Two-frame 7.2 keV radiography provided diagnosis of cylindrical implosion
uniformity and liner dynamics up through a convergence ratio of 5.0 at which point the inner
wall of the liner appears to be minimally perturbed (<200 µm perturbation amplitude).
Radiographs captured data indicating complex helical structure present in imploding
AutoMag liners on Z. While numerous aspects of the radiography data correspond closely with
initial conditions in the AutoMag targets (e.g., insulator-filled helical gaps), other aspects
remain unexplained (e.g., secondary helices, vein-like structures). The nature and origin of
these latter structures is suspected to be closely tied to the dielectric breakdown process, a
physical process that is preventatively challenging for the current state of the art MHD codes
typically used to model pulsed power target dynamics. Further exploration of the dielectric
breakdown process in AutoMag and how it influences the implosion dynamics of AutoMag
liners can and should be executed experimentally and using advanced (perhaps even
developing) simulation tools.
Implosion experiments on Z provided unprecedented assessment of implosion
uniformity of AutoMag liners and confirmed strong axial field generation on Z, but further
study needs to be conducted to improve AutoMag for use in MagLIF. The strong field produced
in implosion experiments, while perhaps an exciting result for application to non-MagLIF
applications in fundamental science, is not ideal for MagLIF. Indeed, the <100 T
precompressed fields measured in Z experiments are far above the 30-50 T range that is most
relevant for MagLIF and presence of such strong fields could be detrimental to MagLIF
performance. This dissertation proposed methods by which to modify AutoMag target design
to promote earlier dielectric breakdown (at lower internal axial magnetic field levels) and
improve cylindrical implosion uniformity. The simulations presented in this dissertation to
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explore such methods suggest a pathway for the AutoMag concept more broadly towards
eventual use in MagLIF experiments.
Several experimental methods were explored on Mykonos to assess whether the
breakdown process could be altered so that AutoMag liners can produce fields in the ideal
range for MagLIF. These methods included modification of the helical gaps and use of a pulse
UV laser on the outside of the target. While neither technique resulted in reproducibly altering
dielectric breakdown initiation or internal field production, they contributed to better
understanding of the evolution of the dielectric breakdown process more generally.
Given the ability of AutoMag liners to easily produce high precompressed magnetic
fields, there may be opportunities to explore non-MagLIF applications such as topics in
fundamental science including high field astrophysical problems, development of advanced
magnetic field diagnostics including x-ray Zeeman splitting for diagnosis of the field
distribution, and flux compression studies. Hypothetically, all of these topics can be explored
via use of AutoMag liners and present interesting future directions for this research.
In Chapter 3, extensive design work and simulation exploration was presented
exploring the Solid Liner Dynamic Screw Pinch liner implosion stabilization concept. SLDSP
requires production of a helical drive magnetic field in order to stabilize liner implosions
against field-aligned MRT modes in-flight by shifting the fastest growing MRT modes as a
function of time. To produce the requisite helical drive field, helical conductors are
implemented not in the liner as in AutoMag, but instead in the return current geometry. Many
of the design methodologies used in AutoMag liner simulations were used and expanded upon
during exploration of SLDSP load geometries. Use of discrete multiple-pitch helical return can
posts enabled radiographic access to the liner/target and increased magnetic pressure
uniformity as a function of load height at the liner surface. Attempts to improve driver-target
coupling were made by reducing the load inductance via decreasing the magnetized volume in
the load region.
The initial magnetic pressure uniformity (prior to movement of the liner) as a function
of azimuth and height at the SLDSP liner surface was simulated in ANSYS Maxwell to
understand how asymmetries in the drive pressure might affect liner stability. MHD
simulations in GORGON and ALEGRA explored implosion dynamics of SLDSP target
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geometries, revealing that the implosion symmetry depends directly on the magnetic field
topology produced by the helical return current paths. Additional MHD simulations in
ALEGRA focused on modeling small (1-mm tall, 45° or 360°) sections of magnetically driven
liner implosions each with different drive magnetic field boundary conditions enforced at the
outer radial simulation boundary. MRTI development was compared for these smaller, more
finely resolved simulations to assess the scaling of MRTI growth with drive magnetic field
ratio.
Though SLDSP implosions have been preliminarily explored on the Z accelerator,
additional experiments are required to determine the efficacy of the concept for MRTI
stabilization and to compare to simulations (including those presented in this dissertation).
Comparison of simulation results with experimental data, especially for an inherently 3D target
configuration like SLDSP, would serve as a powerful pathway for developing multi-physics
codes used to model pulsed power ICF problems. Such comparisons and development of the
SLDSP concept making direct use of experimental data captured on Z represent an exciting
pathway forward for developing this novel pulsed power concept.
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